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A theoretical method of predicting the performance of subsonic, axial
flow, multistage turbines is presented together with the digital computor
program for computing all the dimensionless performance parameters required
to completely define turbine performance. A small two stage turbine, for
use in space vehicles, was used to demonstrate the application of the method.
A complete set of performance maps were drawn and analyzed. The dimensionless
performance parameters for any given flow condition could be obtained from
the maps
.
The computor program proved to be extremely flexible and useful. The
effect of blade row redesign could be easily determined. Comparison of the
extremely limited amount of open cycle test data with program results showed
that the method would provide a design engineer the means of predicting the
performance of a given turbine design. The accuracy of such a prediction was
shown to depend greatly upon the estimation of rotor tip clearances and the
measurement of flow areas corresponding to the clearance. The computor pro-
gram provides a means for trial and error determination of the rotor tip
clearances when operating at high temperatures if accurate test data is avail-
able.
Although the computor program was written in Fortran language for the
Control Data Corporation 1604 Computor at the U.S. Naval Postgraduate School,
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A Gas flow area measured normal to flow direction
A Minimum blade passage gas flow area
a Blade opening or distance between blades at the
minimum cross section
C Lift coefficient based upon vector mean velocity
C Theoretical velocity for isentropic expansion from
stagnation pressure at entrance to static pressure
at discharge
C Specific heat at constant pressure
P
Coefficient of drag on blades created by tip
clearance pressure losses






H Total absolute enthalpy
IL Total relative enthalpy
K.
H*** Shape parameter; Energy thickness
A H Total enthalpy drop
h Static enthalpy
h Blade height
I.D. Inside diameter of turbine annulus
i Incidence angle of flow onto a blade row, given
by the difference between gas flow angle relative























k Radial rotor tip clearance in.
N Rotational speed rpm
n Polytropic exponent
O.D. Outside diameter of turbine annulus in.
P Total pressure psia.
Ap Total pressure drop psia.
p Static pressure psia.
2
q Free stream dynamic pressure lb/ft
R Gas constant ft lb/lb °R
S Entropy Btu/lb °R
s Blade spacing in.
T Gas total temperature R
T Equivalent total temperature at rotor inlet RR
T Equivalent total temperature at stator inlet R
At Gas total temperature drop R
AT. Isentropic gas total temperature drop R
t Maximum blade thickness in.
t Trailing edge thickness in.
U Perpherial speed at mean diameter ft/sec
V Absolute velocity ft/sec
V Axial component of absolute velocity ft/sec
m
V Tangential component of absolute velocity ft/sec
W Relative velocity ft/sec
W Tangential component of relative velocity ft/sec
•
w Gas mass flow rate lb/sec
IX

Q! Scator gas flow angles Degrees
(X* Stator blade angles Degrees
(3 Rotor gas flow angles Degrees
P* Rotor blade angles Degrees
Vs Ratio of specific heats
A Small finite interval
£* Shape parameter; Displacement thickness
Expansion loss coefficient
Rotor tip clearance loss coefficient
Profile loss coefficient
Q Secondary loss coefficient
L Total loss coefficient
c Trailing edge loss coefficient
'( Efficiency
(/ Flow area reduction factor

























* Indicates actual blade angles vice flow angles
Note. See Appendix III for Fortran names and their meaning,
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A METHOD OF PREDIOIINi, THE PERFORMANCE OF AXIAL FLOW TURBINES
USING A DIGITAL COMPUTOR TO DEVELOP PERFORMANCE MAPS
INTRODUCTION
Turbines for driving auxiliary equipment on rocket and space vehicles
have become on of the most exacting pieces of turbomachinery in use today.
The premium placed on space and weight in these vehicles requires that the
size of a turbine be small, yet it is necessary to extract the maximum work
for a given input. This means that the turbine must be designed to have
high specific work output and efficiency. The effect of size on the effici-
ency of turbines has not been fully determined, however small turbines re-
quire that clearances be small, flow areas exact, leakage losses low, and
deflections of the flow in the rotor blade less than 105
,
Ref. 1. Regard-
less of size, calculation of the performance of a turbine must be made using
approximate methods.
Although an exact analysis of viscous, compressible flow through an
axial turbomachine can never be made, the demand upon the design engineer
for an accurate estimation of the performance of a given design has become
greater. The greatest difficulty in making an accurate prediction is con-
tending with the large number of variables that play a role in the overall
performance of a turbine stage. Since most engineering firms have access to
electronic digital computors, a method of analyis involving their use was
suggested.
Manual calculation of the efficiency and work output of a multistage
turbine for one set of operating conditions is tedious and time consuming.
For a two stage turbine, approximately six man-hours of work are required
to obtain one constant speed characteristic point as defined by the flow rate,
overall pressure ratio, efficiency, and power coefficient. Many combinations
of the input parameters are necessary in order to make an accurate estimation
of overall turbine performance. In order to provide a quick and accurate
method of evaluating the performance of subsonic, axial flow, single or
multistage turbines, equations were developed and programed for computor
solution so that performance maps could be drawn.

Under the assumption that a multistage axial flow turbine design pre-
sented for evaluation would give the blade shapes, flow angles, diameters,
clearances, spacing, and all other pertinent data, the computor program de-
veloped will allow an accurate evaluation of the performance to be made.
The program has been restricted to subsonic flow conditions. No extension of
this program can be made to include turbines operating in the supersonic
range since a complicated iteration process would be necessary in order to
determine the pressure ratio across each blade row. To preserve flow con-
tinuity, the deflection of the outflow from a blade row would also have to
be considered. Ref. 2.
II. Method in General
A. Simplifying Assumptions
Once a turbine design has been formulated, any estimation of the
performance must be made, using three dimensional flow conditions as a basis,
since three dimensional effects are so important. Due to the complexity of
such flows certain assumptions have been made for simplification.
The flow has been assumed to be adiabatic, steady, turbulent, and
axial at entry to the nozzle blade row of the first stage. Frictional forces
have been ignored in the region between the blade rows, since velocity gradi-
ents in that region are much smaller than those found in the boundary layers
along the surfaces. The flow between the blade rows has been considered to
be axi symmetric and steady, depending solely upon the conditions imposed by
the blade rows ahead of a given region. Interference effects between the
rows of blades have been ignored. At the mean radius the flow was considered
axisymmetric, having axial and tangential velocity components. Since the
annulus radial height is usually small compared with the mean radius, the
changes of the flow in radial direction have been ignored and the mass flow
rate was determined for the conditions at the mean radius.
An assumption was made that the gas outflow angle from a blade row
is independent of incidence and Mach number. While this assumption is not
precisely true, no appreciable error will be incurred over the efficient
operating range of a subsonic turbine, Ref. 1.

Of course the evaluation of the performance of any turbomachine,
no matter what method is employed or how many place accuracy a computor can
achieve, depends primarily upon the accuracy of the estimation of the losses.
These losses are imposed by the frictional forces in the boundary layers along
the blade surfaces, by mixing, and by clearance effects. The major simpli-
fication of considering the flow path through each stage at one diameter only
requires the further assumption that in any one cross-sectional plane of the
flow between adjacent blade rows the total pressure, total temperature, and
axial velocity are the same at all points. Such an assumption, though widely
divorced from fact, may yield correct overall characteristics of a stage if
the loss coefficients used are equal to the momentum mean values over the en-
tire cross-sectional plane.
Since the accuracy of the performance calculations rests mainly
upon the loss coefficients, it is imparitive that they be as accurate as
possible. American and British design methods and cascade test data were re-
searched in order to determine a basis for loss determination. American
methods of determining blade row losses are based mainly upon theoretical con-
siderations. A British method of predicting the loss coefficients, Ref . 3,
based upon test data derived from overall tests on a variety of turbine
stages having blading approximately midway between impulse and reaction types
was chosen. The experimental data from which the loss coefficients were ob-
tained had been deduced from tests made at Reynolds numbers in the range of
1 x 10 to 3 x 10 , therefore the method could only be used for turbines
operating in that range. The test data apply mainly to blades having a con-
ventional profile shape. Most blade shapes in current use in gas turbines
fall within that catagory. The method allows the loss coefficients and
effux angles in any blade row to vary with gas flow conditions and the angle
of incidence. The loss coefficients are assumed to be uninfluenced by Mach
number. This assumption is unlikely to cause an appreciable error unless
the blades involved have a high degree of curvature on the upper surface near
the trailing edge.
B. Use of Dimensionless Parameters
In order to simplify the analysis and to present the complete per-

formance of any turbine graphically, the performance can best be determined
using dimensionless parameters involving the different variables which in-
fluence turbine behavior. In this way the complete performance of a turbine
under a variety of inlet conditons and speeds can be presented on three dia-
grams. The four main dimensionless parameters used were refered flow rate,
refered rpm, overall pressure ratio, and a power coefficient. The conditions
at any point in the turbine have been refered to inlet conditions. Ref . 4
presents a complete development of these parameters using Riabouchinski 1 s
theorem.
III. Description of the Turbine to be Analyzed
The turbine chosen for demonstration of the method and program was a
small two stage axial flow turbine which was being evaluated for use in a
space vehicle. It had proven unsatisfactory in the few preliminary tests
conducted, due to low efficiency and power output. It was believed that
poor agreement between test results and calculated flow quantities was due
to inaccurate calculation of the required minimum flow areas between adja-
cent blades, and unrealistic assumptions of the loss coefficients. Small
differences in blade thicknesses and blade angles between design drawings
and the manufactured product can make large differences in the minimum flow
areas.
Fig. 1 shows a 5:1 scale drawing of the meridinal blade passage of the
turbine. Included on the drawing is the location of the local minimum flow
areas and cross sections of the blades. Fig. 2 illustrates the system adop-
ted for defining the geometry of a blade row and the gas angles relative to
a blade row. Table I gives the dimensions and angles of the blades and other
pertinent blade data. All blade data were obtained from Fig. 1 and the blade
section drawings, Fig. 3 through 9. Not all of the blade section drawings
are presented. Section drawings of the Stator and Rotor II are included to
show the actual blade shapes, the minimum distance between blades, and to
allow determination of the angles and dimensions at the mean blade height.
Values for a, t, t
,
s, a*, (3*, c, and A were obtained from the drawings
for the mean diameter of each row of blades. Fig. 10 shows the blade angles
for each row of blades and the turbine station designations.

The flow angle at the discharge of a blade row was determined from the
empirical relation
= 1 a




exit s - (t /cos a* . )x
e exit
This equation is widely used in Europe and the U.S.S.R. and is believed to
be more accurate than the relation
-1 a
OL . = cos —
—
exit s
commonly used in the United States. The sign convention used designates
all gas angles positive if the tangential component of velocity is in the
direction of rotor motion. It should be noted that the angle of incidence
of the flow into the nozzle blade row is -42.5
,
Fig. 3. A modification of
the nozzle blade design is contemplated which would reduce the angle of in-
cidence to zero and reduce the. losses. The trailing edges of the blades are
relatively thick in order to prevent burn off at high temperature operation.
All the blades converge to a minimum area shown on the blade section drawings,
The area was determined by multiplying the average height of the minimum flow
area between blades by the height of the blades.
Nitrogen gas was specified as the working fluid. The specific heat
ratio for nitrogen is a function of temperature and varies from 1.372 to
1.347 over the temperature range of 780 to 1260 F, Ref . 5, however the
variation was considered small enough to allow an average value of 1.36 to
be used in all calculations. The average value of the gas constant over the
temperature range is 55.16 ft/ R.
The design point of the turbine was reportedly 18,000 rpm and 1200 F.
In order to check this point, the operating characteristics of the turbine
were investigated over the range of rpm between 10,000 and 19,000 at tem-
peratures between 780 and 1260 F.
IV. Development of Flow Function Formulas
In order to determine turbine performance for a given set of inlet and
speed conditons, the course of an element of mass of gas was followed from

one blade row to the next, with calculations performed at each station.
In this way the basic performance parameters were obtained for a given
refered flow rate and refered rpnu
For steady adiabatic flow conditions the stagnation enthalpy along
any streamline remains constant, both for absolute and relative flows.
The mass flow rate for a given set of inlet conditions is constant and
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The polytropic exponent was used in the power terms because the flow
was adiabatic but not frictionless . See Appendix I.
Friction within a row of blades reduces the overall efficiency. In
determining the flow rates with friction, the rate of flow is governed
by the area of the minimum cross section. The flow area is reduced by
the build up of the boundary layer along the profile from the leading
edge to the point on the blade corresponding to the minimum cross section,
The amount of boundary layer growth depends primarily upon the blade pro-
file and the Reynolds number of the flow. In this paper the result of
this reduction of flow has been termed a loss and designated f . This
loss coefficient influences the flow rate and is believed to have more
effect on the overall performance of a blade row than the total loss
coefficient, f . The efficiency of a blade row can be expressed in terms
c






The polytropic exponent can also be defined in terms of /
n= *7(£ e ()f- 1) + 1) (3)
The development of this expression is shown in Appendix I.

The mass flow rate can be expressed in the form of a nondimensionless






Since n is a function of the expansion loss incurred from entrance to the
minimum area of the blade passage, o is a function of 2f , t , and the
pressure ratio P /p. For a given value of ^ , a plot of J versus P /po
v>
will produce a curve as shown in Figo 11 for each value of L . The data
>
e
for a complete set of such curves for values of C, from 0.0 to ,25 and jf
from 1.20 to 1.40 was obtained by Vavra using the CDC 1604 computor. The
data for a specific heat ratio of 1.36 is given in Table IV. Using this




by two way interpolation. The table is useful in manual calculations.
In order to adopt the flow function formula to a computor solution
of the pressure ratio that would be accurate and minimize the time of
computor utilization, it was necessary to calculate an approximate press-
ure ratio by expressing the terms in binomial series form. Substitution
of the first two terms of the expansion in the equation for £ was made in
order to obtain Ap/P as a function of n, # , and J . As a first approxi-
mation P /p = P /(P - AP) - 1/(1 - Ap/P ) or p/P = 1 -Ap/P . TheO O O «-»^' " o o o
complete development of the equation for the approximation
(P
Q/P) = 1/(1 " n/3 ( 1 - \ 1
- 3(y - l)/(tf(n - 1)) J
2
)) (6)
is given in Appendix I
.
Using this approximate pressure ratio, a value of J could be calculated
and compared with the known value of £ . By increasing or decreasing the
approximate pressure ratio by an increment as necessary, the value of P /p
that corresponded to the known £ could be obtained. This method of finding
the pressure ratio corresponding to a given <p was made into a subroutine
called "Ratio" for the computor program.

V, Methods used in determining Loss Coefficients
In order to calculate the changes in the pressure and temperature from
point to point through the turbine, it was necessary to establish the pres-
sure losses that were involved, The overall pressure loss occuring in a
blade row was subdivided into a number of component losses which are de-
pendent upon various variables that define the aerodynamic form of the
gas flow and the geometric form of the blade row. These losses are de-
pendent upon the angle of incidence of the flow into the blade rows. The
component losses considered were
a) Profile losses--losses due to skin friction which causes the build
up of a boundary layer on the blade profile.
b) Secondary losses--losses resulting from non-uniformity of the three
dimensional flow through a row of blades mainly caused by the interaction
between the blade ends and the boundary layer on the annulus walls.
c) Tip clearance losses— losses due to leakage of gas over the ends of
the blade tips.
d) Trailing edge mixing loss--a loss caused by the thickness of the
trailing edge of the blades.
The profile losses were determined using the methods presented in
Ref . 3. The profile loss for a given blade row is first determined for
inflow at zero incidence. The stalling incidence of the blade row was then
determined, stalling incidence being defined as the incidence at which pro-
file loss is twice the loss at zero incidence. Profile losses at incidence
other than zero were based upon the assumption that the ratio of profile
loss at any incidence to profile loss at zero incidence is a function of the
ratio of incidence to stalling incidence.
The profile loss coefficient at zero incidence was assumed to be a
function of the discharge flow angle, the ratio of the blade angle to the
discharge flow angle, the pitch to chord ratio, and the thickness to chord
ratio. Ainley, Ref. 2, defines this loss coefficient as Y = loss of total
pressure divided by the total pressure at discharge minus the static pres-
sure at discharge.
P _ P P
1 *1 y ( / 2 V

For this equation to be valid the total pressure at exit would have to be
measured far downstream of the blade row. The pressure would also have to
be an average value. The total pressure at discharge in the immediate
vicinity of the trailing edge of the blade is known to fluctuate. It was
considered more correct to express this loss coefficient in terms of Ah.
« 1S
rather than in terms of AP/((7 V ).
Using the differential form of the Energy Equation 3 where dq = for
isentropic flow, the loss of a blade row can be expressed in terms of A h
dq = du i p dv = dh - v dp -
dh = v dp = RT dp/p - dp/(°
or Ah = Ap/(°
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as shown by Fig. 12. The right and left sides of the equation are not
exactly equal since the temperature at inlet to a blade row is not the
same as at the exit. However this difference is so small for an individual
blade row that it can be considered insignificant.
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can be considered a new loss coefficient, / .
The imperical equations for determination of Y , Y , and Y. at zeron p' s k
incidence were obtained from Ref . 6 and are presented in Appendix n. Com-
plete calculation for the loss coefficients of the Nozzle and Rotor I are
also presented in Appendix II. The calculations for the loss coefficients
for the Stator and Rotor II are similiar to those for the Nozzle and Rotor I
respectively. Variations of the losses with gas inlet angle to a blade row
at large positive and negative incidences are uncertain, but according to
Ainley, Ref. 6, reasonable correlation of test and calculated turbine per-
formance has been obtained by restricting the use of the equation for Y and
s
Y to the range of -1.5 < i/i < 1.0. At values of i/i > 1.0 the secondary
K. S S
and clearance loss coefficients should be assumed constant and equal to the
value when i/i = 1.0. Similiar ly when i/i <-1.5 the values of Y and Y,
s s s k
equal to those obtained for i/i = -1.5 should be used.
s
The profile loss coefficient Y for conventional section blades at
P
zero incidence can be obtained from Fig. 13. Values of positive stalling
incidence of cascades are shown in Fig. 14. The variation of profile loss
with incidence is given in Figc 15. Using the curves presented in these
Figures, all of which were reproduced from Ref. 3 and 6, values of/ at
ten degree intervals of incidence angle were determined and are presented
for each blade row in Tables V, VI, and VII in Appendix II.






where A is primarily dependent upon the degree of acceleration imparted to
the gas as it flows through a blade row. A similiar assumption was made in
regard to the tip clearance loss coefficients in stating that the drag co-
efficient can be expressed by
2
C , = Constant (k/h) C /(s/c)
10

The value of A used in determining Y was obtained from Fig. 16. It should
s
be noted that secondary and tip clearance losses in a blade row having fixed
inlet and outlet gas angles are independent of s/c, thus optimum pitching
of a row of blades is obtained using the pitch that gives the minimum pro-
file loss.
The equations presented in Ref . 6 for calculation of the trailing edge





developed by Markov, Ref. 7, using average measured values of the shape
parameters. Vavra, in an as yet unpublished paper, Ref. 8, explains the
development of equations for f
>
and }_, ^ . The assumption that the
boundary layer thickness is the same at the throat as at the trailing edge








Such an assumption would mean that further expansion of the boundary layer
between the minimum cross sectional area and the trailing edge does not take
place. V(j has been defined as the sum of the displacement thicknesses of
the boundary layers on both sides of a profile at the trailing edge of the












where \J is a factor which accounts for the reduction in the flow area at
the minimum cross-section of the flow passage between blades. Vavra developed
a theoretical expression for ( from curves of
—
s—
_ versus the pressureSe
i -y
2
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Energy thickness was defined as
H = -
*** >
and a value of H =2.2 was given in Ref. 7. (1 -L ) was expressed as
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These equations were utilized in calculation of the trailing edge loss and
the reduction in flow area due to the. build up of the boundary layer along
the profile from the leading edge to the throat of the blades.
The values of the total loss coefficients given in Tables IV through
VI are for the design tip clearance of .033 in. for Rotor I and .021 in.
for Rotor II. These clearances are reduced when operating at elevated
temperatures. Since it is impossible to say exactly what the clearances
are at the operating temperatures, loss curves were also drawn for tip
clearances of .005, .010, .015, and .020 in. The loss curves for each
blade row are presented graphically in Fig. 18, 19, and 20.
VI. Development of Basic Equations
The equations used in calculating the state of the flow at a given
point in the passage through the turbine were based upon the equations
for absolute and relative flows, These equations have been fully developed
in Ref. 1 from the basic Equation of Motion, Equation of Continuity, and
the steady flow Energy Equation. For steady adiabatic absolute flows
through stationary blade rows the total enthalpy along a particular stream-
line is constant. Likewise for steady adiabatic relative flows through
moving blade rows the total relative enthalpy along a relative streamline
is constant. Expressed in terms of velocities and static enthalpies
2
H = h + j— + gz (13)
for absolute flows and
2 2 2
l. W w R /i / \H^ = h + -y - —^— + § z ( 14 )
for relative flows. The effect of the gz term has been considered negli=
gible. Ref. 1 also explains in detail how Euler's Turbine Equation
U, V , - U V „
* ., 1 ul 2 u2AH . = C AT =
p w g J
13

can be developed either by combining the enthalpy equations for absolute
and relative flows between two points or from the general Momentum Equation.
While this relation has not been included in the computor program, it can
be used as a check on the solution of the total enthalpy drop through the
turbine if manual calculations are attempted.
The equations used in the computor program were developed and ar-
ranged so that calculations would be repetitive for any number of stages.
The nozzle was considered to be the same as any other stationary blade row
except that the velocity vector of the inlet flow was considered to be axial
in direction. For each blade row the absolute velocity, relative velocity
in the case of rotor blade rows, was first determined using the losses ob-
tained from a knowledge of the inlet flow. The temperature at discharge
from a blade row could be calculated from this velocity. Also the velocity
triangle can be drawn if the velocity and angle of the inflow are known.
For each blade row the flow function method was used to find the pressure
ratio across it. All losses were considered in percent of the theoretical
kinetic energy, at discharge from a cascade. All pressures at inlet to a
blade row were expressed as a ratio of the total pressure at that point to
the pressure at inlet to the turbine.
A form of the basic equation for steady adiabatic flow was formulated
whereby an equivalent temperature and pressure at the minimum area of the
blade passage was determined. The flow function could then be expressed as
w fr~ \[t /F n ,,, N
1 o 1 eq/ o R (16)
P P /P g A
o eq o °c e
where A was the minimum flow area for the cascade,
e
A. Nozzle and Stator
The equations for calculation of the thermodynamic flow process
occuring in the Nozzle or Stator are based upon the fact that the total
enthalpy along a streamline is constant. For steady adiabatic flow, the
enthalpy drop at constant entropy can be expressed as
Ah. = -—-— = Ah , + (loss coefficient x Ah. )is 2gJ actual is
14

or in terms of velocities
v
lis
2gJ 2gJ J N 2gJ£,
lis
(17)
Since h - C T, the relationship can also be expressed as
AT. = AT . +b„AT.
is actual N is
A' (18)






Temperature Change for a Blade Row
The velocity at the discharge of a stationary row of blades was
determined from the following relations
2gJ
Ah = Ah. - C XT A h.is N is
= CD AT = CD (AT. -£„ AT. )P P is J N is





AT. can be expressed in terms of pressure ratio
* Ti.-Hr- " ] To
When a substitution for AT. is madeis
V
2gJ5T - ( l -O P o
Pi M.
1 - (jr—) 2P
o
For simplicity and ease of calculations all velocities were divided by
100, so
p &± p £±
lso-J
- 3 - 007 «<*> t
1-^
* }* to - 5 - oo7j!^i) v 1-^! 1-^ '100 (20)
When the pressure ratio p /P , corresponding to the value of the flow
functions is substituted into Equation (20) the value of V.. can be
calculated. The equation is in the form of
100
= constant (1 -L ) AT.: N is
Since T
o




constant (T - T.)
o 1'
(21)
Equation (21) was used to determine the temperature at station 1.
B. Rotor
All values of the velocity triangle representing flow conditions
at inlet to a rotor blade row, Fig. 22, can be calculated when the peripherial
speed of the rotor blades, the absolute velocity of the inlet flow, and the




Velocity Triangle, Rotor Inlet
The following equations allow ease of calculation of the magnitude and
direction of the vectors.




v t = v. cos a,ml 1 1
ul ul 1
2 2 2
W\ = V / / W /1 ml ul
P 1 = tan" (W ,/V t)1 v ul ml'
If the loss curves for the first rotor are entered with the inlet fl ow
angle p , the losses £_ and L _ can be obtained. In order to find the
l
->R J eR
static pressure after the rotor the flow function must be based upon relative
flow relations. In the rotating blade rows the relative total enthalpy must
remain constant along a given relative streamline
2 2
„ . W UHD = h + —- - -—- = constantR 2gJ 2gJ (22)
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Since the radius of the mean flow path at rotor entrance differs from that
at rotor exit, there will be significant difference in the peripheral speed
at these two points. The peripheral speed at a point is given by the re-
lation
U = ttND/720
where the diameter is measured in inches.
The total enthalpy at inlet to the rotor blade row is the same as the
total enthalpy at the minimum area, therefore





h, + -r-r ,. , = h. +
1
T
2gJ 2gJ 2 2gJ 2gJ
* 2*
The sum of h„ and W 9 /2gJ can be considered to be an equivalent enthalpy.
2
H , similiar to the sum of h and V /2gJ for a stationary row of blades.
















The equivalent enthalpy can al^o be expressed as C T .An equation for
p eq.
determination of the equivalent temperature can be derived by dividing


















The equivalent total temperature and pressure at inlet to the rotor
was designated T and P respectively. In ratio form
R R
V p i • (W J- 1 (24)
The flow function for the rotor can be written as





where A is the area at the minimum flow cross section. By refering all
temperatures and pressures to turbine inlet conditions, a nondimensional
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equation is obtained for the flow function
PD1 /P ARl o e
(25)
The relative velocity after the rotor can be expressed as
2 2 2







































Temperature Change for a Rotor Blade Row
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The velocity triangle representing flow conditions at exit from the
rotor blade row can be determined from the peripheral speed, the relative
velocity, and the angle of exit, Fig. 24.
Fig. 24
Velocity Triangle, Rotor Exit







m2 = W2 COS P 2
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The procedure outlined above can be repeated for as many stages as
necessary depending upon the turbine design. Fig. 25 is a complete T - S
diagram representative of the two stage turbine considered. Sample calcu-
lations are presented in Appendix IV.
C. Diffusor
For stationary gas turbine power plants an efficiency for the
Diffusor of 707o is commonly accepted for a flow that departs axially from
the last row of blades. For a flow that is discharged from the last blade






The overall turbine efficiency was defined in terms of enthalpy
A T
77 - -il _ w
{ T AH. " A T.
XS IS
Defining turbine efficiency in this way accounts for recovery factors.
The ability of the diffusor to transform the kinetic energy of the
flow at exit from the last blade row is a function of the efficiency of
the diffusor and the difference between the kinetic energy of the flow at
inlet to and discharge from the diffusor. In terms of temperature change,





AT =7? m2 D
recovery l D I 2gJ C
where the velocity of discharge was calculated using the Continuity Equation





By summing the work output of the individual stages the overall work
of the turbine was obtained. The specific work output of the turbine is
equal to the enthalpy change A H between the inlet to the first blade row
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and the discharge from the last blade row. For the two stage turbine con-
sidered
AH = (U. V . - U, V J/gJ + (U, V , - U, V ,)/gJ = C ATw ^ 1 ul 2 u2' ° 3 u3 4 u4' ° p w
The power output was desired in coefficient form. Since the power













where / T = (H - H. ) /C = T - T .
.
wo 4 p o s4
The overall pressure ratio of the turbine was determined by first
calculating the ratio of the total pressure at discharge from the diffusor









T, + AT. _
4 is D y
x- 1 (28)
Using the pressure ratio across the turbine blade rows, P /p, , the overall











P - P \
o e
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Turbine efficiency can be computed using the definition
T\ = 5L_






In order to compute the overall velocity ratio of the turbine the
mean average diameter of the flow passage of the turbine was calculated
.
Since the theoretical velocity C for isentropic expansion from a stag-
nation pressure at turbine entrance to the static pressure at turbine dis-
charge could be expressed as





an equation for the velocity ratio was








The Control Data Corporation 1604 digitial computor at the U.S.
Naval Postgraduate School was utilized to provide rapid and accurate solu-
tions to the turbine performance equations. The source program was written
in the most basic and familiar version of Fortran language so that the pro-
gram would be compatible with other models and makes of computors. In order
to clearly document and visually present the step by step procedures of the
program, flow charts were drawn for the main program and the major sub-
routines. The flow charts and selected versions of the basic program are
presented in Appendix III. Transfers of control and test routines are
shown more clearly by flow charts than if described in words. A table of
Fortran names, equivalent symbols, and meanings is also presented in Appendix
III.
B. Main Program
The complete Fortran program was a composite of a main program "and
several sub-programs. The main program was used for control and input-output,
while the subprograms performed the repetative calculations. Input data such
as turbine blade row dimensions, blade angles, and loss coefficients were
placed in one dimensional arrays. All constants and variables which were re-
quired in the main program and one or more sub-programs were included in a
Common statement so that communication between the main program and sub-
programs was possible. The values of diffusor cross sectional area, average
mean flow diameter, specific heat ratio and gas constant for the working
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fluid were considered constant and initialized in the main program for use
in all sub-programs.
Only the parameters necessary to demonstrate the performance of the
turbine and allow development of the performance maps were normally printed
out for each combination of refered rpm and refered flow rate. The para-
meters most representative of turbine performance were refered rpm, refered
flow rate, efficiency, power coefficient, overall pressure ratio, and speed
ratio. Of course the print out of the solution to every equation was pos-
sible. Such a print out was made for the test case, Appendix IV.
The performance of the two stage turbine considered in this paper was
desired over the temperature range from 1240 to 1720 R and the speed range
from 10,000 to 19,000 rpm. The resulting range of refered rpm was 240 to
540. A "Do" loop was inserted which allowed calculations to be made at
any desired interval over the range. For ease of plotting and completeness
of coverage, an interval of 50 was initially chosen and later reduced to 10.
The performance maps show only the curves for refered rpms of 240, 290, 340,
390, 440, 490, and 540 in order to allow curve separation and prevent con-
fusion, however the smaller interval was necessary in order to accurately
complete the performance maps. In order to compare the theoretical com-
putations with actual test results a single refered rpm was programed so
that the Do loop would start and stop on the same value. The computor time
for calculation of one test run was approximately one minute and ten seconds,
compared to two minutes and fifty eight seconds for complete coverage of the
refered rpm range using an interval of 10.
The performance of the turbine was desired at all values of refered
flow rate between zero and that value which would cause a turbine blade row
to choke. Although the flow rate Do loop was programed to start at .1 and
continue to 5.0 in steps of . 1 or .01, the inflow angles to the blade rows
were so great at the lower values of refered flow rate that the range of
angles over which the loss curves were valid was exceeded until a flow rate
of approximately 2.5 was reached. The range of the Do loop was reduced by
starting at a value of 2,0 in order to reduce the computor time involved.
A flag, ICR or IBR, was set to test whether the angles exceeded / or - 70 .
If the flow angle was excessive at inlet to either. the rotor or stator blade
rows, computations at that refered flow rate were stopped and the Do loop
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continued. The turbine was found to choke before a refered flow rate of
4.0 was reached. Of course the point of choking will vary from one turbine
design to another depending upon the dimensions of the blade rows and the
losses. A sufficiently high upper limit should be chosen for the Do loop
so that choking would occur prior to completion of the Do loop.
The flow function for each blade row was computed and compared with
the maximum value of the flow function corresponding to the critical pres-
sure ratio. If the maximum was exceeded, the name and number of the blade
row was printed out and calculations at a new refered rpm was initiated
If the maximum value of the flow function was not exceeded in any blade row,
the calculation of the performance parameters was completed and the answers
printed.
C. Subroutines for Stator and Rotor
Frequency occuring constants and exponents used through out the
program were computed in function sub-programs. All other computations were
made in subroutines Stator, Rotor, Diffusor, and Ratio. As shown by the
flow charts, the form of the subroutines for the stator and rotor are quite
similiar. The inlet flow angle was utilized to obtain the loss coefficients
for a particular blade row. Since the loss coefficients were picked from
the loss curves at ten degree intervals and presented as a one -dimensional
array, interpolation for intermediate values of the inlet flow angle was
necessary. This interpolation was accomplished by subtracting the value of
the inlet flow angle from 70 and dividing by the 10 interval. The quotient
must be added to 1.0. The angles must be expressed in radians for all com-
putor calculations. A change from floating point to fixed point arithmetic
caused truncation of the result to a whole number equal to or greater than
1.0. By obtaining the difference between the floating point and fixed point
values, linear interpolation between the closest given values of the loss
coefficients could be made. This method of interpolation was believed to be
sufficiently accurate over the range of angles for which loss coefficients
were calculated, since the percent error of the loss coefficients was not
known.
D. Subroutine for Determination of Pressure Ratio
In order to obtain the pressure ratio across a blade row a separate
and rather complicated system of tests and calculations was necessary. A
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subroutine called Ratio was formed. The value of the polytropic exponent
was calculated and used to find the critical pressure ratio for a given
blade row. The critical pressure ratio was substituted in Equation 5 and
the value for the maximum flow function existing at the critical pressure
ratio was determined. The calculated value of the flow function was com-
pared with the maximum value and if the maximum was exceeded, the blade
row was choked and a return statement would transfer control back to the
main program.
In order to find the pressure ratio corresponding to a given value
of the flow function obtained from Equation 5, an approximate value of
the pressure ratio was computed using Equation 6. The approximate value
was tested to determine whether it was greater or less than the critical
pressure ratio. If the approximate pressure ratio was greater than the
critical, .05 was subtracted from the initial value and the new approxi-
mate value, which would be less than critical, was used. If the approxi-
mate value was not greater than the critical value, the approximation was
increased or decreased in steps of .0001 as necessary, and a trial value
of the flow function calculated and tested at each step. As soon as the
known value of the flow function was bracketed, the last value of the
approximate pressure ratio was considered sufficiently accurate to use
as the pressure ratio corresponding to the value of the flow function.
In the case of manual calculations, the pressure ratio could be obtained
from Table III by making a two way interpolation„ The use of logarithms
was required in order to achieve the necessary accuracy. Since, only sub-
sonic flow has been considered, all pressure ratios will be less than the
critical pressure ratio.
A flow chart of Subroutine Diffu (Diffusor) is not presented since no
control transitions or conditional statements were involved. Only a
straight forward step by step solution of the equations is required.
VIII. Turbine Analysis
A. Preliminary Analysis based upon Design Drawings
In order to demonstrate the application of the method and the
usefulness of the computor program, 15 different computor runs were made.
A list of the runs is given in Table VIII, Appendix V, which shows the re-
fered rpm, specific heat ratio, gas constant, rotor tip clearance, and
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blade flow angles o£ each of the runs. Print outs of the results of the runs
are given in Appendix V.
The turbine had been designed to run at 18,000 rpm and 1200 F using
Nitrogen gas as the working fluid. Since the test data presented in Table
II and III were not available at the time of completion of the programming
of the equations for computor solution, a series of computor runs were made
using flow areas and rotor tip clearances based upon design data and the
blade drawings.
Exactly how much the rotor tip clearance and corresponding flow areas
change with changes in temperature depends upon the design and the materials,
and cannot be determined except by extensive testing. It was assumed that
the high temperature of 1200 F would cause both rotor tip clearances to
be reduced, since some thermal expansion of the rotor blades and walls would
take place. The turbine design indicated that the reduction of the clearance
of the first rotor would be greater than that of the second, therefore the
clearance of each rotor blade row was assumed to be the same at high tempera-
ture operating conditions.
.
1. Test Runs at Design Refered RPM
The first four runs were made at design refered rpm using Nitrogen
as the working fluid. The clearances and areas measured from the drawings
were used for Run #1. The rotor tip clearances of .033 and .021 were reduced
to .015, .010, and .005 for runs number 2, 3, and 4 respectively. The re-
duction of the tip clearances caused a corresponding reduction in the flow
areas as shown in Table VIII.
A plot of refered flow rate versus pressure ratio was made, Fig. 33,
using the results of these runs. The plot showed that the pressure ratio
required for a given flow rate increases as the clearances decrease.
2. Development of Maps and Indicated Turbine Performance
Based upon the very limited information available, a rotor tip
clearance of .015 was believed to be the best approximation of the actual
clearance that would occur during operation. This clearance was assumed to
exist over the range of refered rpm from 240 to 540. For Run #5 the com-
putor was programed to compute the performance parameters over the complete
range of refered rpm at intervals of 10. The refered flow rate covered the
range from 2.0 to choking in steps of .1. Since a relatively large increase
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in pressure ratio is required to produce a small increase in refered flow
rate, as the pressure ratio corresponding to choked conditions is approached,
an additional run, #6, was made over the same range of rpm, but over a re-
duced range of refered flow rate starting at 3.7 and increasing in steps
of .01. The performance parameters corresponding to flows near choking were
more accurately determined yet the data output and computor time involved
was not excessive.
The complete set of performance maps, Fig. 26 through 32, were drawn
using the results of runs #5 and #6, Although the data input to the com-
putor was based solely upon the design information and an assumed rotor tip
clearance, a general overall prediction of turbine performance can be made.
This estimation could be refined when actual measurements of the blades and
clearances were made.
The three most important graphs of this set are Fig. 26, 27, and 28.
From these maps all of the parameters which are needed to completely define
turbine performance can be obtained if any two parameters are known or
assumed. Turbine efficiency and power coefficient corresponding to given
values of pressure ratio and refered rpm are presented in Fig. 26. The re-
fered flow rate can be obtained from Fig- 27. The velocity ratio corres-
ponding to the efficiency and pressure ratio of the operating conditions can
be determined from Fig 28.
In order to draw the curves of constant pressure ratio and efficiency
in Fig. 26, plots of power coefficient versus turbine efficiency, Fig. 29,
and power coefficient versus pressure ratio, Fig. 30, were made. The data
sheets for run #6 were also consulted in order to determine accurately the
curves of constant efficiency for .780 and .784.
From Fig. 26 it can be seen that turbine efficiency is a maximum of
.784 at the design refered rpm of 441.8 and a pressure ratio of 2.69. The
power coefficient corresponding to these condtions is .189. The effects of
changes in either the pressure ratio or the refered rpm upon turbine effici-
ency can be clearly seen on this map.
A refered flow rate of 3.72 was obtained from Fig. 27 for the design
refered rpm of 441.8 and the pressure ratio of 2.69. Fig. 27 shows that
the pressure ratio changes for a given refered flow rate with changes in
the refered rpm. This effect upon pressure ratio is more pronounced at the
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lower values of rpm. The refered flow rate and pressure ratio at which
choking occurs for a given refered rpm is shown by the point of termination
of the upper ends of the curves.
Fig. 28 shows the velocity ratio corresponding to pressure ratio and
turbine efficiency. This map was developed from plots of velocity ratio
versus pressure ratio, Fig. 31, and turbine efficiency versus pressure ratio,
Figo 32. The curves of constant pressure ratio in the figure show that the
operation of the turbine will be restricted to a fairly narrow range with
the maximum efficiency occuring at a velocity ratio of .445 for a pressure
ratio of 2.69. This plot also shows that the efficiency varies very little
until pressure ratios too low to be used in normal operation are reached.
B. Performance of Turbine with Redesigned Nozzle Blades
The manufacturer had indicated that the nozzle blades would be
redesigned so that the flow would enter the nozzle blade row at zero inci-
dence. Such a redesign would reduce the losses in the nozzle which were
at present excessive due mainly to the large negative angle of incidence.
The flow areas of the Nozzle, Rotor I, and Rotor II were to be reduced to
8.28, 9.38, and 14.20 sq. in. The planned modification would reduce the
> >




Run #7 was made using the areas and loss coefficients for the modi-
fication so that a comparison between the turbine performance of the ori-
ginal design and that of the redesign could be made A plot of refered flow
rate versus pressure ratio for this run was included in Fig. 33. From a
comparison of the printout of Runs #7 and #3, it can be seen that turbine
performance would be improved by the redesign. The maximum efficiency would
be increased from .791 to .819.
C. Attempted Correlation of Test Data and Program Predicted Performance
When the open cycle test data presented in Tables II and III were
received from the manufacturer, several computor runs were made at the same
refered rpm as the tests in an attempt to correlate the theoretical results
and the test data. There was insufficient time for a complete comparison
to be made. A complete set of performance maps was not drawn in each case,
only a plot of refered flow rate versus pressure ratio was made
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The test data presented in Table II was obtained by the manufacturer
from open cycle tests using air as the working fluid and methyl alcobol as
a fuel for in-line combustion. The turbine inlet temperature and rpm were
slightly lower than the design values and resulted in a refered rpm of
420.9. The pressure ratio across the turbine was 2.347. The mass flow
rate was taken as the sum of the fuel and air flow rates and was 3,44 lbs/
sec. The corresponding refered flow rate was 3.925.
In order to determine the specific heat ratio and gas constant of the
flow, the combustion gases were considered to be the products of the com-
plete combustion of methyl alcohol and air. Sample calculations of the
specific heat ratio and the gas constant are presented in Appendix I.
The manufacturer had measured the actual minimum flow areas of the
blades assuming that a rotor tip clearance of .020 existed when the tur-
bine was operating. The measured areas were different from those obtained
from the original drawings. The measured areas are listed in Table II.
Runs #8, 9, and 10 were made using loss coefficients and flow areas
corresponding to rotor tip clearances of .010, .015, and .020 in. re-
spectively. A plot of refered flow rate versus pressure ratio, Fig. 34,
was made from which it could be seen that the measured flow rates for a
given pressure ratio were greater than the theoretical at all three values
of tip clearance, and that either larger clearances or flow areas existed
in the operating turbine.
Runs #11, 12, and 13 were made using a refered rpm of 407.4 which
corresponded to the temperature and speed of Test II. The refered flow
rate determined from the test data was 3.995. Due to the simularity of the
conditions for Test I and II the curves of refered flow rate versus pressure
ratio shown in Fig. 34 plotted very close to those for the higher rpm of
420.9.
Additional test data was received from the manufacturer as the open
cycle tests were completed. The refered flow rate and pressure ratio of
each test was calculated and plotted in Fig. 34 resulting in a scatter of
test points through which a single average curve was drawn for comparative
purposes. The curve indicated that greater flow rates for given values of
pressure ratio actually occured than was indicated by the computor program
results. The percentage difference was not as great as the expanded scale
of Fig. 34 would indicate.
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Test data for two tests which were conducted at low inlet temperatures
was also included. The first, of these test, Test III, was conducted at an
inlet temperature of 715 5 R„ The low temperature resulted in a tempera-
ture drop through the turbine of only 150 R. Small errors in measurement
of total temperature under such conditions can result in large percentage
errors. The test was made at 14,000 rpm or a refered rpm of 523.4. Com-
putor run #14 was made at this refered rpm using areas ratioed down from
the measured values to values corresponding to a rotor tip clearance of
.015
. A curve of refered flow rate versus pressure ratio was drawn, Fig.
34. Run #15 was made using the refered rpm of 594.3 at which Test IV was
conducted. The results of the computor run was plotted, Fig. 34. In both
cases the flow rate obtained by the actual tests was slightly greater than
the theoretical value calculated by the computor, The efficiency calculated
from the actual tests was much greater however, 84% compared to 77% for the
theoretical computations.
During the final reading of this paper it was discovered that the sign
of the incidence angles of the flow into Rotor I and Rotor II was not in
accordance with the sign convention adopted, Fig. 2. As a result the loss
coefficients presented in Tables IV and VI, and the corresponding graphs,
Fig. 18 and 20, are in error. The error involved will not cause a signifi-
cant change in the loss coefficients or performance of the turbine under
normal operating conditions. At reduced flow rates, where the incidence
angle of the flow entering a rotor blade row is considerably larger than the
blade angle, the loss coefficients will be less than those presented in
Table V and VII.
Vavra continued the investigation of the performance of this turbine
using the same basic method. Loss coefficients for the rotors were cal-
culated with the sign of the incidence angles of the flow into the rotors
taken in accordance with the sign convention presented in Fig 2. Since
the Reynolds number of the flow corresponding to design conditions is approxi-
mately 7 x 10
,
and is considerably greater than 2 x 10 for which the data
in Ref 6 applies, the profile loss coefficients were corrected for Reynolds
number effects using the empirical relation suggested in Ref. 6
£ p
= <2/7)' 2 x[£p (for R
e





>The values of L p were reduced by 22.27D .
Vavra developed a computor program independently and made a run using
the same assumed rotor tip clearances, flow areas, and refered speed as
Run 2. The results of this run are presented in Table VIII. A maximum
turine efficiency of 80,670 was obtained for a pressure ratio of 2.56 and
a refered flow rate of 3.80 Considering the reduction in profile loss
coefficients, the efficiency compares favorably with the value of 78.47<>,
for a pressure ratio of 2.69 and a refered flow rate of 3.72, obtained
from Run 2.
XI. Conclusions
This method of turbine performance analysis will provide an accurate
and rapid means of determining the performance of a subsonic, axial flow,
multistage turbine providing the actual measured flow areas and rotor tip
clearances existing during operation at high temperatures are known. A
reduction in clearance will cause a corresponding reduction in flow area
and flow rate for a given pressure ratio, and increase the efficiency.
All the dimensionless parameters needed to completely define turbine
performance can be obtained from the turbine performance maps. These maps
show the effects of changes of one or more parameters upon the others. The
plot of refered flow rate versus pressure ratio shows that a relatively
large increase in pressure ratio is required to produce a small increase in
refered flow rate at pressure ratios close to critical.
As a result of the analysis of the performance of the two stage turbine
investigated it can be concluded that the turbine operates at a maximum
efficiency of 78.47, when running at the design refered rpm and a pressure
ratio of 2 69 . The power coefficient corresponding to these conditions is
.189. The operation of the turbine will be restricted to a fairly narrow
range of velocity ratio with maximum efficiency occuring at a velocity ratio
of .445. The efficiency at this velocity ratio varies very little until
pressure ratios too low to be used in normal operation are reached.
The redesign of the nozzle blade row, as proposed by the manufacturer,
would reduce the pressure losses and increase the efficiency approximately
37o to a maximum efficiency of 81.97>.
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Correlation between the test data and program results was as good
as could be expected considering the limited amount of test data available.
In all cases the measured flow rates for a given pressure ratio were greater
than the theoretical values determined by the computor programs, however
the percentage differances were not excessive and closer correlation should
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Blade y.vw f nd Gas Angle Geometry
c chord — straight line connecting tne ends of the camber line
t maximum tnickness of blade
s spacing — blade pitch
a blade opening or throat — height of minimum flow area
t
e trailing edge thickness
°4) inflow angle
^l discharge angle
of blade angle at inlet
o( blade angle at trailing edge
i incidence angle
°( designates stator blade angles
£ designates rotor blade angles
Sign Convention: [1) Angles are positive where velocity vectors have
components in the direction of rotor motion.
3b

V2) Incidence angles are positive when the def-
lection angle is greater than for a flow
entering at the blade angle.
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Fig. 13- Profile-loss coefficients for conventional section blades at zero
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4. Positive stalling incidences of cascades of turbine blades.
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ZfcTA = .000 .025 .050 .075 .100
00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
19588 .19339 .19088 .18833 .18575
27141 .26794 .26443 .26088 .25728
32580 .32161 .31737 .31307 .30873
36886 .36408 .35925 .35436 .34940
40450 .39922 .39388 .38848 .38301
43476 .42905 .42327 .41743 .41152
46089 .45480 .44864 .44241 .43610
48374 .47730 .47080 .46422 .45757
50389 .49715 .49033 .48343 .47646
52179 .51476 .50765 .50048 .49322
53776 .53047 .52311 .51567 .50815
55208 .54455 .53695 .52927 .52151
56496 .55721 .54939 .54149 .53350
57657 .56862 .56059 .55249 .54430
58707 .57893 .57071 .56241 .55404
59657 .58825 .57986 .57139 .56283
60518 .59670 .58814 .57951 .57079
61300 .60436 .59565 .58686 .57799
62009 .61131 .60245 .59352 .58450
62653 .61761 .60862 .59955 .59041
63238 .62334 .61422 .60502 .59575
63769 .62853 .61929 .60997 .60058
64251 .63323 .62388 .61445 .60495
64687 .63749 .62803 .61850 .60889
65082 .64134 .63178 .62215 .61245
65440 .64481 .63517 .62544 .61565
65762 .64795 .63821 .62840 .61851
66052 .65076 .64094 .63105 .62108
66312 .65328 .64338 .63341 .62336
66544 .65553 .64555 .63551 .62539
66751 .65753 .64748 .63736 .62718
66934 .65929 .64918 .63900 .62875
67096 .66084 .65066 .64042 .63011
67236 .66219 .65195 .64165 .63128
67358 .66335 .65305 .64269 .63227
67462 .60433 .65398 .64357 .63310
67550 .66516 .65476 .64430 .63377
67622 .66583 .65538 .64488 .63431
67681 .66637 .65587 .64532 .63471
67725 .66677 .65623 .64564 .63498
67757 .66705 .65647 .64584 .63514
67778 .66721 .65660 .64593 .63520
67788 .66727 .65662 .64591 .63515
67787 .66723 .65654 .64580 .63500
67777 .66709 .65637 .64560 .63477
67758 .66687 .65612 .64532 .63446
67730 .66657 .65578 .64495 .63407
67695 .6b618 .65537 .64452 .63361
67652 .66573 .65489 .64401 .63308
67603 .66521 .65435 .64344 .63249
66812 .65711 .64607 .63500 .62389
65674 .64563 .63450 .62335 .61217
64361 .63247 .62131 .61014 .59896
62971 .61857 .60743 .59629 .58514
61561 .60450 .59341 .58232 .57122
60163 .59058 .57955 .56853 .55752
58796 .57699 .56604 .55510 .54418
57472 .56 38 3 .55296 .54212 .53130
56196 .55116 .54038 .52964 .51892
54970 .53899 .52832 .51768 .50707
53795 .52733 .51676 .50623 .49573
52670 .51618 .50571 .49528 .48489
51593 .50551 .49515 .48482 .47455
50563 .49531 .48505 .47483 .46466
49578 .48556 .47539 .46528 .45522
48635 .47622 .46616 .45615 .44620
47731 .46728 .45732 .44741 .43757
46866 .45872 .44886 .43905 .42931
46036 .45052 .44075 .431U4 .42140



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































F i & . .25.
Entropy d ia &^a/a




blau& dim£nsiuns and akglj^s
N07.ZLB rtUTOR 1 ST.VruR :':QTOR II
Inlet Diameter in. 12.8 12.8 12.9 13.1
Discharge Diameter in. 12.8 12.9 13.1 13.2
Mean Average Diameter in. 12.8 12.85 13.0 13.15
Mean Blade Height in. .660 .705 .875 1.004
Radial Clearance in. .033 .021
Maximum Profile Thickness in. .100 .096 .093 .087
Trailing Udge Thickness in. .021 .036 .020 .034
Number of Blades 79 83 79 83
Throat "a" in. .190 .160 .1605 .1646
Throat Area so. in. 9.91 11.18 11.54 15.18
Chord in. .660 .760 .765 .765
Spacing at Mean Diameter in. .509 .4865 .517 .498
Inlet Blade Angle deg. -42.5 10.2 -23.5 8.3




OPEN CYCLE TEST DATA










Com ssor Outlet Temperature
Compressor Air Flow
Turbine Speed
Flow Areas as measured by the manufacturer assuming a racial tip
clearance of .020 inches.
N07ZLE 10.3? sq. in.
ROTOR I 10.5S sq. in.
STATOR 11.72 sq. in.
ROTOR II 15.10 sq. in.
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I. Development of expression for the Polytropic Exponent
in terms of Q^
The efficiency of the flow process from the inlet to the minimum
area of a blade row is equivalent to (1 - S ) and ean oe expressed




'- dT/dTis = 1 "fa
In general
(T - cTis )/T = ((p - dp)/p) '?
1 - dTis/T = (1 - dp/p) Y
Expressing the right side of the equation in series form (i -£ )
i ~ dT
is
r i - (r- 1)/? dp/p
or dTisA = (**- l)/r dp/p
Since
dT = dTis
then dT/T = Y\ ( if - l)/j" dp/p
Intergrating £-/
In T = In p^ r / Constant
thus T = p^ T"
In order to express this relation in the form of Pv = Constant for
a polytropic process
>lir- D/r = (i - ?e)(r- D/r = (n - l)/n
or 1/n =: ((1 -?e)(r- 1) / T)/r
and n = T/( fQ(T- 1) / 1)
68

II. Derivation of the equation for the Approximate Pressure ttatio
across a Blacc rtow:






(,'•- 1) KPo' Vp ) J
The ratio p/P is equivalent- to (P -iip)/P or 1 - Ap/P .
Expressing the exponential terms in a binomial series expansion
(p/Por
7
- .240 , (?/n -1) (A2 \ Z1
n P r n K ?QJ
(p/P )
(n/lVn
- !,£_£!£ / i£i^Y
" x
^ • n P ' ^( P /
Substituting the series expressions in the Flow Function Equation
and reducing
J- "
I WZTTj [ n PQ ^ 2 I ^/ », P / _
Solving for .dp/P and reducing
X2
ap/p = a U\h - 3 (r- 1?
so for a 1st approximation P /p can be expressed as
Po/P =
1 - A P/P"
v{i- f
-






III. Sample calculation of the specific heat ratio and the gas constant
of the combustion g r ses produced by the combustion of Methyl
Alcohol and Air.
For Test I: Fuel Flow = .0901 lbs/sec
Air Flow - 3.35 lbs/sec
M. W. of CH^OH = 33.0
M. W. of Air = 28.97
A/F = 3. 35/. 0901 - 37.2 lbs Air/lb Fuel = 42.35 mols Air/mol Fuel
Basis: 1 mol Fuel
CH^OH / 8.9 2 / 33.45 N2 C0? / 2.5 H? / 8.15 ? / 33.45 N2
20.8 Oxygen atoms available 4.5 Oxygen atoms required
Therefore 20.8 - 4.5 - 16.3 Oxygen atoms excess
or 362$ excess Air
By entering Table 5 of Ref . 5 with the average temperature of 1420 °R
a specific heat ratio of 1.344 can be obtained.
The average mol. wt. of the products of combustion was found to be
28.7. By dividing this average into the universal gas constant (mR =





Sample Calculations & Tables
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EQUATIONS ANT) CALCULATIONS JNVOLV3D IK LOSS COMPUTATIONS FOR NQ7.ZL3
From Blade Proi'lles: s - .509; c = .boO; t = .ICO; t e = .021;
&= .lyO; <*}% 70.o°; <Y * = -42.5;
s/c r .771; t/c = .I5I0; t^/a = .1104
From Turoine Drawing: h - .660 in.
*^1= cos~T a/is - t
e/ cosc^/jr cos"-L .1907(r50V - .O21/cos70.b")




*l(a/c - .75;- °^/-9V5 - b4.8/.995 - 65.O
^o*/°flU/cr.75) s -42.5M = -.654; is (s/c=r .75) * 20.0
4i = -1.2; i r 20.0 / (-1.2) = 18.8°
i/i






) r .1995/U / .1995) - .1670
1>= 1.2/U.2 /^ ) = 1.2/U-2 / .lo70; ~ .879
P
*$*/ar ?p/a.2 /fp ; r .1&70/U.2 / .I07O; - .122
^ e = .9 a -^
2
) - .9 x a - .S972 ; = .2050
Al - ^D^cos^q'
1






r 3.14 x 12.8 x .6b x .425 - 11. 30









- Ll ? UD/ODjJ [l / (12. 8/12. 8) J »
J
= .0076 from Fig.
o<
m
^ tan"1 (tan«* / tan 0^/2 - tan"* 1 (0 / 2.l3)/2 = 4b. 8°
2 2Yslir -42.5; = 4>Ccos<^1/cosc< m ) (,tan^ - tar/*^)
= 4 x .007b x Ul8l/.bS5; x (0 - 2.13) 2 = .03b4
Ys - I s/d / IS J - .0364/U / .0364) = .O35I
T t e = •3U e/e)^/£^7a; r .3 x .1104 x .Ib7/.l22 r .0454
?total = T
p / fs /^ e - -lb70 / .O35I / .0454 = .2475
72

EQUATIONS AMD CALCULATIONS ILVOLVjiD I?l LOG^ COMPUTATIONS FOR ROTOR I
From Blade Profiles: s = .4865; c = .760; t = .095; te = .036;
a = .160; $2 - -70.3; fi-± Z 10.2
s/c r .639; t/c e .1263; Wa «2?5
Krom Turbine Drawing: k( Cold) = »°33; h = .705
fi 2 = cos""1 a/(s - te/cos/^2") = cos"1 ,160/(.4865 - ,036/cos-70.8) -
YpU = 0; = [Wl** 0) ^||p^^)" M*7*ofi}(*$
- J.034 //l0.2\ 2 f.ll7 -
.034jj
)
^.I263r F§ATj = .036 x .93 - .0335
/%s/c = .75) = /^2/1-°35 = -64.9/1.035 z -62.7°
/^1^2(s/c = .75) = 10.2/-62.7 = -.lb?; is (s/c = .75) = 35.0°
A±
s
- 3.5; is r 35.0° / 3.5° Z 3^.5°
•fp z XpA 1 / V - -°335/(l / .0335) r .0324
tyz 1.2/(1.2 /?p ) = 1.2/(1.2 / .0324; - .974
~$e z -9 (1 ~>
2
) = .9 x (1 - .9742 ) = .04b
^£*/a - Yp/U.2 /fp) = .0324/(1.2 / .0324) = .0262
A l
= ft^hjcos /Si - 3.14 x 12.8 x .66 x cos 10.2° - 26.1
A2 =^D2n2Cos/?2 r 3.14 x 12.9 x .75 x cos 04.9° = 12.9
A z r fcVA^ 2; vl = r r(l2.9/2b.l) 2 1 - f [.123]" ^l / (ID/0D)J [1 / (12.8/12. 9)J J
r .0068 from Fig.
Equations for Y s and'Y^ hold between -1.5 and 1.0 i/i s : (See Ref. 6)
I s Z 4/i(cos
2/5 2/cos/<3
rri
)(tan/? i - tan/32 )
2
-
- 4 x .OOoS x (.180/. 690; x ( - (-2.11; )
2
Z .031b
Xk = 2 k/h (cos
2/#
2
/cos/?m ) (tsn^x - tan/#2) 2 -




where /#m = tan"
1 ((tan/?




$s * X s/a ^ V = -°3WU / .031t>j - .030b
Tk - Yk/(1 / Yk ) = .1090/a / .1090; =, ,oyyo
fte .3(t e/aJ(1p/£/ya) s .3 x .225 x .0324/ .C2b2 .= .05'3>
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FORTRAN NAMES, HHuIy.'Iff?? STEROLS', AND DEFTNlTIuNS
A Intermediate step in calculation of the Approx-
imate pressure ratio across a blade row.

























Angle oi' absolute velocity at exit from Nozzle
or Stator.
Minimum flow area Detween rotor blades.
Minimum flow area between stator blades.
Angle oi relative velocity at inlet or Rotor,
Angle of relative velocity at exit from Rotor.
Constant; See Sample Calculations
Constant; See Sample Calculations
Constant; See Sample Calculations
Specific heat at constant pressure.
Difference
Diffusor
Mean diameter at inlet to rotor blade row.
Mean diameter at exit from rotor blade row.
Issntropic temperature drop through trie cii'i'usor.
lsentropic temperature drop across a blade row.
Actual temperature drop across a blade row.
Temperature rise due to the kenetic energies oi
the relative and perpheral velocities pertaining
to the rotor.
Temperature rise due to tne kenetic energy oi'




























Isentropic temperature drop through the turbine,
intermediate step in the calculation of an
Approximate Flow junction.
intoi-mcuiota b-bej, ifi ***« todlpUlatlBn §f t-ho
critical value of the Flow Function.
mtermeaiate step in the calculation of an
Approximate Flow ^unction.
Intermeaiate step in tne calculation or the
critical value of tne Flow Function.
Actual temperature drop across the turbine blade
rows.
Folytropic exponent





Pressure ratio exponent for polytropic process.
Pressure ratio exponent for polytropic process.
Pressure ratio exponent ior isentropic process.
Pressure ratio exponent for isentropic process.
Pressure ratio exponent for polytropic process.
Specific heat ratio (C /C ).
Flag allowing decision for control branching.
Flag allowing decision Tor control branching.
Flag allowing decision for control branching.
Pass or stage number.




























Floy; "Function for a blade row.
Maximum value of the i'iov; function for a blade
row; choking occurs.
Ratio of the static pressure after a rev* of blades
to the turbine total inlet pressure.
Horsepower in coefficient form.
Ratio of total pressure at inlet to static press-
ure at exit for a olade row.
Approximate total to static pressure ratio across
a blade row.
Critical pressure across a olade row.
Ratio of total pressure at exit from diffusor to
static pressure ahead of the diffusor.
Reciprocal of the overall turbine pressure ratio.
Overall turbine pressure ratio.
Ratio of total pressure after a rotor blaae row
to the total pressure at' inlet to the turbine.
Ratio of total pressure after a stator blade row
to the total pressure at inlet to the turbine.
Ratio of tne total pressure to the static pressure
at exit from a rotor blade row.
Ratio of the total pressure to the static pressure
at exit from a stator blade rov;.
Gas constant ;(l>A^/]"iolecular weight)
Refered Flow Rate
Refered Speed





TIS T/T^, Rati'cjfbf the temperature at inlet to the temperature
at exit of a blade row for isentropic conditions.
TR
^r/^o Equivalent temperature at inlet to a rotor Dlade
m.
TS Tq/T Equivalent temperature at inlet to a stator blade
row.
Un 3)/fTl Perpheral speed at tne mean raaius and rotor
inlet
.
IL _ . \//t! Perpheral speed at, the mean radius and rotor
exit.
V V/f?o Absolute velocity of flow.
VD V^/j T Absolute velocity of now at discharge from the
diffusor.
VM Vm/|T Meridional component of the absolute velocity.
VRATIO UavG./^o Velocity ratio lor the turbine.
U Theoretical velocity for isentropic expansion from
stagnation pressure at turbine inlet to static
pressure at diffusor discnarge.
Perpheral component 01 the absolute velocity.
Relative velocity of tne flow.
Perpheral component of the relative velocity.
Total loss coefficient for a row of blades.










OOIMENSION AS(20), DMI(20), l)MO(20). ALPHAO( 20 ) , AR ( 20 ) , RETAO(20),
cS2(15> 5 ZS2M5), ZER(15,2), ZR(l5,2) ,ZE(2), Z(2)
OCOMMON GAM, RRATE, RRPM, PROS, TR, UO, RETAI, ALPHAI, PROR, TS,
IT, P, VM, AS, DMI, OMO, ALPHAO, AR, BETAO, IFLAG, ZES2, ZS2,
2ZER, ZR, R, L, ZE, Z , OTA, PR ,ETAT, PC, PROE, VRAT 10 , I CR , I 8R
,
R = 55. 16
ETAO=.70
AD=92-3
DAV = 1 3.0
OREAD INPUT TAPE 3, 1, ( A S ( I ) , I = 1 , 2 ) , { DMI { I ) , 1= 1 , 2 ) ,




READ INPUT TAPE 3, 654, ( ALPHAO { I ) , 1= 1 , 2 ) , ( BET AO ( I ) , 1= 1 , 2 )
1 FORMAT- ( 16F5.0)
654 FORMAT (4F8.C)
20FORMAT { 5H 1 RRPM , 6X , 5HRRA TE , 4X, 4HE TAT , 4X, 2HPC , 6X, 4HPR0E , 6X,
16HVRATI0)
DO 40C J = 240,540,10
RRPM=J
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 4,2





ZE( 1 ) = o2050











WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 4,3, RRPM , RRATE , ETAT , PC : PROE, VRATIO
3 FORMAT (F6.1, F9.2, F8.3, Ff.4, F9.3, F11.4)
300 CONTINUE
900 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 4,10,L
10 FORMAT (31H FLO* CHOKED IN STATOR PASS NO. 12)
GO TO 400
800 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 4,1!,L





EXP3 = (GAM -1. ) / GAM
RETURN
END
FUNCTION EXP 4 (GAM)


























)o RRPM 240 — $40 (50)
,
T
C Write Heading J
-<r-
Do RRAT5 .1 — Choke (..lTl
C
Initialize








































U 5 il ,,,,r
BB = JB




IF ( IFLAG) 3
P = PROR / P








VU = V * SIN
VM = V * COS
WU = VU - UI
W = SORTF (V
DTR = C3 (R,
TR = T + DTR































), OM0(?0). ALPHA0(20) ,AR{20), BETAO(20)
5,2), ZR(15,2) ,ZE(2), Z(2)
PROS, TR, UO, BETAI, ALPHAI, PROR, TS,
ALPHAO, AR, BETAO, IFLAG, ZES2, ZS2,
OTA, PR ,ETAT, PC, PROE, VRAT 10, ICR, IBit
) / AS(L) * SQRTF (TS)
/ * 17453 + K
BB
2( Jh + 1 ) -




- 1. ) / TIS
* TS
* (1. - Z(L)
*SQRTF (DTO)
3 * RRPM * D
3 * RRPM * D
F{ ALPHAO(D)
FULPHAO(D)
M * VM + WU
GAM)*( W»W+UO
DTR / T) **
* P
F (WU / VM)
-ABSF(BETAI)
ZES2( JB) ) * DIFF + ZES2( JB)








































/ PROS * Cl(
73 - BETAI )
R) / AR(L)




IF ( IFLAG) 4
40 P = PROS / P




T = TR - DTO
W = C2(R,GAM
WU = W *
VM = W *
VU = WU
V = SORTF (V
DTS = C3(R,G
TS = T + DTS












tR( ( JB + 1 ),




- 1. ) / TIS
* fR




M * VM + VU
AM) * V*V*1.
L) - ZER(JB-L)) * DIFF + ZER(JB,L)
- ZR(JB,L)> * DIFF + ZR(JB,L)
* VU)
E-4
DTS /T) ** EXP4CGAM)
* P
NF (VU / VM)




i Roturn | <— No
Start 1


































































































































































































= 1 . /
















DMT (20), DMO (20), ALPHAO ( 20 ) , AR ( 20 ) , 8ETA0(20),
, ZERO 5,2), ZR(15,2) ,ZE(2), 7(2)
, RRPM, PROS, TR, UO, BbTAI, ALPHAI, PROR, TS,
, DMO, ALPHAC, AR, BETAO, IFLAG, ZES2, ZS2,
, Z , OTA, PR ,ETAT, PC, PROS, VRAT 1 , I CR , I BR
,
* COSF (ALPHAI ) »»2.
D I F F U
AS(20)
,






























VD * VD) *l.E-4
* EXP31GAM)








DMH20), DM0(20), ALPHAO ( 20 ), AR ( 20 ) , BETAO(20),




S, TR, UO, BETAI , ALPHAI, PROR, TS,
AO, AR, BETAO, IFLAG, ZES2, ZS2,
PR ,ETAT, PC, PROE, VRAT I , I CR , I BR ,






























M -' 1- )/GAM*
*(DUNM-DUGM)
)
l./(EN-l.) * OTA **2





















(2. * GAM / (GAM-
) 70,65,69




























Set PR - PRA











EQUATIONS ?OR CALCULATIONS MADE IN SUBROUTINE RATIO





-, % U / l.)/n
crit
.
(4) (P/p)Approx. = 1.
f 1. - n p.. - V 1. - •j^^T7^" <i l 7
















SAMPLE PERFORMANCE CALCULATIONS USING VALUES
OF THE OPERATING PARAMETERS WHICH GIVE THE
MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY FOR THE DESIGN itEKaRED SPEED









mi _ T- 1 _ 1.36 - 1. _ .26471
T 1.3b
m2 - >r _ 1.36 _ 3.77778
^ - 1 1.36 - 1.
Cl - I/IT _ !/ 55T16 = 1.30936
' / ic * I 32.174
C2
_ f2i"p?. _ 1/ 2 x 1.36 x 32.174 x 55.16 _ 115.80
I T- 1 " ' 1.36 - 1.
C3 - lx# 1. x 10^ .74577




Cross-sectional Area of Diffusor - 92.3 sq. in.
Average mean Diameter of Blades - 13.0 in.
N077LT
"fe = .0765 . >N = .2475 loss coefficients for Nozzle.
In - vT^HTz I'Tn/Tn __ 3.9 x 1.30936 x.fl _ .51529
"
~Po" Aei Po/Po "• 9.91 1
"
Po _ 1.22002
Pi " #,later corrected to .2050











41isli - 2u "(T?/Tn Q ;- l l __ 1.0t>405 - 1. __ .05128(WtTTT* 1.05405
4TN-4Iicv (1.




_. 1.- 4TN - i. - .03859 - .96141
v
l _
G2 VAT;v _ 115.8 )'' .03859 = 22.74684
Ul _ .004^6^3 _N_ Dj, _- .r-043633 x 441.8 x 12.8 _ 24.67464
Ug - .0043633 _N D2 - .0043633 x 441.8 x 12.9 = 24.86741
)% ' \%
Vul V! sino^-L _ 22.74684 x sin 64.8° _ 20.76725
V-^i Vi cosoCi _ 22.74684 x cos 64.8° - 9.68500
)% m fT








El /22 - Si x 10"^
=
.74577 rciO.5'1421)
2 / (24. 86741;
2
- (24.67464)^= .,00396







- / .00396i&>K = :
Ti/T^J L -96141
Po,
_ /PhiURi = L03565 x .81966 _ .84888
Pc "* IpiAPqJ













.07956 ^R]_ = .17729 from loss curves lor Rotor I
Id,- v"T„ YrTJ RA = 3.9 x 1.30936 x VT97037 - .53003
Pp^ - 1.24332
p2






&1 - /^O.) - U.24332) = 1.05934
T2is" b2 /
AIis2 r -Rl - ^2is = iRl tJ-Rj/T^is) ~ Xm — m m — T T 7T
x
o
x o x o
x
o L R}/ 2is
s .97037 x CI. 05934 - 1.) - .05436
1.05934
AT2 - ^is2 (1 ' "5hi) = .0543&U. - .17729) - .04472
O L o
12 ~ 1m ^J_2 _ .97037 .04472 - .92565
E2 = C2 V^l2 = iJ-5» 8 \' .04472 - 24.48824
ft I T I
W„ W9 sin/3? = 24.48824 sirH-64.9°J = -22.17580
P? = K
V_o W cos/9 - 24.4K824 cos(-64.9°) - 10.38787
lxi2 ~ Wu2 / U? r -22.17580 / 24.86741 - 2.69161
fl - )'T Po
_





Ale2 - c 3 22 i0 = .74577 * ao. 73092) x 10"4 - .00859
T Tx
o o





H- /-£*&, - 1. / ^0859 j 3.77778 _ i<03550
'f2/! oJ I • 92565 j





1 [VLl9/_T ] 1 tar"! 2.69161
10.38787.
STATOR
s .25353 - 22.5
*fe - .06698 £=. 13980 from loss curves for Sl^tor.
-?S - ^Ilo t'SZs. fe?/Sa - 3.9 x 1,30936 x f. 93424 _ .60497
P ke -3 ?y?Q LL.54 .70699
P 9 _ 1.43770
P3










1IS2—33,s J - L , '
TS2/T3is -
_ .93424 1.10087 - 1.
1.10087
_ .08560
413 = _IiS3 (-L- "Ts) " =: .08560 (1. - .13980) = .07363
13= IS2 A^3 = -93424 - .07363 - .86050
I3 = c2|^l3 = 115. 80 V. 07363 ~ 31. 42218
U3 - .O043o33 N Do _ .0043033 x 441.8 x 13.1 _ 25.25295
f
T
U, _ .0043633 K D, - .0043633 x 441.8 x ljj.2 - 25.44572
V..o Vq since, _ 31. 42218 sin o9° = 29.33517
v
'i -
Vo ccso^ - 31.4221B cos 69° = 11.26062
29.33517 - 25.25295 - 4.08222


























4^3 _ .74577 Ull.97773) 2 / U5.44572) 2 - (25.25295 j ?j = .01143
Li 3 = To / A'Tfto - .86060 / .01143 - .37203
rp -' rp^ / m J
o x o
x o
8&9s it > A T t { o/T,3
:"? i, , , 01-iAg 7 3*77778 _ X.D5XXO
Ty? jP3
i
ER3 - /Pr3) /£3 ) = J--05110 x .49175 = .51688
./3<i _ tan
-1
"W ?/-lol - tan r 4.03222
.^^J ~ [U.26062.J
ROTOR II
= .34779 = 19.9
o
Y=, = .04648 ~) =.16194 from loss curves for Rotor ll
^R2 - ™So 15 Vt A _ 3.9 x 1.30936 x t! .?7?03 - .60775
















AlisA - TR Rtr?/Tm J - 1.1 = .87203 ["1,09167 - 1.1 = .07323
AT, ATis , (1. -Yr? ) = .07323 CI.- .16194) = .06137
T T
"O





c2 V^l4 = H5.8 f. 06137 = 28.68652
WZ j T
2u4 = 14 sin^4 = 28.68652 sJLn(-65°) - -25.99377
/To ffo
V , _ W cos/?, = 28.68652 cos(-65°) = 12.12355
ft*
- |f4
luh s Su4 ^ & = -25.99877 / 25.44572 = -.55305
I'To ) T
r )-TQ













-7^577 x (12.13616) 2 x 1(H* _ .01098
-o J-o






E4 - [l* ^-IT^/Iei"12 _ fl. i .jBlOQal 3 - 77778 E 1.05216
p£ " L ^V?o J - L V81C6bl
Zl - f2L\('lL) - - 37109 x 1-°5216 - .39045
c*. = tan"1 fyU/jEJ ^ tan"1 j"- . 55305 '] = -.04559 = 2.6°
Lw7*o| L12 - 12355J
DIFFU30R
*?D = .70 for Axial Exit
Y]k = )?d
eosQ^ - .70 x cos 2.b° - .69855
AT
1/g =
1. - Ts» - 1. - .82164 ._ .17836
T
o
Cd = 2. ^ = 55.16 x 1.36 .26778p
J
-jT- 1. 778.17 1.36 - 1.
^T - wfio cr AT™ 1.055 - 3.9 x .26778 x .17836 x 1.055- .19651
P Tro ;o
VD - w£ R T^/Tq ~ 3.9 x 55.16 x .8IO00 _ 5.09145
H\> P AD P4/^o 92.3 .37109
AlisD = c3 MA r^U
2
- %?] x io"4
T LTo T J
£e s






[l. / .006311 3.77778 _ 1#0297i
Pi L V To J " L ^ .81066,.
Pe _ /PeWEi) - 1.02971 x .37109 ~- .38212
Po " \ViJ\tJ
L> - 1. - 1. - 2.61699
?e Pe/po -38212
AT,.,. _ 1. - tP^/P ) ml = 1. - (. 38212 )* 26471 - .22482
o






"avg. - .0043633 N Davg . JL
C 2 TisT/To





Programs and Computor Results
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PROGRAM FOR RUM 1
.JOB 1
PROGRAM TU,<^ II E
ODIMENSION AS(20), DMH20), DMO(20), ALPHAO(20 ) , AR ( 20 ) , BETAGI20),
1 Z ES2 ( 15), ZS2M5), ZERO 5,2), ZR(15,2) , ZE(2), H2)
OCOMMON GAM, RRATE, RRPM, PROb, TR, UO, BETAI , ALPHAI, PROR, TS,
IT, P, VM, AS, DMI, |)MO, ALPHAO, AR, BETAO, [FLAG, ZES2, ZS2,






OREAD INPUT TAPE 3, 1, ( A S ( I ) , 1= 1 , 2 ) , ( OMI { I ) , 1= I , 2 ) ,




2 ( Z S2 ( I ) , I = 1 , 1 5 ) , ( { ZER t I , L ) , I = 1 , 1 5 ) , L= 1 , 2 ) , ( { ZR ( I , L ) , 1= 1 , 1 5 ) , L= 1 , 2 )
READ INPUT rAPE 3, 654, ( ALPHAO ( I ) , 1= 1 , 2 ) , ( BETAO ( I ) , 1= 1 , 2 )
1 FORMA f ( 16F5.0)
654 FORMAT (4F8.0)
20FORMAT (5H1RRPM,6X, 5HRRA TE , 4 X , 4HETA T , 4 X , 2HPC , 6X , 4HPR0E , 6X ,
I6HVRATI0)
DO 400 J= 44 18, UU 18
A = J
RRPM=A/ 10.
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 4,2
DO 300 K = 200,500
B = K




ZE( 1 ) = .2050
Z( 1 ) = .2475
ALPHAI = -. 7U 1 75
DO 200 L=l,2
CALL STATOR
IF( ICR) 18, 18,300
18 IF( IFLAG) 20,20,900
20 CALL ROTOR
IF(IBR) 1^, 19,30(
19 IF ( I FLAG) 200,20^,800
200 CONTINUE
CALL DIFFU
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 4,3, *RPM , RRATE , ETAT , PC, PROE, VRATIO
3 FORMAT (F6.1, F9.2, F 8.3, F7.4, F9.\3, F11.4)
300 CONTINUE
900 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 4,10,L
10 FORMAT (3 1H FLOW CHOKED IN STATOR PASS MO. 12)
GO TO 4 00
800 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 4,11,L




FUNCTION EXP3 ( -AM)
EXP3 = (GAM - 1 . ) / ..
RETURN
END
FUNCTION EXP 4 (GAM)



















OD I MENS I ON AS (20
1 Z t- S 2 { 15) , ZS2( 1
OCOMMON GAM, RRA
IT, P, VM, AS, D
2 Z 6 R i 7R, R , L
,
3DAV , ETAD, Ai
1CR -
OTA =RRATE / PR
13 1 = M $ 2 2 1 7 3 -
J b - r 1
BB = J8
DIFF = Bl - BR




30 P = PROK / PR
T I S = PR * * E X P
OTIS - (TIS - 1
DTI SO = DTIS *
UTO = DTI SO * {
T = TS - DTO
V =C2( R,GAM) »SQ
UI = .00U36 3 3 *
UO = .004 36 3 3 *
VU = V * SINFJA
VM = V * C S F (
A
wu = vu - UI
W = SORTF (VM
DTR = C3 (R,G
TR = T + DTR
PRSO = ( 1 . +
), DMK20







), 0M0(20), ALPHA0(20) ,AR(20) , BETA0(20),
5,2), Z R ( 1 5 , 2 ) , Z E ( 2 ) , Z ( 2 )
PROS, TR, UO, 6ETAI, ALPHAI, PROR, TS,
ALPHAO, AR, BETAO, [FLAG, ZES2, 7S2,
OTA, PR ,ETAT, PC, PROt, VRAT 1 0, I CR , I BR
,
5 / AS 1 1. ) * SQRTF (TS)
/ fU !53 + 1
I ) - ZS
7ES2( JB) ) * DIFh + 7r S2{ JB)







BETAI = ATAMF (



















R / T) **
A U / V f )
SF(BETAI)
ML)


















bl = I 1.22 173
J B = B 1
BB = JB
DIFF = PI - RB
ZE (L) = (ZER(
Z( L) = ( ZRUJ
CALL RATIO
IF (IFLAG) UO,
P = PROS / PR
TIS = PR** EXP
DTIS = (TIS - 1
DTI SO = DTIS *
DTO = DTISO * (
T = TR - DTO
W = C2(R,GAM)#S
WU = W * SINF (
VM = W * COSF (
VU = WU + UO
V = SORTF (VM *
DTS = C MR, GAM)
TS = T + OTS
PRRO = ( 1 . + DT









*U0-UI *UI ) * 1 . E-U
E X P U ( G A M )
) 32 1,3 1,31
), DM0(20), ALPHA0(20) ,AR(20)., BETAO i(20),
5,2), ZR(15,2) , ZE(2), Z(2)
PROS, TR, UO, BETAI, ALPHAi, PROR, TS,
ALPHAO, AR, BETAO, IFLAG, ZES2, ZS2,
OTA, PR , ETAT, PC, PROc, VRAT 10 , ICR, I BR
R) / AR(L) * SQRTF (TR)
/ . 17U53 + 1 .
( JB + 1 ),
R + 1 ) ,L)
U , U \
MCA- )
. ) / TIS
I R
I .





* V * V * 1 <
L) - ZERUBtU) * DIFF + ZER(JB,L)
- ZR( JP,L) ) * DIFF + ZR( JB,L)
* VU)
E-U
S /T) ** EXPU(GAM)
322
UI
ALPHAI = ATANF (VU / VM)
IF (1.22173 - ABSFIALPHAI ) )322,U1,U1





















1 £ E S 2 ( 1 5 ) , Z S
COMMON GAM,
IT, P, VM, AS
2 Z L R , Z R , R ,
3DAV , ETAD,
ETAUA = ETADbtW = 1 4 - r
LP = h / 778
PC = RRATL *
VD = RRATE *
DTD = C3(R,G
PRE = ( 1. +
PREO = PRE *
PROE = 1 . /
DTT = 1 • - P





00 I MENS I ON AS
1ZES?( 15), ZS
OCOMMON GAM,




EN = GAM / (
EXP1 = 2. /EN
EXP2 = (EN+1
EXPS = EN/(E
PRC = ( ( tN +




A = 1. - 3.*
IF(A) 52,53,
A = SORTF (A)
GO TO 53
A = 0.
PRA = 1 ./( 1.
IF (PRA - PR
PRA = PRA -
DUN = i ./(PR
DUG = 1 ./(PR
OT - SQRTF (
IF (OT - 0T4
PR = PRA
RETURN
DO 66 I = 1,
PRA = PRA +
DUN = 1 . / (
DUG = 1 . / {





DO 6 9 I = 1,
PRA = PRA -
DUN = 1 . /i Li
DUG = 1 ./(PR
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• RESULTS OF RUN 1
RRPM RRATF E T A T PC P 1 ! I . T I
44 1 .8 2.9 7 . .. 1 96 ,.2 . c 3 f 7







44 .a 3.0 1 . 5 •• 6 40 1.322 .ell
44 .8 3.02 .4 7 .0251 1.32 8 .8049
44 1.8 3.03 .417 .0262 1.3 51) .79
44'
.8 3.04 .4 .0274 1.34 .7 729
44 . 6 3 . 5 . 4 .0285 . 34 6 .7869
44 a C> 3.06 . 4 '- .Off 1.352 . 7 8 1
44 1 .8 JiUi .4' . ( 309 .359 .7 752
44 .8 3.0« .4 . -, 2 1 .565 . 7 f
44'
.8 3 . 9 . 4 ( I . 3 34 1.372 .764
44 .8 3. 10 .4 16 .,,346 1 . 3 7 8 -75i 5
44 . b 3.11 .4 v5 . i 5 > . 3 8 5 . 75 52
44 .8 3 . 1 2 .504 .( 3 72 .3-1 .74 79
44'
.8 3.15 .5 12 .0385 .3V8 .7427
44 \ . 8 3.14 .5 . 1 ) 3 9 3 .405 . 7 5 7 4
44 1.8 3. 15 . 5 . 04 1 1 1.4 13 . 7 3
44 .8 3.16 .535 . . u25 1.4; . 7266
44 .8 3.17 .5 •/ ',1 .42.8 .7212
44 1 .8 3.18 .5- .04 .456 .7 160
44 «. 8 3.19 .5 6k .4': 4 .7109
44 .8 3.20 .562 11 .4 52 .700".
44'
• 8 5.21 . 5 6 8 . : ; 9 1 . 46 . 7 (
44 1.8 3.22 .574 . ',0') .4^9 .0959
44 1.8 3 . 2 3 .5:1 .052.0 1.4 77 .6910
44 1 .8 3.24 .5 87 . i 5 34 .486 .68
44'
.8 3.25 .592 .0549 1.49 4 .68 1 3
44 1.8 3.26 . 5 , 8 . 1563 . 5 3 .( 767
44 1.8 3.27 .6' .0578 .512 .6721
44 1.8 3.28 .6. .0594 .521 .66 75
44'
.8 3.29 .615 .0609 1 . 5 7.
1
.66 3 Q
44 1 .ri 3.5 .6 . . 624 .5^0 . 6 58 4
44 1.8 3.31 .6 . C 640 .500 .65 38
44 1 .8 3. "52 .6 .0656 .560 .6493
44 .8 5. 53 . 6 35 .72 . 5 7 .6450
44 . 8 3 . 3 4 .6 39 . .5 1 .6406
44 1 .8 3.35 . 6 4 '4 . 5 9 1 .6364
44 1 .8 5.56 . 64 9 .< 7 22 .60 1 .6 522
44 1 .8 3 . 3 7 .653 .0739 .612 .6:
44 1 .8 3.5- . 6->8 .0756 . 6 2 k .6237
44 1 .« 5.59 . 6 .i 7 74 .635 .6197
44 1 .8 3.40 .667 .0791 .64 6 . 6 1 5 6
44 1.8 3.41 .67 ! .0809 .608 .6115
44 1 . 8 3. 4 2 . 6 7 5 ?S .670 .6(0'.':
44 1.8 3.45 .679 .0846 .683 .603 5
44 1 .h 3.44 . 6 .•; 2 . 165 .69 5 .5994
44 .8 3.45 . o 6 . :884 .7C .5904
44 1 .8 3.46 .6 . i '03 .722 .5914
44 1.8 3.47 .673 . '23 .75 6 .5873
44 1 .8 3.48 .6 • ( . 0943 .7' .583 3
44 .8 3.49 •7 ' .0964 .764 .5793
44 1 .8 3.50 . 7
1
. «>85 . r .5755
44 1 .8 5.51 .7.-7 . 1006 . 7 9 5 .571 :'.
44 1 .
8
5.52 .711 . 1 2 7 .811 .^673
44 1 .8 3.05 .7 15 . 1049 . 8 - .5634
44 1 .8 3.5*4 .716 . 1 72 .84 5 .55/4
44 1.8 3.55 .719 . 1 095 .863 .5554
44 1 .8 3.56 . 7 2 2 .1118 . 8 8 1 .551 5
44 1.8 3 . 5 I . 1 5 .1142 .9t.:; .54 76
44 1 .8 3.5- .72 7 . 1 166 .919 . 5 '
44 1.8 3.59 . 7 i .1191 .939 .5397
44 1.8 5.60 . 7 3 5 .12 16 . 9 1 .5 357
44 1.8 3.61 . 7 5 5 . 12 4/ .982 .5318
44 1 .8 3.62 .7 .1269 ;'.005 .0 273
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RISULTL OF RUN 1 (cont.)
441.8 3 . 6 3 - / '. ! 1297 2 . 2 v .52 37
441.8 3.64 . /< 1324 2.03.} .5 193
441.8 3.65 .7 5 . 1353 2.078 .5158
441.8 3.66 .743 33 2. i .5 1 1 (
44 1.8 3 . 6 7 .750 , 14 14 2.13 5 .5074









. t 5 d
IS!"
1549 f .4 900
44 1 .8 3. 72 . 7 n 9 , 15 2.310 .4854
441.8 3.73 .76 1 . . 162 2 . 3 5 2 .4803
44 1.8 3.74 .762 . , 1 6 66 2.40 .4759
44 1.3 3.75 . fr-U 1 7 03 2.450 .4709
44 1 =8 3.76 .765 , , 1 753 2.505 .4659
441.8 3.77 .765 .,1801 2.568 .4604
441.6 3.78 .76 6 . . 1352 2 . 6 3 3 .4
44 1.3 3.79 . f66 , . I9 0'} 2.719 .4J
441.8 3.80 . 7 6 6 . . 1969 2.814 .442 2
. 8 3.81 - f64 .2033 2 . 9 v> 1 .4348
4 4 i . 8 3.82 .761 -.2121 3.089 .4 260
44 1.8 3 . 8 3 . r>u .2243 3 . 3 6 8 .4123
J-LGW CHOK ED IN RO rOR 3 ASS NO. 2
TIME, 1 MINUTES •V'.D 5 SECONDS
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RESULTS OF RUN 2
RRPM RRATE E r AT PC 5 r 1
44 .8 2.83 .296 . 1 44 .2< A 760
44'
. a 2. .( 185 . 2 7 3 .8696





. 1. 1 d i
.21.2','
. C J 1 I
44 1.8 2 . .357 .0191 1.292 .84 52
44 .8 2.89 .369 .0201 1.2 7 . ti '
4 8 . 8 2 . 9 G . 8 . 2 11 1.303 .832 1
4-. a 2.91 .391 . 1 2 2 1 .309 .6255
44 la 2.92 . 4 • 2 .0231 .3 14 .8191
44 1 .
8
2.93 .4 .0242 .320 . - 12-
44 1.8 2.94 . 4 2 2 .0252 1.32 6 .J 860
44 1 .8 2.95 .4i.2 . : 1.3 32 .8006
44 1.8 2.96 .4'! 1 .(274 1.338 .7 94 3
44 1.8 2.97 .45 1 . 2 . 3 U 8 . 7 8 1
2
44 1 • 8 2.98 .460 .0296 .351 .7821
44 .8 2.99 .4 69 . c -. .358 .77 62
44 1 .8 3.00 . 4 7 7 1 ? 1 . 3 6 4 . 7 7
44 1 • * 3. 1 . 4 - 6 . ( 331 . 3 7 1 . 7 6 '1 9
44 . 8 3.02 . 4 ; 4 .1 -42 .377 . 7595
44 .8 3.03 . 5 2 .0354 .384 .7540
44 . 8 3.04 . 5 ! .0366 . 3 / 1 .74 86
44 1 .8 3 . 5 .5)8 .0378 . 3 9 I .743 '
44 1.8 3.06 .5 .0390 . 4 4 .7 1
44'
.8 3 . 7 . 5 3
1
. 0403 .4 11 .7 550
44 1 .8 3.0 8 .54 . i 415 .418 . r282
44 1.8 3.09 .547 .04 28 .42 8 . 72 32
4 4 . 8 5.10 .5 .4 .0441 . 4 5 3 .7183
44 ! .8 3. 11 .56 1 . 04 54 .44 1 . 1) 30
44 .8 3. 12 .5 . 68 .44 7 .7079
44 1.8 3.13 .574 .0482 . 4 5 >' .702*
44 1.8 3. 14 .581 .0495 . 4 6 5 . 6 ? r ;>
44 I .8 3. 15 .587 .0510 . 4 7 4 . 929
44 1 .8 3. 16 . 5 ' 3 ..524 . 4 8 2 .-6 881
44 1.8 3. 17 . 5 ? 9 . 538 . 4 9 1 . 134
44 1.8 3.18 . 6' 5 .( 8 52 . 4 9 9 . ( 7 8 7
44 .8 3. 19 .61 1 . C 5 6 I .51 • ..',7 m 1
44 1.8 3.20 .616 .0582 .517 . 6 6 9 5
44 1.8 3.21 .622 .1 598 .58 6 .6*
44 1.8 3.22 .6 .06 13 .5 56 .66
44 1 .8 3.23 .653 .0629 .545 .6561
4 4 .8 3.24 .688 .0644 .58b> . 6 8 1 6
44 • 8 3.25 .6m 5 .Co 61 1 .565 .64 f2
4 4 1 .8 3.26 . 6 8 . ->76 .575 .64 >0
44 1.8 5. A I .6 L>3 . 593 . 5 i i 5 .6 866
44'
.8 3.28 . 6 j 8 .0710 .59ft . 6 3 'i 3
44 . 3.29 .662 .0727 .60 7 .6299
44 1 .8 3.80 .60 7 .0744 . 6 1 8: . 6 2 -, (
44 .8 3.31 .6/1 . 7 61 .6 .6215
44 .8 3 . 5 2 . 6 7 .0 779 .6': 1 .6175
44 .8 3.33 . 6 • ! . 1 9 ' .653 .6133
44 .8 3.34 .6 5 k 0**15 .66 5 .< ?2
44 .8 3.35 .6 5 5 1 . 6 7 I .605 3
44 .8 3.36 .673 .0852 .689 .6012
44 1 .8 3.3 7 .6 97 .0871 .702 . 5 9 7 5
44 I .b 3.38 .700 . ( ! 90 .715 .595-;
44 .8 3.39 .7 .'' 909 .72e .5 874
44'
.8 3.40 .708 .0929 .74; .5854
44 1.8 3.41 .711 . C 74 v .7 '5 6 .5815
44 • . 8 3.42 .7 14 . >69 .771 . l > f76
44 1 .8 3.43 .718 .09 ^0 . 7 h 6 .5 757
44 1.8 3.44 .72 1 . 1010 .80 1 .5700
44 1 .8 3. US . 7 > 4 . 1 32 . 8 1 .5 66 1
4 4 1 .8 3.46 .7 . 1053 .852 .4623
44 1 .8 3.47 .7 . ! lb . 8 5 . 5 5 5 5
44'1.8 3.48 .7 IM .1099 1 .867 .b543
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RESULTS OF RUN 2 (cont.)
44 1 .8 3.49 .737 . 112? 1 . P 5 .5505
441.8 3.50 .74 . 11' 1 .9 .5466
441 .8 3.51 .7>,5 . 1171 1 .
9
.i>4
44 1 .8 3.52 5 , . 1 1 95 1 . ?l| ": .5
44 1 .8 3. ./ .1221 1.9 .'
441*8 3 . 5 4 .751 . . 1247 1.985 .5512
441 .8 3.55 .754 . 1 274 2.008 .52 7?
44 1 .o l.tf
. ( 5 6 . 1 ?Q|
. 1 A2i
2 . ' 1
'J..
C 2 7,
441.8 3 . 5 8 . 7 6 1 . 135 2. OK 1 .5 154
441 .8 3.59 .764 . . 1 388 2. 1 .5114
441.8 3.60 .766 .1418 2 . 1 3 5 .5 074
44 1.8 3.61 .769 , . 1449 2.164 . 5 3 3
. 6 3.6? .771 , . 14 82 2. 196 . 4 9 ? 1
44 1 .6 3.63 . 7 f 6 , . 15 16 ?.? .4948
441.8 3.6a . 7 1 5 . 1 5 50 2.2 .iis>06
441.8 3.65 .7 76 , . 1586 2.50 3 .4
441.8 3.66 .7 78 - . 1624 2-344 .4817
441 .8 3.67 .780 . . 1664 2.388 .4 770
441.5 3.68 .7 1 . 1706 2 .437 .4722
441.8 3.69 .782 . . I 750 2.4 9 ] .46 7 1
441.8 3.70 . ( . 1 7 ?6 • 2.550 . ". 6 1 ?
44 1.8 3. n . ! ••; 5 . . 1846 2.617 .4 564
44 1.8 3.7 2 .7 4 . 18 99 2 . 6 9 3 .4 506
44 1.8 3.73 . 7 « 3 .. 1 9 5 7 2.780 ' .4444
441.8 3.74 .782 . 2021 2.886 .4 575
441 .8 3.7 5 .780 , 2 096 3 . 2 1 . l 2 9 6
441 .8 3.76 .7 76 . . 2 1 86 5 . 2 6 . i; 2 1
441.8 3 . 7 I . 7 6 3 . 2 35,' 5.596 . 4 i J
FLOW CHOKEf; IN RO rOR PAS! ~> NO. 2
TIME, 1 MINUTt: S AND 4 SECONDS
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RESULTS OF RUN 3
RRPM R R A T E E T A T PC PROE vRUlC
441 .6 2.7.5 .2 i : .0092 . 2 5 7 .92 5 3
441 *8 2. 74 .2 .0100 1 .24 1 .917 •'
MM 1
44 1 .8 :?i
. 2 it 8 m " .2' 1 .0100.70 5
44'
.8 2.77 . 2 ( ;> . 1 24 .26 5 .0 780
44 1 .8 2.78 .2 o .0132 1 . 2 5 9 . 889 ?
441 .8 2.79 .29 8 .( 141 .26 4 .065 7,
44 1 .8 2.80 .310 .149 .200 .8767
44"
.8 2.81 . 5 • 2 .015:' . 2 7 5 .8 703
44 1 .8 2.82 . 3 3 5 .0167 .2 77 .8640
44 1 .8 2.85 .345 . 1 75 .28 2 .65 78
44 1 .8 2.84 .35 6 . 1 84 . 2 8 7 . 5 17
44 .8 2.85 .36 7 . 1 93 1.29 1 .8458
44 .8 2.86 . 3 7
7
.02.02 . 2 9 6 .84 00
4 4 .8 2.87 .383 . G 2 1 2 . . 50 1 .6342
44 1 .8 2.88 .398 .0221 . 3 6 . o 2 3 1
44 1.8 2.89 .40 8 . i 231 1.312 .8216
44 .8 2. 90 . 4 i 8 .( 242 .318 .8152
44 1.8 2.91 .4. 8 .'.252 1.32 4 . 8 C 9
44'
.8 2.9 2 .4. 7 .02 62 .350 .8 028
44 1.8 2.93 .447 .0275 .5 36 .7089
44 i .8 2.94 . 406 .0285 .542 . 7 9 1
44 1.8 2.95 .46 .0294 1.348 .7652
44 1 .8 2.96 .4/3 . < SOS 1.354 .7792
44 1 .8 2.97 .482 .03 16 . 56 1 . 7 7 5 7,
44 1.8 2.98 .470 .0328 .30 7 . 7675
44 1 .8 2.99 .49 . S5? 1.374 .78 19
44 ! .8 3.00 . 5l 6 .0351 1.38 1 .7 .
44 1.8 3.01 .5 13 .0362 1 . 3 8 7 . 7 o
44 1 .8 3 . 2 . 5 2 1 - 5 74 .394 .7459
44 1.8 3.0 3 .5 .•0386 1.401 .7406
44 1 .8 3.04 . 5 ' 5 .0398 1.40 . 7 3 8 6
44 1 .8 3.05 . 5 -2 .0410 1.415 . 7 5 04
44 1 .8 3.06 .5. 9 . 4 2 5 1.422 .72 64
44 1 .8 3.07 . 5 :> 6 . o4 5 L> 1.429 .72 05
44 1.8 3 .
1
. 5 6 5 .0448 1.437 .7 156
44 1.8 3.0 9 .8/0 . 4 6
1
1.444 .7 106
44 1.8 3 . 1 .5 76 .04 75 . 4 5 2 .7006
44 1 .8 3. 11 . 5 e 3 .04 ?<i 1.46 ! . 7 o 5
44 1 .8 3 . 12 .5 .0502 1.46 9 . o 9 5 5
44 i .8 3.13 .595 . 5 1 7 1.478 .6 ?06
44 1 .8 5. 14 .601 .0531 1.486 .6858
44 1.8 3.15 .6, f .0545 1.47 5 . 6 8 1
44 1.8 3.16 .6 .0 560 1 .504 .6 764
44 1 .8 3 . 1 7 .6 18 . 74 1.513 .671 3
44 1.8 3.18 .6 . 0589 1 . 5 2 2 .66 74
44 1 .8 3.19 .6 .1 004 t . 5 3 1 .6628
44 1.8 3 . 2 .6 .( 620 1.54 . t 5 8 3
44 1.8 3.21 .641 .0636 1.550 .00-07
44 1.8 3.22 .645 . C 861 1 .56( . 6 4 9 6
44 i .8 3.2 5 .65 . 'J. 6 6 :S 1.570 .64 52
44 1 .8 3.2H .8 .0684 1.580 .6409
44 1 .8 3.25 ,6< .0701 1.591 .(•5 66
44 1 .8 3.2o .6 . ( 1 8 1.601 .6.522
44 1.8 3.27 .6 70 . 7 55 1.612 .o280
44 1 .8 3.28 . 6 7 5 .0753 1 . 6 2 3 .0257
44 1.8 3.2.9 . 6 7 9 .0770 1.635 .6 196
44 1 *8 3. 3< .684 . 7 1.646 .6 155
4 4 1 .8 3.31 .689 .< 1.6 58 .8114
44 1.8 3.52 . 6 9 3 .0825 1.670 .60 74
44 1.8 3.5 5 .697 .0644 ! . 6 6 2 .o055
44 1 .8 3.54 .70 2 . 8 6 5 1 . 6 9 o 7 90
44 1.8 3.55 . 706 .( 882 1.707 .0 956
44 1 .8 3.56 .7 10 . -'02 1.721 .8916
44 1.8 3 . 3 r .714 .0 922 1.754 .0 676
44 1 . 8 3.38 .718 .0942 1.748 . >858
109

RESULTS 0? RUN 3 (cent.)
4 4 1 . 8 5.3 V .72 1 . •6? 1. 7^2 .3 799
441.8 3. .725 .0983 1.777
44 1.6 3.41 .72 8 . i03 i. 792 . i 7 2 ?
41+) .8 3.42 .732 , 35 .5
1.8 3.M5 .735 L/ 1 . 6 .5
'4 M 1 . 8 3.44 .7 59 . . 1068 1.838 .
441 .8 3.45 . !'.? . 1 g 9
1
1 . S55 . 5 3 7 5
44 t .6 iltf . 74| :ll)S 1 .1 .
3
.549')
44 1 .8 3 . 4 8 .7 1 .1161 1 .909 .3456
441.8 3.49 .753 . 1 1 86 i . 9 2 9 . 5 H 1 7
441 .8 3.50 .75 6 .1211 1 . 9 U ) .337 3
4 4 1.8 3 . 5 1 . 7 5 9 .. 12 36 1.970 .553 P
idtl.o 3.52 . 7 6 1 . 1263 1.992 .5299
441.8 3.53 .76') ,.129 . 2.015 .5260
441.8 3. . 766 . 1317 2.0 .5220
44 1.13 3.53 .769 (6 2.0< 3 .5 179
441 .8 3.56 .7/1 . 1375 2.09 1 .0159
441.8 3.57 .773 . . I4i 2. 118 . 5 9 1
441.8 3. . 7 ! 5 . 1 l+ 35 2. i • .5058
441 .8 3.59 . 7 :' . 1467 2.177 .5017
441.8 3.60 .780 . 1500 2.209 . U 9 / 5
441.8 3.6 1 .7-1 ..1534 2 . 2 >i 5 . H 9 -• 2
441.3 5.62 . 7 3 3 , . 1 5 7 ) 2.280
441.8 3.65 .785 . 16U/ 2 . 3 1 9 .4 844
441.8 3.64 .786 . . 1645 . 2.3 1 .4 79H
4 4 1.cS 3.65 .736 . . 16HM 2.40 6 .4 f52
441 .8 3.66 .769 . . 17 26 2.45 6 .4
. .8 3.67 .790 . 17/1 2.31 2 .4:
441.8 3.68 .7 , 18 19 2.5 74 .'-39 ?
44 1.8 3.69 .79 1 . 1870 2 . 6 . 4 5 U 5
441.8 5.7 . 7 ' . 1 >24 2.723 .448*4
441.8 5. n . 7 i . . 1 ?85 ! . 8 1
9
.4'; 19
441.8 3. 72 .786 . 2055 2.954 .4 347
441.8 3.73 . 7 8 3 ..21 51 3.082 .4265
441.8 3.74 .7/7 , . 22 4? 5.55 .14 1 55
FLOW CHOK ED IN ROTOR PAS! i NO. 2
TIME, 1 MINUTE S 'AD 2 SECONDS
no

RESULTS OF RUN k
RRPM RRATE R r A T PC PROE '.
441 .8 2.53 -.0 - .0006 1.16 6 1 . l 8
44 .8 2.54 .0 .0001 1.17 1 .0/58
44] £.55 . 2 7 .00 1 . 1 7 4 i 06244M . . n l . I j , Q *i H44'
.a 2.0/ .0 22 1.182 1 . V
44 1 .8 2.58 .09 1 .0029 1.18 6 1 .
;
44 1 .8 2.59 .111 . 036 1. 100 1.020 8
441 .8 2.60 .130 .0044 1.194 1 .1,104
44'
-8 2.61 . 1 4 6 ...0 50 1.19 8 1 . C 1 0'
44 .8 2.62 . I. . 1057 1.202 .99 t r
44 . 8 2.63 . 1 f 8 .0064 1 . 2 ( 7 .98 - r
44" 2.64 .193 .0071 1.211 .97 39
41+ .8 2.68 .2 .0078 1.2 18 .9654
44 1 .8 2.66 .222 .< 085 1.219 .9570
44 .8 2.67 .2 56 . 098 1 . 2.2 4 .v.
44 . 8 2.68 . 2 5 .01 00 I . 2 .94 08
44 1 . 8 2.69 .2 .0 107 1.232 .9330
44 ! .8 2.70 .2/5 .0 1 15 1 . 2 7 .9254
44 1 .8 2.7 1 .288 .0122 1.241 . ;17?
44 1 ' b
,
2.72 . 500 .0 1 30 1.24 6 .9 1 36
44 1 • o 2.73 .312 .'' 1 1.2 SO .9035
44 1 .8 2.74 .3/3 . 1 4ft 1.20 5 .8965
44 1 .8 2. 75 .3 .01 54 1.259 .
44 1 .8 2. /6 .3h8 .i 162 1.2- 4
44 1.8 2.7 7 .355 . 1 70 1.26 8 .c /6m
4 4 1 .8 2.7n .36 5 . 1 78 1.273 .-7 02
44 1 .8 2. (9 . 5/6 .01 .6 1.2' 7 .8638
44 ! .8 2.80 . 5 5 . 194 1.0 .857 6
44 1 .8 2.81 .395 . * 2 5 1 . 2 8 7 . 8 5 1 f)
44 1 .8 2.82 .404 .02 1 1 1.2 92 .04 08
44 1 .8 2.83 .4 14 .0220 1.296 . c ', 9 /
44 i . 8 2.84 .423 .(.2 28 1 .80 1 .8340
44
1 .8 2.88 . 4 5 1 . 12 37 1 . 3 6 .8283
44 1.8 2.66 .4 . -..24 6 1.511 .8220
44 1.8 2.87 .4 .0255 1.317 .8 167
44 1.8 2. .457 .0265 1.322 .8104
44 i . 8 2.89 .4 '.5 .02 75 1. 30 .8042
44 ! .8 2.9C . 4 7 3 .0285 1. 35i4 . 7
44 1 .8 2.91 .4 .02 1 . 340 .7922
44 1 .8 2.92 .4 8 . 305 1.347 .7864
44 1.8 2.98 .495 .0315 1.35 2 .7
44 i .8 2.94 . 5 2 .0325 1.359 .7762
44 I .a 2.98 . 5 : - ; .0335 1.365 .769/
44 2.96 .516 546 1 . .5 7 2 .70 57
44 1.8 2.9/ .5 .0357 1 . 3 7 8 . 7
44 1.8 2.98 .5 .< 568 1.38 o .7527
44 1.8 2.99 . 5 3 5 .0379 1.392
44 1.8 3.00 .5- 1 . 5 90 1.399 . /
44 1 .8 3.01 . 5" 7 . . 401 1.406
41+ 1 .8 5.02 . 5 > 3 . ' 4 12 1.4 .7
44 3.03 .5 ,8 . v.^2'+ 1.4 .7267
44 1.8 3.0m . ') 64 .04 56 1.4 .72 1 /
44 I .8 3.05 .5 .0447 1 . 4 .5 . / 168
44 1 .8 8.06 .5 75 .( 459 i . 4 2 .71-'
44 1.8 8.07 .5 .0471 1.450 . 7072
44 I . 8 3.08 .56 . Oh % 1.458 . 7024
44 1.8 3.09 .8-2 .04 98 1 . 4 6 6 .6973
44 ! .a 3. .5 .0512 1.474 .t
44 i .8 8. 1 1 .604 . 526 1.483 .6
44 1 .8 8.12 . 6 1 .054 ) 1 . 4 9 2 .682/
4 4 1 .8 3. 13 .6 16 .0 555 1 . 5 1 . 6 / / 9
44 1.8 3. 14 .6 1 .570 1.51 .67 52
4 4 ; .8 3.15 .627 .0585 1.519 . 6685
44 ! .8 8.16 .6 .0600 1 . . . o 6 4 1
44 ! . 8 3. 17 .6 .0615 1.55 8 .6596









. 6 .0646 1.557 .6 r>0«
1+1+1 .8 3 . 2 .6 . ( 6 62 . o.
44 1 . 8 3.21 .659 .06 1.677 .6422
44] .8 5.22 .6 ,U< 95 1 . 5 8 7 .6
1+41 .8 3.23 . 6 .0711 1.5 . 3 '> 7
i+i+l
.8 5., . 6 7 3 .0729 1 . 6 . • /94
441 • 8 3.25 .678 . 1.620 . 6 2 5 1
Ul+
. H !:




.8 3.2b .6 '> .1 M()0 1 .65 4 .6127
1+1+'
.8 3.29 .6 . i 1 .666 .6086
1+1+
.8 3.30 . 7 U 1 . 1 •• 3 7 1.67 8 .61
44'
• 8 3.31 .0856 1 . 6 9 1 .6006
1+1+ .8 3 . 3 2 . 7 G 9 175 1.704 .596 7
44 .8 3. .0895 1 . 7 1 6 .b929
1+1+ 1 .8 3. 51+ .7 18 . ( 9 15 1.7 .6 890
1+1+ 1 .8 3.3o . { o2 .0935 1.744 .5
1+1+ 1 . 8 3.36 .72 > .0955 1.7 . 5 R 1 1
44 1 .8 3.37 .7,9 . V 76 1.77 2 .o772
t+u
I . 8 3. 38 .7 53 .1 9 97 1.78 7 .6 754
44 • 6 3.39 . 7 •. 6 .1019 1.802 .6696
1+1+
! .8 3 . 4 . 1059 1.818 .660-!
44 1 « 8 3.41 . iT'-j 3 . 1061 1.334 . ':- 6 2 1
)
44 1 .8 3 . 4 2 . 7 Lj 7 . 1 084 . 150 .55o5
1+1+ 1 .8 3.1+3 .7 . 1 106 1 . ', 6 6 .5546
U1+ 1.8 3.44 . 7 - 5 . 11 30 1 . 8 '• 4 .o L
1+1+ 1.8 3.1+5 . 7 >6 . 1154 1.90 2 .5471
1+1+ ! .8 3.1+6 . 7 b 9 . 1 1 78 1.92 1 .54 32
44 ! . 8 3 . i+ 7 .762 . 1203 ! . ? 4 2 .5 5 9?
1+1+ 1 .8 3.4 . 7 .122; 1 . 7 .5
1+1+ t
.8 3.1+9 . 767 .1255 1.9- 4 .5314
1+1+
1 .8 3.50 .7 . 1282 2.0 .52.75
1+1+ 1 .8 3.51 . 7 •' 3 .1310 2.0 .52 35
1+1+ 1 .8 5.52 .775 . 1 333 2.0^4 .5 195
1+1+ 1 .8 3 . 5 3 .777 .1366 2.0 .0 156
1+1+ 1 .8 3.54 .780 .1397 .511 4
1+1+ 1 .8 3.85 . 7 . 2 . 14 27 2 . 1 3 5 .5 074
1+1+ 1.8 3.56 .7 4 . 1459 2 . 1 6 5 . 5 3 3
1+1+ 1 .8 3.57 .786 . 1492 2 . 1 J 7 .4 990
1+1+ 1 .8 3.58 . I . 1524 2.22 9 .4949
1+1+ 1 .8 3.59 . 7 / . 156Q 2.205 .4 906
1+1+ 1 .8 3.60 .7 '2 . 1 5 >6 2.304 .4861
1+1+ ! .8 3.61 .793 . 1653 2.34 5 .481 6
1+1+ 1 .
8
3.62 . 7 94 . 16 75 2 . 3 8 9 .^77 r :
1+1+ i .8 3. . 770 .1711+ 2 . 4 3 7 .4 722
1+1+ 1 .8 3.64 .7/7 . 1757 2.489 .40 7'.
1+1+ 1.8 3.65 .7 /7 . 1803 2 .
5
.4622
1+1+ 1.8 3.66 .798 . 1851 2.613 .4568
1+1+ 1 Q
1 . O 3.67 .79 7 . 1905 2 . 6 9 . 4 o •
1+1+ 1 .8 3.68 .79 7 . 1 ^65 2 .776 .4446
1+1+ 1.8 3.89 .795 .2029 2.886 .4
1+1+ 1 .8 3.70 .7 . 2 1 02 3 . 1 9 .42 98
1+1+ 1 .8 3.71 .7 .219 3 5.2 .^20n
44 1.8 3.72 . 7(2 . 565 5.0 74 . 4 09
EL(DW CHOKF iTOR PAS\ >iO. 2
TitIE, 1 MINUTES 2 SECO
112

RESULTS OF RUN 5
RRPM RRATE ETAT PC PROE VRATIO
240.0 2.00 .582 .0099 1. 122 .6786
240.0 2. 10 .6 52 .0129 1.141 .6 539
240.0 2.20 .6/0 .0162 1.16 2 .5959
240.0 2.30 .699 . 1 98 1. 184 .5626




£ . o o
tiM .0280 *i#i .5059
.74 3 .fjigf I 1 fe a • Bail
240.0 2.70 .753 .0 377 1.293 .4585
240.0 2.80 .757 .0433 1.327 .4374
240.0 2.90 .760 .0493 1.366 .4177
240.0 3.00 .760 .0559 1.409 .3989
240.0 3. 10 .759 .0632 1.459 .381 1
240.0 3.20 .755 .0712 1.516 .3639
240.0 3.30 .749 .0801 1.5 84 .3471
240.0 3.40 -742 .0901 1.666 .3306
240.0 3.50 .75 1 . 1014 1.769 .3 140
240.0 3.60 .7 19 . 1 146 1.904 .2969
240.0 3.70 .702 . 1306 2.096 .2788
240.0 3.80 .677 .1518 2.422 .2573
FLOW CHOKED IN ROTOR PASS MO.
RRPM RRATE ETAT PC PROE VRATIO
250.0 2.00 .538 .0090 1. 120 .7 135
250.0 2. 10 .598 .0120 1.139 .6656
250.0 2.20 .644 . i) 1 54 1. 160 .6238
250.0 2.30 .6 79 . 1 92 1. 183 .5 878
250.0 2.40 .705 .0232 1.207 .5559
250.0 2.50 .724 .0276 1.233 .5274
250.0 2.60 .738 .0324 1.262 .501 1
250.0 2.70 .74 8 .0376 1.294 .4770
250.0 2.80 .755 .04 33 1.329 .4547
250.0 2.90 .759 .0496 1.369 .4338
250.0 3.00 .762 .0565 1.413 .4 141
250.0 3. 10 .762 .0640 1.464 .3953
250.0 3.20 .759 .072d 1.52 3 .3773
250.0 3.30 .755 .0816 1.593 .3596
250.0 3.40 .748 .0920 1.678 .3423
250.0 3.50 .739 . 1039 1.784 .3249
250.0 3.60 .72/ . 11 78 1.926
.
.3068
250.0 3.70 .71 1 . 1347 2.130 .2875
250.0 3.80 .685 . 1576 2.489 .2645
FLOW CHOKED IN ROTOR PASS NO. 2
RRPM RRATE ETAT PC PROE vra; io
260.0 2.00 .486 .0079 1.116 .7513
260.0 2. 10 .559 .01 10 1. 136 .6988
260.0 2.20 .613 .0 145 1. 158 .6552
260.0 2.30 .655 .0 183 1.18 1 .6139
260.0 2.40 . 6 8 7 .0225 1.206 .5796
260.0 2.50 .71 1 .0270 1.2 32 .5490
260.0 2.60 .729 .0320 1.262 .5213
260.0 2.70 .742 .0374 1.294 .4958
260-0 2.80 .751 .0432 1.330 .4722
260.0 2.90 .758 .0497 1.371 .4501
260.0 3.00 • /o2 .0568 1.416 .4293
260.0 3. 10 .76 3 .0646 : „46 8 .4097
260.0 3.20 . 165 .0732 1.52 8 .3908
260.0 3.30 .760 .0829 1.600 .3723
260.0 3.40 .754 .0937 1.688 .3541
260.0 3.50 .74 6 . 1062 1.798 .3358
260.0 3.60 .735 . 1207 1.946 .3169
260.0 3.70 .718 . 1387 2. 163 .2963
260.0 3.60 .691
. 1635 2.560 .2713
FLOW CHOKED IN STATOR PmSS NO. 2
113

rr; rrate etat pc
270.0 2.00 .426 .0067
270.0 2.10 .51.5 .0099
270.0 2.20 .5 78 .0131*
270.0 2.30 .62 7 .0173
270.0 2.U0 .666 .0216
270.0 2.60 .718 !bSt8
270.0 2.70 .734 .0369
270.0 2.80 .746 .0430
270.0 2.90 .755 .0497
270.0 3.00 .761 .0570
270.0 3.10 .764 .0651
270.0 3.20 .765 .0740
270.0 3.30 .764 .0840
270.0 3.40 .760 .0953
270.0 3.50 .752 .1083
270.0 3.60 .742 .1236
270.0 3.70 .726 .1425
270.0 3.80 .697 ,1693
FLOW CHOKED IN STATOR PASS NO,
PROE VRATIO
1.113 .7928




. 1 aj s 1 -3
1
1.26 1 .5418












RRPM RRATE ETAT PC PROE VRATIO
280.0 2. 10 .460 .0087 ' 1. 129 .7703
280.0 2.20 ' .537 .0123 1. 152 .7160
280.0 2.30 .596 .0 162 1. 176 .6700
280.0 2.40 .64 1 .0206 1.202 .6295
280.0 2.50 .6/6 .0255 1.2 30 .5941
280.0 2.60 .704 .0307 1.260 .5627
280.0 2.70 .724 .0364 1.294 .5342
280.0 2.80 .739 .0426 1.331 .5079
280.0 2.90 .750 .0 495 1.373 .4 835
280.0 3.00 .75 8 .0570 1.42 1 .4605
280.0 3. 10 .763 .0654 1.475 .4 387
280.0 3.20 .766 .0746 1.5 38 .4 180
280.0 3.30 .766 .0 850 1.613 .3977
280.0 3.40 .764 .0967 1.705 .3779
280.0 3.50 .758 . 1 1 02 1.824 .3577
280.0 3.60 .748 . 1262 1.984 .3368
280.0 3.70 .733 . 1461 2.224 .3141
280.0 3.80 .703 . 1750 2.710 .2848
FLOW CHOKED IN STATO;< PASS NO
RRPM RRATE ETAT PC PROE VRATIO290.0 2. 10 .400 .0073 1. 125 .8117290.0 2.20 .49 1 .0109 1. 148 .7498290.0 2.30 .560 .0 150 1. 1.72 .7290.0 2.40 .612 .0 195 1. 199 .6561290.0 2.50 . 654 .0244 1.22 8 .6180290.0 2.60 .6o7 .0298 1.259 .5841290.0 2. (0 .712 .0357 1.29 3 .5538290.0 2.80 .73 .0421 1.331 .5263290.0 2.90 .744 .0491 1.373 .5005290.0 3.00 .755 .0569 1.422 .4764290.0 3. 10 .762 .0655 1.477 .4535290.0 3.2^ .766 .0750 1.542 .4317290.0 3. .768 .0857 1.619 .4106290.0 3.40 .767 .0979 1.713 .3898290.0 3.50 .763 .1119 1.834 .3688290.0 3.60 .754 . 1286 2.001 .3469290.0 3.70 .739 . 1496 2.255 .3228290.0 3.80 .708 . 1807 2.787 .29 14FLOW CHOKED IN STATOR PASS NO. 2
uu

RRPM RRATE ET PC PR06
300.0 2.20 .4 .0095
300.0 2.30 .518 . 1 36 6 9
300.0 2.40 .581 . 1 82 1. 195
300.0 2.50 .628 .0232 1.225
300.0 2.60 .667 .0288 1.257
nn 2. 70 .697 .0 343.04-14 1 .330
300.0 2.90 .737 .0486 1.37 3
300.0 3.00 .750 .05 66 1.42 3
300.0 3. 10 .759 .0654 1.479
300. 3.20 .766 .0 752 1.545
300.0 3.30 .769 .0863 1.623
300.0 3.40 . .770 .0989 1.720
300.0 3.50 .76 7 . 11 35 1.845
300.0 3.60 .760 . 1309 2.016
300.0 3.70 .745 . 1530 2.2 84
300.0 3.60 . 713 . 1864 2.871



















RRPM RRATE EIAT PC PROE VRATIO
3 10.0 2.20 .3/6 .00 79 1. 139 .82 65
310.0 2.30 .4 7 1 .0121 1. 164 .7642
310.0 2.40 .544 .0167 1. 192 .7 132
310.0 2.50 .600 .0219 1.221 .6687
310.0 2.60 .644 .02 75 1.254 .6296
310.0 2.70 .679 .0333 1.290 .5947
310.0 2.80 .707 .0406 1.329 .5633
310.0 2.90 .727 .0430 1.3/3 .5552
310.0 3.00 .743 .0561 1.423 .5037
310.0 3.10 .755 .0652 1.480 .4836
310.0 3.20 .764 .0753 1.547 .4598
310.0 3.30 .769 .0867 1.627 •J* 366
310.0 3.40 .7/2 .0997 1.726 .4141
310.0 3.50 .771 . 1 149 1.854 .3911
310.0 3.60 .764 . 1329 2.030 .3673
310.0 3.70 .75 1 . 1560 2.310 .3406
310.0 3.80 .716 . 1922 2.965 .3037
FLOW CHOKED IN STATOR PASS NO. 2
RRPM RRATE ETAT c- PROE320.0 2.30 .418
. 1 04 1. 159320.0 2.40 .502 .0151 : 8 7320.0 2.50 .568 .0203 1.2 17320.0 2.60 .619 .0261 1.251320.0 2.70 .659 .0325 1.287320.0 2.80 .691 .0395 1.328320.0 2.90 .716 .04 72 1.372320.0 3.00 .735 .0555 1.423320.0 3. 10 .750 .0643 1.48 1320.0 3.20 .76 1 .0 752 1.549320.0 3.30 .76 8 .0869 1.630320.0 3.40 .772
. 1003 1.731320.0 3.50 .773
. 1 160 1.862320.0 3.60 .769




















RRPM RRATE ETAT p: PROE V RAT 10
3 30.0 2.30- .35 7 .0086 1.15 4 .8387
330.0 2.40 .456 . 1 34 1. 182 .7762
330.0 2.50 .53 1 . 1 87 1.213 .7239
330.0 2.60 .590 .0246 1.247 .6789
330.0 2.70 •636 .0311 .63 86
330.0 2.80 . 6 >•' 5 .0 383 1.325 .6031
3 30.0 2.90 .703 .04 62 1.371 .5712
118:8 3.00 .72 6 .0548. B o H 3 Itllfn :Mi
330.0 3 . 2 .75 7 .0 750 1.550 .4884
3 30.0 3.30 .766 .0870 1.633 .4653
330.0 3.40 .7 72 . 10 OH 1.736 .4386
330.0 3.50 .775 . 1 169 1.869 .4138
3 30.0 3.60 .772 . 1363 2.056 .3878
330.0 3.70 .761 .1616 2.359 .3586
330.0 3.80 .721 .2042 3.181 .3147
FLOW CHOKED IN STATOX PASS NO. 2
RRPM RRATE ETAT PS PROE V RAT 10
340.0 2.40 .403 .01 15 1. 176 .8123
340.0 2.50 .49 .0 169 1.208 .75 34
340.0 2.60 .559 .0229 1.242 .7054
340.0 2.70 .61 1 .0295 1.280 .6619
340.0 2.80 .654 .0 368 1.32 2 .6241
340.0 2.90 .688 .0449 1.369 .5897
340.0 3.00 .7 15 .05 38 1.421 .5 588
340.0 3. 10 .735 .0636 1.48 1 .5300
340.0 3.20 .751 .0745 1.551 .5030
340.0 3.30 .763 .0869 1.635 .4766
340.0 3.40 .772 . 1010 1.739 . 4 5 1 2
340.0 3.50 .776 . 1 177 1.876 . ,2 53
340.0 3.60 .7 76 .1379 2.067 .398 5
340.0 3.70 .76 5 . 1642 2.382 .56 76
340.0 3.80 .715 .2137 3.428 .3157
FLOW CHOKFD IN STATOR PASS NO. 2
RRPM RRATE ETAT PS PROE VRATIO
350.0 2.40 .341 .0095 1.171 .8478
350.0 2.50 .443 .0 149 1.202 .7857
350.0 2.60 .522 .0210 1.237 .7322
350.0 2.70 .583 .0277 1.2 75 .6867
350.0 2.80 .651 .0352 1.318 .6455
350.0 2.9 .670 .0U35 1.366 .6091
350.0 3.00 .702 .0527 1.420 .5761
350.0 3. 10 .726 .0627 1.480 .54 60
350.0 3.20 -7U5 .0739 1.552 .5175
350.0 3.30 .760 .0866 1.637 .4903
350.0 3.40 .770 . 1011 1.74 3 .4636
350.0 3.50 .776 . 1 182 1.881 .4369
350.0 3.60 .778 .1391 2.077 .4088
350.0 3.70 .769 . 1665 2.402 .3768
350.0 3.80 .717 .2 196 3.556 .3210
FLOW CHOKED IN STATOR PASS NO. 2
RRPM RRATE ETAT PS PROE VRATIO
360.0 2.50 .391 . 1 27 1. 195 .8250
360.0 2.60 .481 .0190 1.232 .76 1 1
360.0 2.70 .551 .0258 (.270 .7121
7 60.0 2.80 .606 .0334 1.314 .6681
360-0 2.90 .651 .0419 1.362 .6291
360.0 3.00 .687 .0513 1.417 .5940
360.0 3. 10 .7 15 .0616 1.479 .5621
360.0 3.20 .737 .0731 1.551 .5 324
360.0 3.30 .754 .0861 1.638 .50 39
360.0 3.40 .767 .1011 1.746 .4762
360.0 3.50 .776 . 1 186 1.886 .4485
360.0 3.60 .779 . 1401 2.086 .4194
360.0 3.70 .773 . 1686 2.421 .3861
FLOW CHOKED IN ROTOR PASS NO. 2
lib

RRP RR. . AT PS PROE VRATIO
370.0 2.50 .351 .0 105 1. 190 .8543
370.0 2.60 .445 . 1 67 1.22 5 .7925
370.0 2.70 .515 .0237 1.265 .7381
3 70.0 2.80 .5 79 .03 14 1.308 ,6922
370.0 2.90 .6; 9 .0401 1.35 8 .64 98
370.0 3.00 .6 70 .0497 1.414 .6 125
370.0 3.10 .702 .0603 1.477 .5787
370.0 3.20 .728 .0721 1.550 .54 75
370.0 3.3Q .748 .0 855 1,6 39 • .5 177
il§:8 m% :m :\m \tih1s:89i *M\
3 70.0 3.60 .780 . 1409 2.093 .4301
370.0 3.70 .777 . 1705 2.43 8 .395>j
FLOW CHOKED IN ROTOR PASS NO. 2
RRPM RRATE ETAT PC PROE VRATIO
380.0 2.60 .384 .0 143 1.217 .8270
380.0 2.70 .476 .0214 1.258 .7662
380.0 2.80 .548 .0292 1.302 .7165
380.0 2.90 .605 .0381 1.352 .6716
380.0 3.00 .651 .0479 1.409 .6318
380.0 3. 10 .688 .0588 1.474 .5959
380.0 3.20 .717 .0710 1.549 .5627
380*0 3.30 .74 1 .0846 1.638 .5318
380.0 3.40 .759 . 1004 1.750 .5017
380.0 3.50 .773 . 1 189 1.894 .4719
380.0 3.60 .780 . 1417 2. 102 .4406
380.0 3.70 .779 . 1722 2.453 .4048
FLOW CHOKED IN ROTOR PASS NO. 2
RRPM RRATE ETAT PC PROE VRATIO
390.0 2.60 .325 .01 18 1.212 .8583
390.0 2.70 .43 1 . 1 89 1.251 .7967
390.0 2.60 .513 .0269 1.296 . 74 17
390.0 2.90 .5 78 .0 358 1.346 .6947
390.0 3.00 .630 .0459 1.404 .6516
390.0 3. 10 .6 72 .0570 1.470 .6134
390.0 3.20 .705 .06 95 1.547 .5785
390.0 3.30 .732 .0835 1.638 .54 60
390.0 3.40 .753 .0997 1.751 .5 146
390.0 3.50 .770 . 1 188 1.898 .48 36
390.0 3.60 .760 . 1422 2. 109 .4513
390.0 3.70 .781 . 1737 2.470 .4 141
FLOW C;HOKED IN ROTOR PASS NO. 2
RRPM RRATE ETAT PS PROE VRATIO
UOO.O 2.70 .381 . 1 62 1.2*42 .8296
400.0 2.80 .4 74 .0244 1.28 9 .7689
400.0 2.90 .548 .0334 1.3 39 .7185
uoo.o 3.00 .607 .0436 1.39 8 .6726
400. 3. 10 .654 .0551 1.465 .6318
uoo.o 3.20 .6 92 .0679 1.54 3 .3949
400.0 3.30 .722 .0823 1.657 .5604
400.0 3.40 .71+7 .0983 1.750 .5280
400.0 3.50 .76 6 . 1 184 1.901 .4955
400.0 3.60 .779 . 1424 2. 1 14 .4621
400.0 3.70 .762 . 1752 2.486 .4233
FLOW CHOKED IN ROTOR PASS NO. 2
RRPM RRATE ETAT PC PROE VRATIO
4 1 . 2.70 .324 . 1 35 1.2.36 .85 99
410.0 2 . BO .431 .0216 1.280 .7984
410.0 2.90 .514 .0 308 1 «. Z 3 2 .7427
4 10. 3.00 .58 1 .0411 1.391 .6946
: . 3. 10 .634 .0528 1.459 .6509
410.0 3.20 .677 .06 60 1.5 39 .61 15
410.0 3.30 .71 1 .0808 1.634 -575 7>
4 10.0 3.40 .739 .09 78 1.75 1 .54 10
410.0 3.50 .761 . 1 1 73 1.903 .5075
410.0 3.60 .777 . 1427 2. 122 .4726
410.0 3.70 .783 . 1764 2.501 .4327
FLOW CHOKED IN ROTOR PASS NO.
117

RRPM RRATE ETAT PC PROE VRATIO
420.0 2.80 .3<j2 . 1 86 1.271 .8296
420.0 2.90 .477 .0280 1.32 4 .76 88
420.0 3.00 .552 .0 384 1.383 .7177
4 20.0 3. 10 .612 .0504 1.452 .6709
420.0 3.20 .660 .0638 1.534 .6289
420.0 3.30 .700 .0 791 1.630 .5907
420.0 3.40 .7 30 .0965 1.749 .5546
420.0 3.50 .7 55 . 1 171 1.904 .5196
420.0 3.60 .775 . 1427 2. 128 .483 3
k20 o Q cplow e
3*70 .784 .1775 I.S16 .4420
HOKED IN ROTOR PAS§ NO. 2
RRPM RRATE ETAT PC PROE VRATIO
430.0 2.80 .327 .0 156 1.26 4 .8595
4 30.0 2.90 .435 .0249 1.314 .7972
430.0 3.00 .520 .0 356 1.375 .7408
430.0 3. 10 .587 .0477 1.444 .6917
430.0 3.20 .641 .0614 1.526 .6472
4 30.0 3.30 .686 .0771 1.626 .6063
4 30.0 3.40 .720 .0949 1.746 .5686
4 30.0 3.50 .749 . 1 161 1.905 .5318
430.0 3.60 .7 71 . 1423 2. 1 31 .4945
430.0 3.70 .784 .1787 2.534 .4509
FLOW CHOKED IN ROTOR PASS NO. 2
RRPM RRATE ETAT PC PROE VRAT 10
440.0 2.90 .389 .0217 1.305 .8266
440.0 3.00 .484 .0325 1.366 .7657
440.0 3. 10 .560 .0446 1.435 .7141
440.0 3.20 .62 1 .0587 1.519 .6661
440.0 3.30 .670 .0 748 1.620 .6227
440.0 3.40 .7 10 .0932 1.743 .5828
440.0 3.50 .74 1 . 1 149 1.904 .5443
440.0 3.60 .76 7 .14 19 2.135 .5054
440.0 3.70 .783 . 1795 2.548 .4602
FLOW CHOKED IN ROTOR PASS NO. 2
RRPM RRA1E ETAT PC PROE VRATIO
450.0 2.90 .33 7 .0183 1.296 .8560
450.0 3.00 .445 .0291 1.355 .79 28
4 50.0 3. 10 .529 .0415 1.426 .7365
450.0 3.20 .597 .0558 1.510 .6857
450.0 3.30 .653 .0722 1.612 .6399
4 50.0 3.40 .69 8 .0912 1.738 .59 75
450.0 3.50 .733 . 1 133 1.90 1 .5574
450.0 3.60 .762 . 1412 2. 138 .5164
450.0 3.70 .782 . 1799 2.55 7 .4699
FLOW CHOKED IN ROTOR PASS NO. 2
RRPM RRATE ETAT PC PROE VRATIO
460.0 2.90 .280 . 1 48 1.2 88 .8853
460.0 3.00 .40 1 .02 56 1.34 5 .8204
460.0 3. 10 .49 6 .0381 1.415 .7601
460.0 3.20 .572 .0525 1.499 .7068
460.0 3.30 .634 .0694 1.602 .6573
460.0 3.40 .684 .0888 1.731 .6129
460.0 3.50 .724 .1117 1.898 .5 704
460.0 3.60 .756 . 1402 2. 139 .5278
460.0 3.70 .780 . 1804 2.572 .4790
FLOW CHOKED IN ROTOR PASS NO. 2
RRPM RRATE ETAT PC PROE VRATIO
470.0 3.00 .3^2 .0219 1.333 .8502
470.0 3. 10 .459 .0345 1.404 .7857
470.0 3.20 .544 .04 90 1.487 .7291
470.0 3.30 .612 .0661 1.593 .6763
470.0 3.40 .669 .0861 1.722 .62894"/ 0.0 3.50 .714 . 1097 1.89 3 .5839
.0 3.60 .750 . 1388 2. 136 .5 396
470.0 3.70 .7 78 . 1805 2.581 .4886
FLOW CHOKED IN ROTOR PASS NO. 2
118

>M RRATE ETAT PC PROE
480.0 3.00 .29 8 .0131 1.325
480.0 3.10- .418 .0307 1.393
480 . 3.20 .512 . 4 54 1.4 76
480.0 3.30 .5 89 .0627 1 .581
4 80.0 3.40 .652 .0830 1.712
4 80.0 3.50 . 7 u 3 . 1 74 1.886
480.0 3.60 .743 . 1374 2. 1 56
480.0 3.70 .775 . 1801 2.585
FLOW CHOKED IN ROTOR PASS NO. 2
RRPM RRATE ETAT PC PROE
490.0 3. 10 .5 72 . C 2 66 1.3 30
490.0 3.20 .478 .04 14 1.46 3
490.0 3.30 .565 .0588 1.567
490.0 3.40 .6 33 .0796 1.700
490.0 3.50 .690 . 1046 1.87 5
490.0 3.60 .7 55 . 1 356 2.131
490.0 3.70 .77 1 . 1794 2.587
FLOW CHOKED IN ROTOR PASS NO. 2
RRPM RRATE ETAT PC PROE
500.0 3. 10 .321 .0224 1.368
500.0 3.20 .440 . 3 73 1.451
500.0 3.30 .555 .0547 1.552
500.0 3.40 .61 1 .0759 1.687
500.0 3.50 .675 . 1015 1.864
500.0 3.60 .726 .1333 2. 122
500.0 3.70 .76 7 . 1787 2.592
FLOW CHOKED IN ROTOR PASS NO. 2
RRPM RRATfc E TAT PC PROE
510.0 3.10 .265 .0181 1.358
510.0 3.20 .398 .032/ 1.433
510.0 3.30 .505 .0 505 1.558
510.0 3.40 .588 .0718 1.672
5 10.0 3.50 .658 .0 979 1.851
510.0 3.60 .716 . 1306 2.110
510.0 3.70 .762 . 1775 2.590


































RRPM RRATF ETAT PC PROE VRATIO
520.0 3.20 .351 .0282 1.422 .8538
520.0 3*50 .468 .0461 1.525 .7834
520.0 3.40 .562 .0674 1.654 .7214
520.0 3.50 .640 .0940 1.835 .6611
520.0 3.60 .705 .1276 2.097 .6037
520.0 3.70 .757 .1755 2.581 .5407
FLOW CHOKED IN ROTOR PASS NO. 2
RRPM RRATE ETAT PC PROE VRATIO
530.0 3.20 .299 .0235 1.409 .8811
530.0 3.30 .430 .0414 1.510 .8074
530.0 3.40 .554 .0625 1.634 .7438
530.0 3.50 .620 .0896 1.817 .6789
530.0 3.60 .692 .1241 2.081 .6183
530.0 3.70 .730 .1750 2.565 .5527
FLOW CHOKED IN ROTOR PASS NO. 2
RRPM RRATE ETAT PC PROE VRATIO
540.0 3.20 .242 .0185 1.396 .9094
540.0 3.30 .388 .0 364 1.49 3 .8 555
540.0 3.40 .503 .0579 1.620 .7659
540.0 3.50 .597 .0849 1.797 .6979
540.0 3.60 .677 .1201 2.063 .6354
540.0 3.70 .742 .1700 2.546 .5651
FLOW CHOKED IN ROTOR PASS NO. 2
TIKE, 2 MINUTES AND 58 SECONDS
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( I ), 1 =













































AS (20), Of' I (20), DMO(20), ALPHAO ( 20 ) , AR ( 20 ) , BET AG (20),
7.52(15} ZER(15,2), ZR( 15,2) ,ZE(2), Z(2)
, RRATE, RRPM, PROS, TR, UC, BtTAI , ALPHAT, PROR, TS,
AS, DM I, DMO
, L, ZE, Z
s ah
, ALPHAO, AR, BETAO, IFLAG, ZES2, ZS2,
, OTA, PR , ETAT, PC, PROfc, VRAT I , I CR , I BR
,
TAPE 3, 1, (AS( I ) ,1 = 1 ,2) , (DMi (I) ,1=1,2),
1,2), (AR( I ) ,1 = 1 ,2) , (ZES2U) ,1=1, 15) ,
1,15),{(ZER(I,L),I=1,15),L=1,2),((ZR(I,L),[=1,15),L=1,2;



















UT TAPE 4,3, RRPM, RRATE, ETAT, PC, PROE, VRATIO
.1, F9.2, F8.3, F/.4, F9.3, F11.4)
UT TAPE 4, 10,
L
H FLOw CHOKED IN STATOR PASS NO. 12)
UT TAPE 4, 11 ,L
H FLO* CHOKED IN ROTOR PASS NO. 12)
XP3 (GAM)















(64.348 * R # GAM / (GAM - 1.))
3 (R,GAM)





OD I MENS I ON AS
1ZES2M5), ZS
OCOMMON OAM,
IT, P, VM, AS












IF ( IFLAO) 3
P = PROR / P




T = TS - DTO
V =C2(R,GAM)
TATOR
(20), DM I (20
2( 15), ZER(1
), DMO(20), ALPHAO(20) ,AR(2G) , BETA0120),
5,2) , ZR( 15,2) ,ZE(2) , Z(2)
RRATE, RRPM, PROS, TR, UO, BETAI, ALPHAI, PROR, TS,
DMO, ALPHAO, AR, BETAO, IFLAO, ZES2, ZS2,















VU = V * SIN
VM = V * COS
WU = VU - UI
W = SORTF (V
DTR = C3 (R,
TR = T + DTR
= { 1. +
= PRSO



















Bl = ( 1.221
JB = Bl
BB = JB
DIFF = Bl -
ZE (L) = (Z
Z( L) = ( ZR
CALL RATIO
IF { IFLAG) 4
P = PROS / P
TIS = PR** E
DTIS = (TIS
BB
2 ( J fi + 1 ) -
JB + I ) - ZS
0, 30, 3 1
R
EXP31GAM)
- 1. ) / TIS
ft fS
* (1. - Z (L)
ftSQRTF (DTO)
3 * RRPM ft D
3 * RRPM * D
F( ALPHAO(D)
F(ALPHAO(D)
M » VM + WU
GAM)«( W*W+UO
DTR / T) **
* P
F (WU / VM)
-ABSF(BETAI)
ZES2UB)) * DIFF + ZES2(JB)
2(JB)) » DIFF + ZS2UB)






) 32 1 ,31 ,31
OTOR
(20), DM I (20
2(15), ZER(1
RRAFE, RRPM,
, DM I, DMO,
L, It, Z ,
AD
/ PROS * CM
73 - BETAI >
), DM0(20), ALPHAOt'20) ,AR(20), BETA0(20),
5,2), ZR( 15,2) t ZE^2), Z(2)
PROS, TR, UO, BETAI, ALPHAI, PROR, TS,
ALPHAO, AR, BETAO, IFLAG, ZES2, ZS2,
OTA, PR ,ETAT, PC, PROE, VRAT I , I CR , I BR
,
R) / AR(L)







T = TR - DTO
W = C2(R,GAM
WU = W * SIN
VM = W * COS
VU = WU + UO
V = SORTF (V
DTS = C3(R,G
TS = T + DTS








ER( ( JB + 1 ),




- 1- ) / TIS
* TR





M * VM + VU
AM) ft V*V*1.
L) - ZER(JB,D) ft DIFF + ZER(JB,L)
- ZR(JB,D) * DIFF + ZR(JS,L)
ft VU)
E-4
DTS /T) ft* EXP4IGAM)
ft P
NF (VU / VM)























































































































OMK20), DM0120), ALPHAO( ?0 ) , AR ( 20 ) , 8ETAO(20),
ZERO 5,2), ZR(15,2) ,ZE(2), Z(25
.
PM, PROS, TR, UO, BhTAI, ALPHAI, PROR, TS,
DMO, ALPHAO, AR, BETAO, IFLAG, ZES2, ZS2,
Z , OTA, PR ,ETAI, PC, PROE, VRAT I , I CR , I BR
,

















* (VM « VM
EXPMGAM)

















































































(1. + ZE(L) *
EN
+1.) /EN
( E i\- 1 . )




M) 60, 6 1,6 1








































2. * GAM / (GAM - 1.) * (DUN - DUG)))
P 1)
XP2)




RESULTS OF RUN 6
RRPM RRATE ETAT PZ PROE VRATIO
240.0 3.70 .702 .1506 2.096 -2788
240.0 3.71 .TOO .1324 2.120 .2768
240.0 3.72 .698 .1343 2. ".US .2749
240.0 3.73 .696 .3 362 2.172 .2729
240.0 3.74 .694 .1382 2.200 -2708|4Q«Q 3.^5 .692 .1402 2.23 1 .268824 0. o isli .Gt:Q bJUH 2.2fc»3 *2tiOr
240.0 3.77 .686 .1446 2.299 .2644
240.0 3.78 .684 .1468 2.336 .2621
*7 « 2
§:?!












240.0 .1518 2.422 .2573
240.0 1 .1544 " 2.472 .2547
240.0 *;373 2.527 .2520
240.0 .1603 2.591 ..2491
240.0 0 .1636 2.664 .2460
240.0 .1673 2.751 .2425
240.0 .1713 2.856 .2387
240.0 .1762 2.999 .2341
240.0 .1861 3.414 .2232
FLOW CHOKED IN ROTOR PASS NO. 2
RRPM RRATE ETAT PS PROE VRATIO
250.0 3.f0 .711 .134/' 2.130 .2875
250.0 3.71 .709 .1367 2.156 .2855
250.0 3.72 .707 .1387 2.184 .2834
250.0 3.73 .704 .1407 2.213 .2812
250.0 3.74 .702 .1429 2.244 .2790
250.0 3.75 .700 .1451 2.277 .2768
250.0 3.76 .697 .1474 2.313 .2745
250.0 3.77 .694 .1493 2.351 .2721
250.0 3.78 .691 .1522 2.393 .2696
250.0 3.79 .688 .1543 2.459 .2671
250.0 3.80 .685 .1576 2.489 .2645
250.0 3.81 .681 .1605 2.544 .2617
250.0 3.82 .67f .1636 2.608 .2537
250.0 3.83 .672 .1671 2.683 .2854
250.0 3.84 .666 .1703 2.77 1 .2518
250.0 3.85 .659 .1750 2.880 .2478
250.0 3.86 .650 .1300 3.024 .2430
250.0 3.87 .624 .1901 3.432 .2320
FLOW CHOKED IN ROTOR PASS NO. 2
RRPM RRATE ETAT PC PROE VRATIO260.0 3.70 .718 .1337 2.163 .2963
260.0 3.71 .716 .1408 2.191 .2941
260.0 3.72 .714 .1429 2.221 .2919
260.0 3.^3 .712 .1452 2.253 .2896
260.0 3.74 .710 .1474 2.287 .2872
260.0 3.75 .707 .1498 2.323 .2843
260.0 3.76 .704 .1523 2.362 .2823260.0 3.77 .701 .3 549 2.405 .2797260.0 3.78 .698 .1576 2.452 .2770260.0 3.79 .695 .1604 2.503 .2743260.0 3.80 .691 .1635 2.560 .2713260.0 3.81 .687 .1667 2.625 .2632260.0 3.82 .682 .1702 2.700 .2649260.0 3.83 .676 .1741 2.790 .2611260.0 3.84 .670 .1784 2.900 .2570260.0 3.85 .661 .1336 3.047 .2520260.0 5.86 .636 .1937 5.447 .2410
FLOW CHOKED IN ROTOR PASS NO. 2
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RRPM RRATE ETAT PS PROF VRATIO
270.0 3. 70 .726 . 1425 2. 194 .3052
270.0 3.71 .724 . 1447 2.22 5 .3 028
2 70.0 3.72 .722 . 1470 2.257 .5004
270.0 3.7 3 .719 . 1494 2.29] .2980
270.0 3.74 .717 . 1518 2.528 .2954
270.0 3.75 .714 . 1544 2.368 .2923
270.0 3.76 .712 .1571 2.41 1 .290 1
270.0 3. 11 . 7 8 . !599 2.458 .2 873
!?§!§ VM •18? : 1660 I'.m 12 8 13
270.0 3.80 .697 . 1693 2.6 34 .2781
2 70.0 3.81 .693 . 1729 2.710 .2 746
270.0 3.82 .687 . 1769 2.800 .2708
270.0 3.83 .680 . 1 8 1 1* 2.912 .2664
270.0 3.84 .671 . 1867 5.061 .2613
270.0 3.8b .64 7 . 1971 3.462 .2499
FLOW CHOKED IN ROTOR PASS NO. 2
RRPM RRATE ETAT PS PROE VRATIO
1.0 3.70 .7 33 . 1461 2.224 .3141
•
.0 3.71 .73 1 . 1485 2.20 6 .31 16
260.0 3.72 .729 . 1509 2.291 .5090
280.0 3.73 .726 . 1534 2.32 8 .3064
280.0 3.74 .724 . 1561 2.368 .30 37
280.0 3.75 .721 . 1588 2.41 1 .5009
280.0 3.76 .718 . 1617 2.458 .2 930
280.0 3.77 .715 . 1647 2.51 1 .2949
280.0 3.78 .712 . 1679 2.568 .2918
280.0 3.79 .708 . 1713 2.634 .2834
280.0 3.80 .705 . 1750 2.710 .2343
280.0 3.81 .698 . 1791 2.799 .2809
280.0 3.82 .691 . 18 36 2.909 .2764
280.0 3.83 .683 . 1890 3.054 .2712
280.0 3.84 .65 7 .2001 3.470 .2589
FLOW CHOKED IN ROTOR PASS NO. 2
RRPM RRATE ETAT PS PROE VRATIO
290.0 3.70 .7 39 . 1496 2.255 .5228
2 90.0 3.71 .7 37 . 1521 2.289 .3202
290.0 3.72 .735 . 1546 2.325 .3 176
290.0 3.73 .753 . 1573 2.364 .3 143
290.0 3.74 .730 . 1601 2.407 .3119
290.0 3.75 .728 .16 30 2.454 .3089
290.0 3.76 .725 . 1661 2.505 .5058
290.0 5.77 .72 1 . 1694 2.562 .3025
290.0 3.78 .7 18 . 1726 2.626 .2991
290.0 3.79 .715 . 1766 2-700 .2954
290.0 3.80 .708 . 1807 2.787 .2914
290.0 5.81 .70 2 . 1853 2.893 .2 869
290.0 3.82 .695 . 1906 3.029 .2817
290.0 3.63 .680 . 1982 3.269 .2738
FLOW CHOKED IN ROTOR PASS NO. 2
RRPM RRATE ETAT PS PROE VRATIO
300.0 3.70 .7^5 . 1530 2.284 .5316
300.0 3.71 .743 . 1556 2.320 .3283
300.0 3.72 .741 . 1583 2.359 .o260
300.0 3.73 .739 . 1611 2.401 .32 30
300.0 3.74 .736 . 1641 2.447 .5200
300.0 3.75 .7 33 . 1672 2.4 98 .3168
300.0 3.76 .730 . 1705 2.553 .3135
3 00.0 3.77 .727 . 1740 2.616 .5100
.0 3.78 .723 . 1777 2.687 .306?
t DO.O 3.79 .718 . 1813 2.771 .3022
300.0 3.80 .7 13 . 1864 2.871 .2977
300.0 3.8 1 .706 . 1916 2.998 .2926
300.0 3.82 .696
. 1980 3. - v 6 .2862
300.0 3.83 .6 76 .2061 3.542 .2755
FLOW CHOKED IN ROTOR PA!iS NO. 2
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RRPM RRATE ETAT PC PROE VRATIO
310.0 3. 70 .751 . 1560 2.310 .3406
3 10.0 3.71 .74 9 . 1588 2.349 .3376
.310.0 3.72 .7'! 7 .1617 2.391 .3 345
310.0 3.73 . 744 . 1647 2.436 . 3314
310.0 3.74 .742 .16 79 2.4 86 .3281
3 ;0.0 3.7 5 .739 , 1712 2.54 i .3247
310.0 3.76 .7 35 . 1747 2.602 .52 1 1
3 JO.O 3.77 .732 . 1785 2.672 .5 173
310.0 3.78 .728 . 1826 2.752 .5 132
118*8 3.79
a •rig
4122 « 18 72 2,848 .3087.
.7 So . 1 32a 2. 9fi& . i 1 T
310.0 3.81 .708 . 19 83 3. ;22 ".2977
310.0 3.32 .686 .2095 3.512 .2855
FLOW CHOKED IN ROTOR PASS NO. 2
RRPM RRATE ETAT PC PROE VRATIO
320.0 3.70 .756 . 1589 2.335 .3496
320.0 3.71 .754 .16 18 2.376 .3465
320.0 3.72 . 752 . 1649 2.420 .34 32
320.0 3.73 .750 . 1680 2.468 .33 99
320.0 3.74 .747 .1714 2.522 .3363
320.0 3.75 .744 . 1750 2.582 .3327
320.0 3.76 .741 . 1787 2.648 .5233
320.0 3.77 .73 7 . 1829 2.726 .3246
320.0 3.78 .732 . 1874 2.817 ..52 01
320.0 3.79 .726 . 1924 2.926 .3151
320.0 3.80 .7 19 . 1982 3.069 .3093
320.0 3.8 1 .704 .2072 3.341 .2998
FLOW CHOKED IN ROTOR PASS NO. 2
RRPM RRATE ETAT PC PROE VRATIO
330.0 3.70 .761 . 1616 2.359 .3586
3 30.0 3.71 .759 . 1647 2.402 .3553
3 30.0 3.72 .757 .1679 2.449 .5519
330.0 3.73 .755 . 1712 2.499 .34 84
330.0 3.74 .752 . 1 748 2.557 .3446
330.0 3.75 .749 . 1786 2.621 .3407
330.0 3. 76 .745 . 1826 2.6 93 .3366
330.0 3.77 .74 1 . 1871 2.778 .3321
330.0 3.78 .736 . 1919 2.879 .3272
330.0 3.79 .7 30 . 1975 3.005 .5216
330.0 3.80 .72 1 .2042 3. 181 .3147
330.0 3.81 .703 .2151 3.542 .3031
FLOW CHOKED IN ROTOR PASS NO. 2
RRPM RRATE ETAT PC PROE VRATIO
340.0 3.70 .765 . 1642 2.382 .3676
340.0 3.71 .763 . 1674 2.428 .3641
340.0 3.72 .761 . 1708 2.477 .3605
340.0 3.73 .759 .1743 . 2.5 30 .3568
340.0 3.74 • .756 .1781 2.59 1 .3529
340.0 3.75 .753 . 1821 2.659 .3487
340.0 3.76 .750 . 1863 2.737 .3443
340.0 3.77 .745 . 1912 2.831 .5394
340.0 3.78 .74 . 1965 2.945 .3340
340.0 3.79 .733 .2028 3.094 .3276
340.0 3.80 .7 15 .2137 3.428 .5157
FLOW CHOKED IN ROTOR PASS NO. 2
RRPM RRATE ETAT PC PROE VRATIO
550.0 3.70 .769 . 1665 2.402 .3768
350.0 3.71 .768 . 1699 2.450 .3731
350.0 3-72 .766 . 1734 2.502 .3693
3 5 \j . 3.73 .763 . 1771 2.559 .3654
350.0 3.74 .761 .18 12 2.625 .3611
350.0 3.75 .758 . 1354 2.697 .3567
350.0 3.76 .754
. 1900 2.782 .5520350.0 3.77 .749
. 1952 2.335 .3467
350.0 3.78 .743 .2010 3.013 .3407
350.0 3.79 .735 .2081 3. 139 .3335350.0 3.80 .717 .2 196 3.556 .3210
.-LOW CHOKED IN ROTOR PASS NO. 2
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RRP RRATE ETAT PC PROE VRATIO
360.0 3.70 .7 73 .1686 2.42 1 .3361
360.0 3.71 .772 .,722 2.470 .3822
360.0 3.72' .770 .1759 2.525 .5/82
360.0 3.73 .767 .1798 2.585 .3740
360.0 3.74 .765 .1840 2.654 .3696
.0 3.75 .762 .1885 2.7 32 .3649
360.0 3.76 .758 .1934 2.823 .5598
360.0 3.77 .753 .1990 2.937 .3540
360.0 3.78 .747 .2055 3.033 .5473
360.0 3.79 .7 34 .2150 3.344 -3372
FLOW CHQK^D IM ROTOR PASS NO, 2
RRPM RRATE ETAT PC PROE VRATIO
370.0 3.70 .7/7 .1/05 2.433 .5954
370.0 3.71 .775 .1742 . 2.439 .3914
370.0 3.72 .773 .1731 2.545 .38/2
370.0 3.73 .7/1 .1822 2.608 .3828
370.0 3.74 .177 .1367 2.682 -.1312
370.0 3.75 .765 .1914 2.766 .3730
370.0 3.76 .762 .1967 2.365 .3676
570.0 3.77 .756 .2027 2.990 .3613
370.0 3.78 .749 .2099 3.157 .5538
370.0 3.79 .730 .2232 3.559 .5393
FLOW CHOKED IN ROTOR PASS NO. 2
RRPM RRATE ETAT PC PROE VRATIO
380.0 3.70 .7/9 .1722 2.453 .4048
380.0 3.71 .778 .1761 2.507 .4006
330.0 5.12 -776 .1801 2.566 .3962
580.0 3.73 .7/4 .1344 2.631 .3916
330.0 3.74 .7/2 .1891 2.707 .5867
380.0 3.75 .769 .1941 2.796 .3814
380.0 3.76 .765 .1997 2.901 .3756
380.0 3.77 .760 .2062 3.033 .3687
380.0 3.78 .752 .2143 3.232 .3603
380.0 3.79 .752 .2283 3.668 .3450
FLOW CHOKED IN ROTOR PASS NO. 2
RRPM RRATE ETAT PC PROE VRATIO
390.0 3.70 .791 .1737 2.470 .4141
390.0 3.71 .780 .1778 2.525 .4097
390.0 3.72 .779 .1820 2.585 .4052
390.0 3.73 .777 .1864 2.652 .4005
390.0 3.74 .775 .1912 2.731 .3953
390.0 3.75 .772 .1966 2.825 .3897
390.0 3.76 .768 .2026 2.939 .3834
390.0 3.77 .763 .2096 3.089 .5760
390.0 3.78 .752 .2199 3.351 .3650
FLOW CHOKED IN ROTOR PASS NO. 2
RRPM RRATE ETAT PC PROE VRATIO
400.0 3.70 .782 .1752 2.486 .4233
400.0 3.71 .782 .1794 2.544 .4137
400.0 3.72 .781 .1833 2.608 .4139
400.0 3.73 .779 .1885 2.679 .4089
400.0 3.74 .777 .1937 2.763 .4034
400.0 3.75 .775 .1994 2.862 .3975
400.0 3.76 .771 .2057 2.984 .3909
400.0 3.77 .765 .2133 3.149 .3829
400.0 3.78 .747 .2281 3.568 .3665
FLOW CHOKED IN ROTOR PASS NO. 2
RRPM RRATE ETAT PC PROE VRATIO
.783 .1764 2.50 1 .4327
.783 .1803 2.560 .4279
.782 .1854 2.626 .4229
.781 .1903 2.701 .4176
.77 9 .1953 2.79
i
.4 117
.776 .2013 2.897 .405^
.775 .2087 3.030 .3982
.766 .2173 3.222 .3392
.751 .2311 3.611 .3742













PM RR. E ETAT PROE
420.0 3.70 . .784 . 1775 2.516
-0 3.71 .784 . :820 2*576
420.0 3.72 .783 . 1367 2.642
420.0 3.73 .782 .1913 2.720
420.0 3.74 .78 1 . 1 9 76 2.814
420.0 3.75 .7/8 .2040 2.928
420.0 3.76 .7/4 .21 14 3.073
420.0 3.77 .767 .2212 3.296
FLOW CHOKED IN ROTOR PASS NO. 2
RRPM RRATE ETAT PC PROE
430.0 3.70 .7 84 . 1787 2.534
430.0 3. n .784 . 1834 2.598
430.0 3.72 .7 84 . 1884 2.66 8
430.0 3.7 3 .783 . 19 33 2.750
430.0 3.74 .781 . 1993 2.849
430.0 3.75 .7 79 .2065 2.96 7
430.0 3.76 .7/5 .2 144 3. 124
430.0 3.77 .763 .2290 3.493
FLOW CHOKED IN ROTOR PASS NO. 2



















RRPM RRATE ETAT PC PROE VRAT I
440.0 3.70 .783 . 1795 2.548 .4602
440.0 3.71 .78 3 . 1845 2.615 .4543
440.0 3.72 .784 . 1897 2.690 .4490
440.0 3.73 .783 . 1954 2.776 .4429
440.0 3.74 .7 82 .2019 2.882 .4 360
440.0 3.75 .730 .2091 3.013 .4233
440.0 3.76 .776 .2 180 3.193 .4190
440.0 3.77 .763 .2334 3.593 .4022
RRPM RRATE ETAT PC PROE VRATIO
450.0 3.70 .782 . 1799 2.557 -.4699
450.0 3.71 .783 . 1851 2.627 .464!
450.0 3.72 .783 . 1906 2.705 .4581
450.0 3.73 .783 . 1966 2.796 .4516
450.0 3.74 .782 .2035 2.909 .4442
450.0 3.75 .780 .21 14 3.05 1 .4359
450.0 3.76 .7 76 .2212 3.257 .4255
FLOW CHOKED IN ROTOR PASS NO. 2
RRPM RRATE ETAT PC PROE VRATIO
460.0 3.70 .780 .1804 2.572 .4790
460.0 3.71 .7>5l .1853 2.643 .4731
460.0 3.72 .782 .1915 2.723 .4669
460.0 3.73 .783 .1978 2.817 .4602
460.0 3.74 .782 .2049 2.934 .4525
460.0 3.75 .731 .2131 3.083 .4439
460.0 3.76 .776 .2243 3.321 .4319
FLOW CHOKED IN ROTOR PASS NO. 2
RRPM RRATE ETAT PC PROt VRATIO
470.0 3.70 .778 . 1805 2.531 .4886
470.0 3.71 .7/9 . 1861 2.655 .4824
470.0 3.72 .78 1 .1921 2.739 .4 758
4 70.0 3.73 .732 . 1983 2.840 .4686
470.0 3.74 .78 1 .2065 2.965 .4604
470.0 3.75 .780
. 2 1 55 3. 131 .4508
470.0 3.76 .770 .2342 3.580 .4301
FLOW CHOKED IN ROTOR PA*iS NO. 2
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RRPM RRATE ETAT PC PROE VRATIO
> . 3.70 . / 7 5 .1801 2.585 .4 987
480.0 3 , / 1 • .7 77 . 3 859 2.66 1 .4 922
480.0 3. 72 .779 .1922 2.748 .4852
480.0 3.7 3 .7 80 . 19 93 2.853 .4776
480 3.74 . 7 8 1 .2074 2.98 7 .4689
4 8CO 3.75 .7 79 .2173 3. 169 .4 534
4 30.0 3.76 .771 .2352 3.592 .4 388
FLOW CHOKED IN iKOTOR PASS MO. 2
RRPM RRATE ETAT PC PROE VRATIO
490. 3.70 .771 .17 94 ' 2.537 .5090
490.0 3.71 .7 74 . 1853 2.663 .5023
4 90.0 3. 72 .777 .1913 2.752 .495 1
4 90., . 3.73 .7/8 . 1991 2.85 9 .4872
490.0 3. 74 -7 80 .2076 2.996 .478 1
490.0 3. 75 . ,7/9 .2 131 3. 187 .4669 .
490.0 3.76 .772 .2358 3.593 .44 77
FLOW CHOKED IN ROTOR PASS NO. 2
RRPM RRATE ETAT PC PROE VRATIO
500.0 3.70 .767 . 178/ 2.592 .5 189
500.0 3.71 .771 . 1849 2.669 .5120
500.0 3.72 .774 ,1916 2.760 .5046
500.0 3.73 .7 76 . 1991 2.869 .4964
500.0 3.74 .7/3 .2079 3.008 .4870
500.0 3.75 .7/8 .2 186 3.202 .4757
500.0 3.76 .773 .2 368 3.620 .4559



















FLOW CHOKED IN ROTOR PASS NO. 2
ETAT PC PROE
762 . ! 7 75 2.590
766 .1339 2.671
770 . 1909 2.762
7/3 . 1987 2.874
776 .2081 3.022








RRPM RRATE ETAT PC PROE VRATIO
520.0 3.70 .75 7 . 1755 2.581 .5407
520.0 3.71 .76 1 . 1822 2.663 .5 330
520.0 3.72 .766 . 1895 2.757 .5250
520.0 3.73 .770 . 1976 2.871 .5161
520.0 3.74 .774 .2073 3.02 .5057
520.0 3.75 .775 .2197 3.240 .4925
FLOW CHOKED IN ROTOR PASS NO. 2
RRPM RRATE ETAT PC PROE VRATIO
530.0 3.70 .750 . 1730 2.565 .5527
5 30.0 3.71 .756 . 1798 2.646 ..5448
530.0 3.72 .761 . 1873 2.741 .5364
530.0 3.73 .766 . 1957 2.856 .5271
530.0 3.74 .770 .2056 3.005 .5165
530.0 3.75 .773 .2182 3.221 .5031
FLOW CHOK ED IN ROTCR PASS NO. 2
RRPM RRATE ETAT PC PROE VRATIO
540.0 3.70 .74 2 . 1700 2.5 .5651
5 0.0 3.7 1 .74 8 . 1769 2.626 .5570
1.0 3.72 .754
. 1843 2.716 .5487
540.0 3.73 .760 . 1923 2.830 .5392
540.0 3. 74 .766 .2 030 2.97 7 .5282
540.0 3.75 .7/1 . 2 1 55 3. 184 .5148
540.0 3.76 .7/0 .2 396 3.703 .4888
FLOW CHOK ED IN ROTOR PASS NO. 2
TIME, 6 MINUTES AND 48 SECONDS
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RESULTS OF RUN 7
RRPM RRA1 E E i -' T !0< He. v ,-. \ r i o
441 .8 2.36 . 2 > 2 .0 121 .? .90
441 .8 2. '( . 5 6 .0129 1 .25 3 . /-:?
441 .8 2
.
. 5 1 9 57 .2' . > R
kH
'1 g
. J 4 3
-'
:
. o z . 6 6 .0 18M . 2.'. ~ ..- 76^
44"
.8 2.61 . 3 '"i 7 . 1 6 5 . 2 7 3 . 8698
MM .8 2.62 . 369 .0 172 .278 . 630
MM .8 ? . ; . 5 1 .on i .2 5 .. 862
M4 1.8 2.64 . 592 .01 90 . 2 . 4 97
44 .6 2.60 . 4 .. i .0199 .2 9M .8433
44 ! . 8 2.66 . 4 i M .0 208 .2 99 .8371
44 .8 .4 . < 217 .304 .fi 509
44 i . 8 2 . 6 -' .4 i i . ! ? 2 7 .309 . ?49
44 1 > 2.69 .4.8 .0236 .314 . 8 i 9 1
44 1.8 2. rc .4 >8 . ( 2 46 1 . :'. 2 . 8 1 5 3
MM 1.8 2.7 1 .4. . 2 8 6 .325 .c.076
1*1* 1.8 2.72 .4 74 .t 868 1 . 3 3.
1
.< oon
MM 1 .3 2.73 .484 . ( 275 .336 . 7965
MM 1 .8 2.74 .4 •' 3 .0285 1 . 3 4 2 .7911
44 1.8 2. 75 .502 .02 ?6 1 . 3 . 7 00-
4 4 1 .8 2. 76 .511 . 306 1. 58 3 . 7804
44 1.8 2.77 . 5 i 9 .031 7 . 359 .77 52
44 1.8 2. 78 .8 .0327 1. 365 . 7700
44 1.8 2.79 . 5 •; 6 . 3 3 1 1 . 3 ' i . r •. i >
44 1.8 2.80 .544 . ( 350 1.37 7 . 7 )9'i
44 1.8 2 . 8 1 .3 »2 . C 562 . 5 J4 . 75 56
44 1 .8 2.82 . 5 6 . -; 7m 1 . 3 v 2 . 7 4 7 '
4u 1 .8 2.83 . 5 6 8 .0336 1.39 9 . 7M >5
44 1.8 2..-
4
.5 . I 3 >8 1 .4 06 .7 568
44 1.8 2. 85 .5 . 04 1( .4 14 .731 M
44 1 .8 2.88 .5 !9 .i 423 1 . 4 2 1 .7261
44 1.8 2 . a r .596 .0436 1 .429 .7 20 >
44 1 • 8 2. .603 .0449 1 . 4 3 6 . 7 1 5 i
44 1 .8 2.89 . 6 1 . 4 6 1 .4M4 .7 1 '
44 1.8 2.90 .616 . 4 74 1.4 52 .7060
44 1 .6 2.91 .6.-2 .0437 1 .460 .70 12
MM 1.8 2.92 .68 7 .0501 1 . 4 .6964
44 1.8 2.93 .6 5') . 1514 .476 . 6 9 1 7
44 1 .8 2.9M .6-. 1 .0523 1 .48M .60.7 1
44 1 .8 2.95 .6 , 7 . 3 42 1.492 .602 5
44 1.8 2.96 .683 . 0556 1.501 .,',70-0
44 1.8 2 . 9 7 .658 .0570 . 3 1 .6 r34
44 1.8 2 . 9 8 .6< ,058m 1.51 .6689
44 1 .8 2 . 9 9 .668 . 1599 1.52 .601,5
44 1 .8 3 . .673 .06 14 1 . 5 3 7 . i >
44 1 . 8 8 . 1 .6/8 . .,02/ ,54 ! . 6 5 > 1
MM 1.8 3. 2 .6 3 . 645 5' .6 50.3
44 I .8 8 . 9 5 .6-7 .0661 . .5/ .
44 1.8 3.04 .692 .0677 1.57 9 . t 4 1 3
44 1.0 8.0!) .6 .0693 .590 . 6 3 7
44 1 .
8
5 . 6 .7..' 1 .< 710 I .6 .6322
44 1.8 3 . J . 705 . 727 1.613 . 6 2 7 3
44 1 .8 i.UO .709 .( r4M 1.624 .f>0 58
44 1 . 5.09 .7 13 . U 7 6 i .6 .6192
44 1.8 3.10 .7 18 .•776 .648 .614 9
44 1 .8 5. 11 .722 .0796 . 6 6 .6107
44 1.8 8.12 . 7 2 6 .< 514 . 6 7 .6 066
44 1 .8 3.13 . 7 , u . 3 3 s .(;: . 6 I 4
44 1 .8 8. l-i .7 34 .( '52 \ . 6 9 ' .5982
44 1.8 3 . 1 .737 . o 8 f 1 1.713 .0 0; J
44 1.8 3. 16 .7') 1 .0891 i. 727 .8 898
44 ] .8 3 . i 7 .7'. 5 .0912 .742 .5856
44 1.8 8. In .7 .0932 1.756 .58 10
44 1 .8 3. 19 . 7 ! 5 . 953 1 . 7 7 2 .0775
44 1 .8 8.20 .787 .0 975 '. 787 . 7 5 '
44 1.8 3.21 .7... , 0997 . 104 .5692
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RESULTS OF RUN 7 (cont.)
441.8 3. . r*4 . 10 19 1.8 . 5 6 5 2
44 1.8 3. - . r . 1041 1 ' • '1 . > ^ i .56 1 3
4 4 1 . 8 5. . 7 f 1 . 1 064 1 . 855
44 1 .8 3.25 . ?/4 . i 087 1.8/ i .5551
441.8 3.26 .7/f .1111 1 . 3 9 2 .54 >0
44 1.8 3 . 2 / . 1 i 9 . ! 1 35 1.912 .5450
44 1« 8 3. 28 7 - ; ! 1 60 1.933 .V
441*8 3.. • • 7 8 5 . 1 185 1 .you .5
44] a
44 i
. i: .1/1 •Am 1 . y v -, . > 5 90
441.8 3. 3? . 7 y 3 . 1265 2.022 .5249
4 4 1 . r5 3. >3 .7 >6 . I2V4 2.04 8 .5
441.8 3.34 . / .< .1523 2.07 5 .5
44 1.8 3.55 . ••' 1 . 1 353 2. 1( .8 12"
44 1 .8 3. ^6 ,8C3 . 1 38U 2.1 53 .80 77
441.8 : ' . ; 7 . : , . 14 16 2. I .50 Vt
4 4 1 . f\ 8. .; ( . 1 449 2.197 ,4 99(
4 4 1 . 8 3. .809 . I4P4 2.23 3 .k 745
44 1 .8 3 . u (; .811 ,.1519 2.2.' .4 899
44 1 .8 3.41 .812 . 18 88 2.311 . 4 8 5 3
441 .8 3 . M 2 . 8 1 >4 . 1 594 2.88 3 .U
414 1 .8 3.43 .81 1 . 1 6 35 2 . 4 Q . -, 758
4 41.8 3.44 .8 17 . 16 77 2 . <4 5 1 .u
4 4 1 . 3 . 4 5 .818 . 1 722 ? • 5 8 .4 656
441.8 3.46 . 8 i 8 . 1769 2.570 .4.
4 U 1 . 8 3.47 . 8 I / . 1 8 1 V 2.6H 1 .4546
441.8 3 . h e .819 , 1873 2.721 ,U
4 4 1.8 3.49 . 8 1 8 , . 1932 2.813 .44 22
44 1 .8 3. so .816 , , 1 > ^ 9 ; . 9 3
1
.4349
44 1.8 3.5 1 .815 n {$ 3 . / 9 .',
4 4 1. 8 3.5? .807 ., 2 1 70 3 . 2 '•• y .4162
441 .8 3.55 . rv2 <.2 330 3.747 .5
FLOW CriOKfcC ROTOR 3 A S
I
iO. 2
TIME, MINI 10 58 SECONDS
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.172 . i 062
. 1 7 ,0C
• ? 2 . i ra
.
.01
. . i 090
. 2 3 .00 ) ?
. .0105
. 2 ' . >> .011 2
. 7. . , .0117
. 2 '4 . 12/
.
. (J 1 34
. 3 i 7 . 142
. 3 / . ! 4 i
. .015 7
. . I . 1 1 65
.
-'.
! . ( 17 3
.61 2 . 161
. 3 2 .OH i
. w .! 197
.4 I .0205








. 4 if, . [i260
. 4 S4 . 0269
.4 72 .' m
. .< 2 8(3
- 2 7-
. 4 > 5 . i
. 5 -j S .
. 5 1 . • 5 i 3
,51b .(j





.54 5 .03 ' 1
. 5 i 2 .0391
.5->6
.
. J :': . tk li
.57 1 .
. 5 (' 7 - 14 37
.5 . i 4 4V
.5. 9 .1 461
• 5 v 4 .
.6 10
. 6 . 5 . '. ?
.6 11 .511
.616 .
.6 / 1 . 5 3 7




. 6 i ' .05 7 7
. 6 i 2 . i 5 9 i
.6" 6 .'
.6 > 1 . 619
.6 6 .
.661 . 6 4 7








. 6 6 .<; 73h

















. 3 I 1
.417
. 3 ! 2
.327






























. v 1 ".
.9143
. / 7 5
. 9 0G!j













.6 ' ! >






/' / 2 3
.
. 78 12
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-
.711 7










. 6 -j 7 : i
.653
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RESULTS OF RUI? fi (cont.)
420. v 3. 34 . 6 v
.1
;u i .6 .
420 • i 3 . -; 5 • 6/5 i7 1.61 ' . -, : •;
420. 9 3. .6-9 787 1 . 6 9 . ' > 1 1 6
420.9 3.37 . fi 3 1.6 39
420.9 5. 3 . ro7 1.6 I .5913
420-. y 3. 39 .7 10 1 . 6 ' 1
420.9 3.40 i4 1 . 6 /2 , lj
•








420.9 3 . 4 3 . ( -. ,09 / 1.7; 7 .5 / 4
420.9 3.44 .727 . 9 25 1 . 7 .5 698
420.9 3 . U :3 .7 ;< . 4 3 1.7-5 2 . 566 3
420.9 3 . 4 6 .7 ,09 6 I 1.745
420*9 3 . '4 7 .7 >/ , 0981 1. 757 .55 '4
420.9 3.4M . / i H !./,'! ,55< 1
420.9 . .'-1 •> . 10 |9 i . 7 4 .5526
420.9 3.50 . ,''< 5 . I03v 1 . 7 9 • . >4 9 1
420.9 3 . 5 1 . In .106 1.81 "> ,5J i
420.9 5 . 5 2 . 7 >l .10 i 1 . -: .54 2?
420.9 3 . b 3 .7 , . ! 11)1 ! , - .• 389
420.9 3.54 . / / . 1 1 22 1.8 • . 5354
420. / 3 . 5 5 . f 9 . ! 144 ; . • .5 3 1 :
420.
9
3 . 5 6 .7.1 . 1 I 66 1 . H . 5 : 13
420.9 3 . 5 7 . "/ ' 4 .1189 1.911 .5
4 20.9 . /66 . 1 ? i .9 30 .521?
420.7 3.59 . ( . ! 2 35 I. ?4 v .5 i /'
420. / 3 . 6
;
. 7 C . 1 : 5 ; 1 . - . 5 1 4 1
420. 3 . 6 1 . 7 r ? . 12 84 1 . > - .5 ion
420.9 3 . 6 ? .7/4 .1509 2.011 .5
420.9 3.63 .7/5
-
. ! 335 >. . .
420.9 3 . 6 U . 7 f i . ! ;6i '. i ' . 4
420.9 3.65 . 7 7 9 . i ',> >.0i 1 .1
420.9 3 . 6 6 . / 1 . IH 16 . 1 i 7 .<
420. v 3 . 6 7 . I 44'-) 2. i ; . . 4
4 20.9 3.'68 . 7 ' , . > . 1 ! 2 .4
420.9 3.69 .7 5 . 150 2. 192 .4 1 7
420.9 3. ro . 7 6 . t 5 36 2.224
4 20.9 3.71 . 7 i . . i 5
'
2.2'-. 7
420.9 3. 72 . / i . 16 0? 2. 29 J . 4
420.9 3 . .-' 3 ,7o9 ,.16; .4 >46
420- > 3. 7 k .( . 1 6 7 3 > . 3 7 3 .4 •
4 20.9 3.75 . 7 1 .1/11 : . 4 l 9 .45 >
420.9 3.76 .791 . 1 75? 2.469 .4
4 20.9 3.77 .7 G . i 7 2 . 5 , 4 .41
420.9 3. /b .791 . ! . I .441 4
420.9 3. i . / . I8< 2. 65 6 .4
4 20.7 3 . i I . f 7 . . 1 : 2 . / 3 / . 4
4 20.9 3 . a i .7< 5 ,2000 . 33 5 .42 39
420.9 3. V? . / . 1 2.955 .4 167
420.9 3.83 .7/7 . . 147 3. 1 .4
420.9 3. 84 .7 ok 79 3. 4 5 6 . 3 9 .
'
FLOW CHOKED IN R( TOR L ',\ r>.> NO. 2
TIME, 1 MINUTE
S
l\NI 1 1 SECO? . i 1 S
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2.81 .2 v 1110 . 2 5H"
2 . is 1 ) 1 IM .24
2. . ' I! . '4 6 .
. .271 ! v. . '51 .
2
.





. .; • , . .
2.tf7 . >40 . 167 . • 7 . .
2. o< - 3 . f .0175 1 . ' 1 . t 4 '6
2. -' . > . ] . ,
2.9 . 5 ..' , .1 1' : .
2.9 1 . . ' 1 . ' 5 .<
2.92 . i ! ' 1.29 G . • 1 '. 1
2 . / 3 .4 i ! , 1.275 . , 100
2.9U .4 19 . 22 V 1.30 1 . .04 1
2.95 .4 . • 1 . ?, ! .77
2 . v 6 .4 r . 1.311 . / Wr
2 . y ? .4- 7 >(
2. >•. .455 . 1 2 6 ? i . 1 , . 7R15
2 . 9 7 .4 . . r 7 1.32 7
3.00 . 4 ( 2 '> l.3.: . 7
3.0 1 .4 i Z 2 >6 .3 1 1 .7
3 . ( i 2 . 4 7 I I r
3.03 .4/7 . . 1 ! .' . V- ?
3.04 .5i ; ? / . 5 V; . 7 . - 1 - ;
5 .Ob .512 . a 1 . r
3 . 1 1 6 .5 19 4 4 . 3 ' . (
.5 59 . 3 .'' > . (
. ^ G . 5 - > . 37!
3,09 .54 . ( v 1 . -; . 5
3 .10 .5 7 , . i )2 .391 . c.
3. 1 1 . 5 1 . 5 • 7 . / 162
3.12 . 5 .04 15 . 4 1 4 .7 i 14
3.15 .5 . 42 f .4 11
7
». H . 5 .417
3.15 . 5 f P . 451 .42 5 .< )
3.16 .5 • L63 .4 . 6 ; >* ^
3.. 1 f .5 . 4 '') / .6 I .' '
3 . 1 : . -> 6 . i| U 6 ...-'•. 1
0. 1 ) .6 . 5' i .4 54 .< ;
3.20 . 6 '' .05 13 . 4: .
5.21 .613 , .4-' .
3.22 . : r 7 .1 .
3.23 . 6 -. -: . 4 - .
3.24 . 6 - .6'
3 . 2 5 . 6 : .7/
.
.r
3 . 2 6 0593 .51 >
3 . 2 7 . 64 ;)7 .517 ,o4
3.:-- 21 .52 . .<
3.29 6 > i .t
3. S .657 . .543
5 . 5 1 .661 . .55 2 .( ' >
3. 5 . 6 1 .'. .
3..-; 3 . 6 ( 9 > . .
3. .674 . 7 i ! .61/1
3.35 . 6 /' 8 r 9 ..'
3.36 .6 '' , • 7k\ . . :
3.37 .60 i / 5 ? . 6 } .60 >7
3.3 b .69 .6 .<
3 . 3 7 .693 07 .OS
3.41
. 6 • 7 . '05
3 . 4 1 .701 .65 1 . ,910
3. 4; .7 4 . •> . 6 . 5 ,'• i
3 . 4 5 . 7 > / . U 155 . 6 7 4 .5 >
3 . 4 4 . / I I 7 - .6 .
3.45 .713 '/
. 6 y ,'
3.46 . 7 1 6 , .7 .'
3.47 . 7 i 9 . - 1 .7/ i
133

:cE:ULTS OF RUN 9 (cont.)
420.9 .4-. . 7 i . 7 ;n . !
(.9 5. J . 7 i . 7 .
4 20.7 3. . ( . ' 1 . 7 . 5V9<
4 2 . 7 . 5 1 . 7 1 . i ; i v I.7M .5
4 2 . 9 3. .: . ( .- .101 1 . ( ! . .
4 20. / 5 . v 5 . 7 I.Hi |
4 20. / 3. . f . 1.815 .51
42Q.9 i 55 . 7 i '/ . 1 17* ! . 8 • 1 .-.
4 2o. v . ;C, . r , icj ; i - 1
42 0.7 3 . > 7 . ir«i ? . 1 1 20 1 . t -• .
4 20.7 i.Sfc . r 9 .114 2 1. .55 10
420.9 . 7 . / . 1
1




. 7 . . i 1 1.91 ! > . .
4 20.7 3.61 . 7 >6 i • 1.734
420.9 . {•' . 12 34 1 , 9 i
420. V 3 . • 1
3
.
( 1 . 12 515 1.97 •• . , 1 ;'.
420.9 3. 64 . 76.6 . 1283 1.993 .
420.9 . 7 ,'. . ! 3 . 115 .5062
4 2 . v 3.66' .76 7 . : 54 ?. .
4 2 . v 3.67 ,7w9 .136 . ...
420.9 3. . 7 .• i , 1 .->•' .495 3
420. v 3 . 6 l? .7/2 .14 1 6 .ill .4 > | (
4 20.9 3.71 . 7 /' . i 44b > . 1 . i ; 7 )
4 2 . 9 3 . 7 1 . 7 . -. . 1 4 7U /. 166 .t
4 20.9 5. 72 . 7 7 ? . 1 f>05 2. 1 .i.
420.7 3. . i . 1 5 56 '. .4 764
4 20.9 3.74 . ! il • : . ? ' .4
4 2 . V =5 . r 5 .7 t . 1)2 .4 7) -
4 20.7 3. 76 . /' 2 . 1638 2 . 6
4 2 0.7 3 . ? 7 . 7 74 2.378
4 20.7 3. i ' . 7 , .17 13 > . 4 -
4 20.7 3.79 .7 . . i 754 ?. 4 74 . :. . ;
420.9 3.r)G . ( i . 1 7 )6 ; . i . 4 . .-.
4 2 . 7 3 . - 1 . 7 • 5 . ^ 42 i . -.
^20.7 3. . 7 2 . I • v
:
. 6 < • .4
420.9 -> . S 3 . 7 . 1 ?44 .'--
420.7 3. .779 02 !. . '•
420.9 3. .7/6 . 069 .4
420.9 3. :i6 .771 ,• 144 5 . 1 - ; !
420.9 3.87 . 7 .- •'. . 4 • 1 . 3923
FLOW CHOKtl": IN ROTOR PAS' 10- 2
riME, 1 MINUTF S \ 1 COSMOS
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. 2 7 7 .0121
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.517
.5 . C 362
. 5 j 1 .
.5 .
. 5 . 376
.'5.1 .040/'
.5 i 7 .04 1 /
.5 M . s 51
.571 . i ij m ;
. 5 76 . i 453
. 5 1 . ) '. 6 7
. 5 d 7 . 04 79
.5 . ...', /;>
r
. J / > i .)
.0-4
. if>i '
.6 . 5 7» 1
.6 14 . 1544
.6 i
. 6 .. ' i .
.6 -
. >59 7
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.6. > . o n 4
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.6 - . i793
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RESULTS 0? RUN 10 (cont. )
4 20.9 3 . ' > t 930 1.7 .'.
4 2 . 9 5 . > 1 .717 . 1 . /' .
4 2 . v 3.52 .7 G . > . ! . 7 .'
1+20.9 3 .OS . 7 -: 3 . : > 1.7/ 3 .5
420. 9 3. . 7 ! 004 1 .777
4 2 .
9
3. . r I ; :>, i . r .
420*9 ;« 6 .7 1 44 1 .81 6 . ; 72
>.:•(
i > 7 ' | 1 , i . • i .
420.9 3. - . ( li 1 . H 5 '
420. y . 7 -, / . 1 10 » 1.8 .2
420.9 3 , . ( 1 1 127 ! . H ( ? .i
420.9 3 . o 1 . 7 ', 3 1 1 4 -> ! <6 . ' , 7 / /
420. -f 3 . 6 2 .76 . 1171 i . r u .5
420.9 5. .74 i 1 9 5 J . 9 2 2 .5227
420. 3 . 6 <4 . 7 1 2 1 7 1 . 9 . , 1 / 2
4 2 . 9 3 . 6 15 . I . 2 , 124 I 1 . 9 .5 156
420.9 3.66 . 7 > b 1265 1. ' . 5 1 2 (
!
420.9 3 . 6 7 . 7 . ' . 12^9 • .0" 1 . •
420.9 3 . < . 7 9 .1214 2.022 . 050
4 2 . 9 3 . 6 9 . 7ol . i ,41 .04 5 .5013
420.9 3 - r . ,' . 2 1 - '.0? ,ii >76
4 20. ; 3.71 . ,' 4 i 3 • 1. 09 4 . <!
420.9 3 . / 2 .76< . 1423 . 1 2 .4
420.9 -. . 7 3 .14' 2.14 .4
420.9 3 . .' '4 . 7<>9 14 ! 2. 1 '6 . L\
420. ) 3 . ( 5 . / . ! b 1 > -'. >< /
420.9 3. r6 .7 72 . IS 1 , _,,.,. . 4 7 !- 9
420.9 3.77 .7, I57H .
420. ; . f 16 13 ! . 3 1 3 .i 66?
420.9 3 . / 9 . 7 <• 5 . 1 o' 2 .353 .
420.
V
3. '-0 o 2 . 3 V 7
420.9 3 . " ! . ! 726 2 , 4 J .4
420. '/ .7/6 . i f67 2.4 >6
420.9 3.H3 .7^6 . i - 11 -'. ^) L>' ;
420.9 3 . -> ; i . 7 .18 5 7 J
420.9 3. 15 .7 75 . 1 9 ( 2
.
.4
420.9 3. . 7 ,' 3 i >62 .77 9
420. } 3.87 . 7 7 1 ?4 4 .4; »9
420. / 3.i .76 8 - .01 4 .'4
4 20.9 3.89 ,7o2
. 1
:> >.2 10 .40 .7
420.9 3. a; . .748 . 2 326 3.59 7 .
FLOW CHOI1;t:f in ro i >as: 0. 2
TINE, 1 N LNU1 ES 1 i . , is
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RESULTS OF RUIJ 11
RRPM P R A i F Hi;.| . /:'Ci- -. \ i I
4 7 . 4 2 . 6 2 . 1 M. .0( , 194 .91 : -
4 07*U 2. . 1 . 9 .0( 6U .19 7 . v.5i
407 « 4 2 . 64 . 2 ! '• : .'? \
4 8 7 * '. 2 . • . 2 1 ? t fn . i '< - ! . ' 4
407. 4 2.66 .25 1 . 00 8"$ . 21 . v 1 5 2
U 7 . 4 ?.67 - In u .00 .2 12 . v06 1
4 7 . 4 2.68 .? { . [)096 .215
407.4 2. 69 ,2Yi .0105 .219 . . ;>•)
407.4 2 . f .2 2 . ! 109 .22 3
407.4 2 . f 1 . 2 J 5 .0116 ,226 . 8 7 ->4
407.4 2.. 72 . -2 ft . 1 I'M 1.230 . ( i 1
4 07. 4 2.73 . -. 1 . <j 1 i ;J . i
4 07. 4 2. ^4 . 3 y . 1 : 1 '< ' .2 5 8
407.4 2 . 7 5 .34 . 1 44 .24 i . i 54H
407.4 2. 76 . 3 1 .0151 .2': 5 . ! 4 >9
407.4 2.(1 .3 . 15 > .24 ) . ; ,
4 7.4 2.78 . .. 1 66, .^>. 3
40 7. 4 2. 79 .3 .0 i 73 .257 .
407.4 2.80 .392 .i 181 .2 I
^07.4 ? .81 .40 1 .01 • . >r ': . • 2 1 2
407.
4
2 . • ; ;•< .41 i ... 1 .2 9 . 1
407.4 2.83 .4 C . C , (35 .274 . i8 >
407.4 2.84 . ! ; . i 2 13 .2/ .
407.4 2.8b .4 ..-. .0221 . . ?i 4
407.4 2.86 .14 ii I .02 - 1 . 2 . ( 9 1 5
4 7.4 2 . <•; 7 . 4 5 5 . 0238 ,2 . . ! ! 3 2
407.4 2. . 4( 4 .024 , l.2v. .7807
4 7.4 2.89 .4 '2 .i 155 . 5 1 3 .7/25 !
40 7.4 2. .4 . 2 v. .7701
4 7.4 2 . / 1 .4<-7 .0273 . . ' 1 5 .7 i4
407.4 2.92 . 4 > b . I 2 ' ; . 5 i • .759
40 7.4 2 . 9 6 .5 . 0291 . -. 3 . r»4-
407.4 2.94 .510 . .328 . (U )6
4 7. 4 2 . 9 5 .5 1/ . > 1 . 3 5 3 . r44 5
407.4 2.96 : 5 2 4 .0319 . ? » >5
4 7.4 2.97 .53 1 . 0529 . 54 4 .7 >45
4 07.4 2 . 9 i . 5 i 7 .0338 . 550 .729^
4 07.4 2.9-9 . 6 • . -,-! . ' . 3 5 5 . /' > > i
407.4 5.00 . 5 5 ( .0 558 . -, 1 .72
40 7.4 :•> . o i .5,7 .0 368 . 3 6
.
. / ;
4 07.4 3.02 .56 3 .711 i
4 07.4 3. . 5ft9 . 0388
407.4 3 . 4 .5^5 . v>> . 58 4 . r025
407.4 3. OS .5 1 .041 . . 5 . •' f (
407.4 3.06 .58 7 . 2 \ . 596 , ;> / ,1
407.4 3 . ? .S'.> . UU 32 .4: .. 184
407.4 3. .5 . i 4 ' .411 . -. \ > '
40 7.4 3.09 . 6( -. . 4 54 .416 . o 7
4 7.4 3 . 10 .6' < . 466 . ; . 3 .
4 7.4 3.11 .614 . 478 . 4 Si . C I
407.4 3.12 .61 / .04 W . 6668
407.4 3.13 .6 - . 501 . 44 ; i .66 >2
4 7.4 3 . 1 4 .629 .0513 .451 .65 8 l
4 7. 3.15 .6 . 525 .45
407.4 3.16 .6 -.9 . If ,4< .(, i
40 7.4 S.\t .6' 1 . : 1 5 50 . 4 i , .64
4 7.4 3.18 . 6 .0 562 .4 80 . i 4 2 1
407. 4 3 . 1 9 .6 .v 575 . 4 1 7 . !82
4 07.4 3.20 .657 .05 . 4 : .<
40 7.4 3.21 .662 .0601 . 5 i :> .6 5 .
"
4 7.4 ~5.//;- .666 . 06 14 .5 11 .62 .
4 7 . 4 3 . 2 3 .670 .0628 .519 . 6 2 2 7
4 07. 4 3.24 . 6 1 4 . 1 1 6 4 2 . : 1 2 7 .6 189
407.4 3 . 2 » . 6 f 9 . ,56 .5 56 • o 15 i
407.4 3.26 .6 - 6 70 .544 . ( 115
4 07.4 3.27 .6 7 .55 . 077
13?

RESULTS OF RUN 11 (cent. )
'407. 4 . •' : * . 6 i - i . > 6 1
U 7 . 4 3. . I f 1 3 i .5
4 07.4 3. i . 6'V9 ! ,' i . •'-, ; 9 .
1+07. '; 3. . . .
'
. 4 3. .706 . 1.39' .
i+07*4 3. ;3 . 7 1 i . 6 .5 • >
4o7.<. 3.:>4 .713 ' 1.6 .
407.
q







407.4 .7 . si 1 .65 7
407.4 3 . 3 9 . 7 v . ! 1 ->•' 1 .668 . b 36 1
407.4 3 . 4 . 1 . i .679 .
407.4 3.4 i .7 '01 1.6/ .
407.4 3. 41' . 7 i8 . . •• 1 -. \ .7 1 .5361
407.4 3 . 4 5 . 7 ' i 1 1.71 > .5'
407.4 3.44 . 744 . i /' . >4 >6
4 7.4 3. 45 .76 ..! '70 . ' , : . .4 64
407,4 3.46 .749 . • 1 . < i . 7 . .429
4 7 . 4 3 . '; 7 .751 .1007 I . 7 • 3 . 5 ') / !>
40 7.4 .733 . 26 1 . 7 ( . , ;62
40/.
4
3.4 9 . 7 1045 1 . ! . : 3 2 >
407.4 3. 5C . /', I06U I . 8< L . .'
407.4 3 . 5 1 .761 13 i . 8 ! v . 5 •' •> 2
4 7.4 13.52 . 7> I 1 1 . .'
4 7 . 4 5 . > 3 . 7 1 . 1 1 ?4 1 . •
4 7.4 3. 54 . 766 . i 145 1 .8 .5 16?
4 7 . 4 3. >5 I 1 t 1 . e -> .512 9
4 7 . 4 3. . 7 1 I8M i . 9 .
407.4 .771 . i 1.917 <
4 07.4 3.5t .773 , . 12 31 1 . 9 . .> 2 •
407.4 3. . 7 ' 5 1 . 9 .4 v /"
407.4 .7 '.' .1278 1.9 4 . 4 / 6 1
407.4 3.61 . 7 7 8 . 1 iOl 1 . i .
40 7.4 3.62 .779 . i 326 . .
4 07. 4 .7: 1 . 13! . .4
40 7.4 3.64 .7 > 2 . 1 Mh .)< 1 .4
407. 3.i . 7 3 1 1 . '.., !l . i '
4 7 . ^ 3 . 66 .7 4 >9 2. 1 1(
4 07.4 3.67 . 7 j . 1 •' 1 .4717
4 7.4 3.6? . 7 ! 7 . i ' •• 7 2. I6( .4
4 7.4 3 . -'' / - 7 • .1517 2. 1 .4 64'-!
40 7.4 3. 7C . 7 . 1548 2.2 ' 7
4 7.4 3.71 . 7 , 9 . 1 5 2.2> 2 . 4
407.4 3. 72 .7/0 . 16 13 .4
407.4 -; . r 6 . 1 i . 1 647 . . • 7 .4J
40 7.4 3. 74 .770 .1683 . ,79
407.4 ? . 7 5 . ' .1721 .42 5
4 7.4 3. 76 . 7 VC .. 1 ( 6 ! . . 76
4 7.4 3 . 7 7 . 7 v . 1 ' 2 . 5 ' .430V
407.4 3.7^ . 7 . 1 • 2.59 3 S i
407.4 3. 79 . 7 • 7 . 1894 2 . •'•
407.4 3.8 . 7 • ! 2. 745 .4
407.4 3.81 . ( \ 00 i 2.8 .4 i9l
407. 3. • . .4
407.4 3. -. '. . 7 1 .2 153 y-. 14 - .
407.4 3. .760 . ? 2 IS4 3.4 .3
FLOW ChOK 1 . lO. 2
T I M E t 1 . JUTE S '• 1 1 2
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RESULTS 0? RUN 12
RRPM RRATE t i ft r i3 Or v \T I
407.4 2. f4 .2 f4 .0109 1.225 .8811
4 7 . U 2.75 .2 7 .0116 1.229 .8 748
407.4 2.76 .0123 1*233 . 685
it g z467.1+ M • 1 1
2
. 3 :\\\ ; , I g (1 . 1 4 o ,2m> 6 ' l
i+07.i+ 2.79 . 3 .'. 146 1.24 4 .8 505
407. U 2.1 . 3 M 7 . 1 5 3 1 .248 . B 44 r
407.4 2 . a 1 . 5'-. ; . J 1 6
1
1 . 2 : ^ 2 . 8 5 7 1
407.4 2.82 . 5 7 . 1 69 1.236 .8335
40 7.4 2. '6 . 5 .017 7 1,260 .3271
407.4 2.84 .3 .01* b 1.26 5 .8
407.4 2.85 .4; 1 . 1 ? 5 1.2 70 .J 147
407.4 2.86 .410 .;202 1.2 74
407.4 2.87 .42 .0210 1.279 .8030
407.4 2.88 .4., ; .0219 1.2P4 .7972
40 7. 4 2 . a 9 .4 .'2 2 27 1.28 8 .79 16
407.4 2.90 .447 .02 36 1.293 .78
40 7.4 2.91 . 4 5 6 .02M5 1 . 2 9 .78
407.4 2 . 9 2 .464 .0254 1.30 3 . 1 f 5 5
407.4 2.9 6 .4 ?3 . r-2<3 3 1 . 3 8 .7 700
407.4 2.74 . 4 - 1 .0272 1.313 .7646
407.4 2 . 9 5 .4 19 . (281 1.31 8 .7092
407.4 2.96 . 4 v 6 .0291 1.523 ..7540
407.4 2.77 .5 14 .(-J 00 1/329 . 7 j ' 8 9
407.4 2.98 . 3 ! 1 . 5 1 1.334 .74 5,-',
40T.4 2.99 . 5 1 8 .0 320 1 . 3 3 9 .73
407.4 3.00 . 5 2 6 .0329 1.345 .7540
407.4 3.01 .5 J3 .0 339 1.330 . 7 2 ?2
407.4 3.02 .35/ . 3 4 ; 1.356 .7245
407.4 3 . 3 .5 "-6 .0359 1.361 .7 198
407.4 3. 04 .553 .0369 1.367 .7 134
407.4 3.05 .559 . 1 1 3 1.37 3 .7109
407.4 3.06 .565 .0390 1.379 .7060
40 7.4 3.07 .57 1 . 4 1 1.3 .'70 14
407.4 3.08 .5 77 .0412 1.39 1 .696 7
407.4 3 . 7 . S - 3 .0423 1.393 .6921
407.4 3.10 .3 / .(4 34 1 .404 .60 70
407.4 3. 1 1 .594 .044 6 1.41 1 . 6 8 3 1
407.4 5. 12 .61 . 4 5 7 1.4 17 .6 788
40 7.4 3. 13 .61 .0468 1 .424 A /"; ; ;
407.4 3. 14 . 6 i . 0480 1.4 51 .0701
407.4 3.13 .616 .0492 1.43 8 . 6 6 5 9
4 07.4 3. 16 .621 .1 i04 . .445 . • 6 K




407.4 3 . i 8 . 6 > 1 .0528 1.4 59 . i 5 5
407.4 3.19 .636 .0341 1.4 66 .64
407.4 3.20 .640 .0553 1.473 .6 453
407.4 3 . 2 1 . 6'i 3 . 0566 1.481 l 1 6
407.4 3.22 .650 . 579 1.48 a .63 f6
407.14 3.2 3 .6 34 .0592 1 . 4 9 6 . 6 3 5 J
4 07.4 3.24 .6 .0605 1.5 04 . 6 2 > '
407.4 3 . 2 3 .662 .('6 13 1.5 12 . 6 5 3
407.4 3.26 . 6 .' . 6 . 6 3 1 . 5 2 .6221
407.4 3.27 .670 ..'.6 43 1.5 .6 1 84
407.4 3.28 .6 74 .0658 ,.357 .6 146
407.4 3.29 .678 .06 72 1.54 5 . 6 1 ;
407.4 3. 30 .6, 2 .0 637 i.5 54 . 6 7 2
407.4 3.31 . 6 - 6 .0701 1.56 .3 .005 5
407.4 6.52 .689 .071 5 1.572 . 6
407.4 3 . 5
5
.6 93 .0 730 1 . 5 8 1 .5 *64
407.4 3.34 .6^7 .0745 1.590 .592 9
407.4 3.35 .7 00 .0 757 1.599 . 593
407.4 3.36 .703 .0 774 1.60 9 .5
407.4 3.37 .706 .0 707 1.619
407.4 3.33 .70 > .0^04 1.62 8 . 5 '






















































RSSULTS OF RUN 12 (corvt. )
1 .64 ?3.40 . 7 1 5 35 . > 7 2 1
3.4 1 .71 SI 1.66 . 5687
3.4 2 . 7 2 1 .70 .5654
3.43 .723 . 1 . 6 P 1 . 5 6 2 n
3.44 . '(> 6 . i 00 1.69 2 .55 7
3 . 4 5 .7 29 ., 1 9 17 1 . 7 3 .5556
3.46 .7.1 .,0 >34 I.MS




71 . k C ;U
3 . 4 9 .739 .098 1 1 . 7 5 3 . 5 4 2
3. r>() . .742 . 1007 1.76 7 .5
3, SI . ? 4 4 . 1025 1.780 .5 354
5.52 . f46 u4 1.794 .5321
3. S3 .748 . 1063 1 . 9 . S 2 8 7
3.-, 4 .7>1 .. 1083 1.823 .5254
3.55 .75 3 . 1 1 04 1 . 8 3 8 .5220
3.56 .7 ; S . 11 24 1 . 8 6 4 . S 1 8 7
3 . 5 7 .7 ,? . 1 145 1.870 .SIS 5
3 . 5 3 . r39 . 1 1 66 1.886 .5121
3.^9 . 7 6 1 . 1 1 R8 1 . 9 3 .5088
3.60 . 7 6
3
. 1210 1 . 9 2 i .5055
3.61 . 7 6 5 . 1 2 32 1 . 9 3 9 . 5 n ? 3
3.6? . f67 . 12^6 1.957 .4 989
3 . 6 3 .7 69 , 127 1.977 .4 956
3.6»l . 7 .' G . 1 303 1 . 9 9 8 .4721
3.6S .7 12 . 1327 2.018 .4*
3.6 6 . 7 ;' 3 , 1352 2. Oil 1 .4854
6 . 6 / .7/5 . ! 3 r8 2.06*1 . U r 1 P
3.6 8 . 7 :' 6 . . 1405 2.089 .478 '>
3.6 9 .777 . . ' 52 2. 1 IS .4 f47
3. ro .77- . 1 . V) 2. 142 .471 1
3.7 1 .780 , . 14 89 2. 170 .4674
3. 72 .780 ,. ISP 2 . 2 .4637
3. 73 . 7 e i . 1550 2.233 . 4 5 9 >
3. (K .782 . . 15 62 2.26 7 .4560
3.75 .782 , , 16 15 2 . 3 C 4 . 4 S 2 1
3.76 .783 , 1 6 2.343 . ^ M '
3.7? .7 . 1686 2 . 3 « 6 .44 38
3. 76 . 7 a 3 . . 1726 2.431 .4 < >6
3.79 .783 , . i r63 2 . 4 i 1 i .4 So?
3. HO .782 .. ! 804 2 . S x> 7 .4
3.81 .7-1 . 1 849 2.599 .4256
3.82 . 7 - , . 1 ', )7 2.6 7;] .4.
3.83 . 7 f 8 . 1949 2.752 .L' 148
3. .7 76 ,.2006 2.8 >0 .4
3. .772 . 2 72 2.973 .40 1 '
3.-6 .7 66 .215 3 3 . 1 U 7 . 3930
3 . 8 7 .753 , 2 273 3.462 .3 798
EC IN ROTOR PAS!> NO. 2
MINUTES AND 12 SECONDS
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RRATF £ T A T p: p ( \ T I
2.77 . 2 8 . i 13 .226 .,-'.887




2.8 1 .325 .0 140 .24 1 .8563
2.82 .0 147 .24 4 .< 504
2.83 . 3 I 6 . 1 34 .23 . 4 4 6
2.84 . 557 .0162 .25 5 .ft 580
2 . 8 5 .3- 1 . 1 70 .257 .a 5i5
2 . • ! 6 .3 78 . ;. i r> .26 2 . 1252
2.87 . 3 .01* 7 . 2 f: 6 .81 >
'
2.8 . 3 9 8 . C 195 . 2 7 1 . 1 32
2.89 .408 . .. >0U .275 . 07 3
2.90 .4 in .0212 . 2 8 .80 15
2 . 9 i . 4 , 7 .0221 .2 3 .7958
2. 92 .4 36 . 1 2 '> .290 . ! 9 2
2 . 9 3 .445 .02 1.2 94 .7 847
2.74 .4 84 . 1 4 7 1.299 .7 770
2.95 . 4 6 2 . 0256 1 . 3 C 5 .77 54
2.W-
.4 70 ... 2 88 ! . 3 1 .78 79
2.v7 . 4 7 9 . ! 2 7 5 . "-15 .782 A
2.98 .487 .0234 . 3 2 . '7 7 5
2 . 9 7 . 4 9 4 . )294 . 3 2 5 . 7 5 2 2
3.00 .502 . 503 .331 . 7 4 7 1
3.01 .8. - . 8 1 3 1.336 .7421
3.02 .5 ! 7 .0325 1.34 1 . 7 3 7 2
3.03 .524 .'.333 1. 347 . 7 524
3.04 .551 .( 543 i. 55 2 . 7 2 7 7
3.0 .53 7 ,C 3 53 1 . 3 5 8, .7731
3.08 . 5 4 .0363 1.363 .7 185
3 . 7 .5>l .0373 1 .369 .713 7
3 . 3 .5 .7 . 0384 . 5 1 5 . 7
3 . v .5 . 0395 1.382 .7039
3 . 1 .56 9 . 4 06 1. 3 ... >92
3.11 .5 75 .0417 1 . 3 9 4 .( >46
3. 12 .580 .042.8 1 . 4 .. --0 2
3 . 13 .586 .04 59 1.4 07 .685 7
3 . 14 .591 .04 5;; 1.4 15 . 6 7 ! 3
3. IS .597 .8461 1.42 .6 770
5. 16 . 6 1 2 .0473 1.427 .6727
3.17 .607 .0485 1.433 .6685
5 .18 .613 .0497 1 .44 . 6 6 4 3
3 . 1 9 .618 . ! . 4 4 7 . 6 8 3 2
3 . 2 .623 .0521 .454 .6562
3.2 1 .62 7 . 533 i . 4 6 1 .652 1
3.22 .6 32 . 545 1.468 .648 1
3.23 . 6 i 7 .0558 . 4 7 6 .6441
3.24 .641 .'570 1.484
3.25 . 6 4 5 ., 583 1.491 . .-. -;
3.26 .6 .0596 .499
3.2 7 .634 .0609 i . 5 n 7 . 283
3.28 . i i 6 2 5 1.515 .6244
3.29 . 6o2 .0636 1.523 .62
3. 30 .6 86 . 0650 1.532 . 6 1 6 '
3 . 3 1 .670 .0664 1.54 C . c 15 1
3. 32 . 6 '( 3 .( 677 1.5'. .6095
3.88 .677 .0691 1.557 . 150
3.34 .6 1 .0706 .566 . - 8 2 5
3.35 .685 .0720 1.57 5
8. 56 .688 .0735 1.5 . 5 7 ^ 1
3 . 3 7 .691 .0749 1 . 5 v 3 .59 16
8. 38 .695 .0764 .8 03 .5*
3.89 .698 .H779 1.613 . .845
3.40 .701 . 0794 1.6 22 .5*11
3.4 1 . 7 U 4 .0810 .632 .5776
3.42 . 7 7 .(,:325 1.64 3 . -j 7 4 ">
141




















































3.43 . 7 1 . 141 1 . 6 5 3 .5
3 . k U .715 . 57 1 .664 .56 74
3.45 .7 16 , 72 1 .6 74 .5
3.4 6 .71- . 189 1.685 .!
3 . 4 7 .72 1 . 1 ?06 1 . 6 9 7 .5
3. . ! ) 3 1.70 9 .5
3. .7/6 41 1.72!
3. 5 1 \m ; n l:Wil fp: v
3 . 5 2 .73a , 0994 1.75 9 .5406
3 . 5 3 . 7 3 6 , 1 1 3 1.77 2 . 5 3 7 3
3.54 . 7 3 8 . 1031 1.7 66 .534
3 . 5 5 .741 .1051 1.80 .5307
3.76 .7m 3 . 1 . 8 1 4 .57/4
3.57 . 74 5 . 1089 1 .729 .7241
3.58 .74 7 .. 1 I 10 1 i84U .5
3 . 5 9 .749 .. 1 1 30 1 i860 .51 rs
3.60 .75 1 .1151 1 2 8 ! 6 .514 1
3.61 .753 .. 11 72 1 .879 3 . 5 1 R
3.62 .755 .. 1 1 94 1.91 .5 )75
3 . 6 3 .757 . . 12 16 1 .92 8 .-,0 47
3.6 4 . f59 .1239 1 .946 .7-
3.65 .761 .1261 1 .965 .4 976
3.66 .762 . . 1 2 '.5 1 . 9 R 5 .4942
3.67 .764 .131 2 . C 7 . 4 9 7
3.68 . / »5 ,1334 2.029 . H H / ?
3.6 9 . 7 6 7 . . 1 -'.60 2.05 1 .4
3.70 .768 . , 1 386 2 . 7 6 .4802
3.71 .769 ,.14 13 2 . 1 ' 1 .4766
3 . 7 2 .7 70 ,1441 2.127 .- 7 '.I
3.73 . 7 7 1 .. 14 6 9 2.155 .4 694
3. 74 . 7 /' 2 . 14 97 2.174 . 4 6 5 7
3. 75 .773 . . 1529 2.7 15 .4619
3.76 .7 74 . 15 6} 2 .24V .', 58 1
3.77 .775 . . 15 73 2.274 .4547
3.78 . 7 / 5 . 16 26 2.37 1 .4 502
3.79 .776 . . 1661 2.36 1 .4462
3.80 .7/6 , . 1 698 2 . 4 5 .4420
3 . 8 1 .776 . 1 7 36 7.457 .'! 3 7/
3.52 .775 . 1776 2 .504 .4 532
5 . 8 3 .7/5 .181 9 2 .5 63 . 4
;
3.84 .774 ,. 1863 2 .677 .42 36
3 . 6 5 .7 72 .1913 2.702 . 4 1 -' I
3.86 .770 ,. 1966 2 . 7 .4 126
3 . 8 7 .76 7 ,.2026 2.395 .1
3. do .763 . . 2 ? 7 3 . 3 5 .3985
3.89 .751 ,.2220 3 . 3 3 3 .3848
OK 60 IN R0 rOR PAS: 10. 2
1 K I N U T «= S AND 1 1 SFCONOS
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RESULTS OF RUN ±4
RRPM RRATh ETAT PC PROE MIC
5 2 3 . 4 5.24 .172 . CM 1
8
1.356 .9383
523.4 3.25 . 1 He .0131 1. 363 .9 5
5 23. 4 3.26 . 2C5 . l»i6 .3M *922V
623.4 3. 28 .236 .01 76 I . § . .958
1
3 2 4.4 3.29 .25 1 .0189 1.393 . W..
525.4 3. 30 .266 .0204 1.40 1 . i 959
323.4 3.31 .2 .0219 1.408 .88/2
523.4 3.32 .29 5 .02 34 1.416
323.4 3.55 .308 .0250 1.424 .-757
523.4 3. 34 .322 . 1.4 .8671
6 2 5.4 3.55 .3 35 .0282 1.4 .860 7
525.4 3.36 .349 .0299 1.45! .8530
523.4 3.57 .3 I .031? 1.461 .8454
5 2 3.4 3.38 .374 .0334 1.4/1 .6381
5 2 5.4 3.39 .3-6 .0352 1.482 .8308
523.4 3.40 .398 .0370 1.492 .8238
5 23.4 3.4 1 .409 .0389 1.503 . Mo c
5 23.4 l.n? .42 1 .040? 1.314 .8100
52 3.4 3*43 .432 .0427 1.526 .8032
5 2 3.4 3.44 .443 .0445 1.537 .7968
523.4 3.45 .433 .046b 1.548 . /905
523.4 3-u6 .464 . I 485 i ,5< . f84 1
523.4 3.4? .4/4 .0505 1.572 .77/9
523.4 3.48 .484 .0525 1.584 .7718
523.4 3.49 .494 .0546 1.596 .7658
5 2 3.4 3.30 .503 .0567 1.609 .7599
523.4 3.31 .513 .0587 1.62 1 -.754?
523.4 3.52 .522 .0609 1.634 .74
323.4 3.33 .53 1 .0631 1.647 .7429
523.4 3.54 .540 .0653 1.661 .7572
523.4 3.35 .548 .0676 1.676 .73 11
323.4 3.56 .557 .0701 J. 692 .7250
5 23.4 3.57 .565 .0/25 J. 71 .7 192
5 23.4 5.58 .57 5 .0749 1.724 .7133
323.4 3.59 .582 .0775 1.74 1 .70/5
523.4 3.60 .590 .0801 1.75V .7017
525.4 3.61 .597 .0827 1.776 .6961
523.4 5.62 .err, .0853 1.794 .6906
525.4 3.63 .613 .< 881 I .8 14 .6847
523.4 3.64 .620 .091] 1.835 ' .6787
523.4 3.65 .628 .0940 1.856 .6729
5 2 5.4 5.66 .635 .0971 1.878 .6071
523.4 3.67 .645 .1002 1.902 .66 11
5 23.4 3.68 .650 .1054 1.926 .6552
523.4 3.69 .636 .1066 1.95 1
5 2 5.4 3.70 .663 . I 1 00 1.978 .6^37
523.4 3.7 1 .67C . 11 35 2.0C
6
523.4 3.72 .677 .1170 2.034 .6320
5 25.4 3.7 3 .6.- 3 .1207 2.0 .6262
523.4 3.74 .cvO .1244 2.095 .6206
5 2 3.4 3.75 .696 . 12R3 2. 129 .6147
523.4 3.76 . 7',. 2 . 1323 2. I .60 '
5 2 3.4 3.77 .70^ .1563 2.,.
5 2 3.4 5.7H .714 .1407 2.242 .5967
623.4 3. 7^ .7 19 . 1450 2.2 .5907
523.4 3.80 .7-5 .1496 2.329 .5846
623.4 3.81 .750 . 161)5 2. 3 '8 .',763
523.4 3.82 .756 .1595 2.431 .5720
5 2 3.4 3.83 . 7m 1 .1649 2.490 .5653
523.4 3.64 .74 6 .1706 2.555 .5585
5 23.4 3.6 3 .7 02 .1768 2.62 8 .55 13
523.4 5.86 . 7 5 7 .1833 2.709 .34
5 25.4 5..- / - 76 2 .1907 2.8 .5358
523.4 3.68 .766 .1991 2.929 .5267j23.4 3.69 .770 .2067 3.0 .5 164
523.4 5.90 .7 75 .22 15 3.316 .5028
FLOW CHOKED IN R0 FOR PASS ,60. 2
TIME, C MINUTES AND 57 SECONDS
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RESULTS OF RUN 13
RRPM RRATE E ! >T p: PROE
594.3 3.4 7 .0 .6 .0075 1.44 1
594.5 3.4^; . 109 . 097 1 ( 432
594.5 3 . M 9 . 1 2 .0 120 1.463





594 .3 3.52 .1/6 .0 191 1.498
594.5 3.3 3 .216 .0215 1.510
594.5 3.54 .2 36 .0239 1.523
594.5 3.35 .255 . >64 1.53 5
59U.3 3.36 . 2 i •; . u 2 88 1.547
594.3 3.57 .2/0 .0313 1.561
594.3 3.58 .3 . 138 1.574
594.3 3.39 .3 M .0365 1 . 5 -V
594.5 3.60 .34 1 .0 394 1 .603
594.3 3.6 1 .33 7 .0423 1 . 6 2 6
594.3 3.62 .372 . U4 52 1 .644
594.3 3.6 5 .5 .0»J 12 1.663
594.5 3.64 .4 • . 5 1 3 \.t
594.3 3.65 . -i 1 3 . 5 4
3
1.703
594.3 3.66 .'1 V .05 77 1 . 72 H
394.5 3.67 .44 7 .06 1 1 1. 746
5 94.3 3.68 .460 . 0644 1.768
594.5 3.69 .4 A . ( '> 73 1.790
594.3 3.70 .4 7 .071 3 1.81 3
594.5 3.71 .500 .0750 1.8
594. 5 3.72 . 5 1 3 . I 737
-
1 .36 5
594.3 3.73 .526 .< 825 1 .890
594.3 5.74 .3 . , 6 6 7 1.92 1
594.3 3. 75 .3v. . no 1.953
594.3 3.76 .56 . . 0955 i . ?88
594.3 3.77 .5 . 1001 2.'024
594.3 3. 78 .5- 7 . 1 (j4-? 2.062
5 94.3 3.79 .5 . 1099 2 .101
594.3 3.80 .610 . 1 1 48 2.1
594.3 3.81 .6, ! . 1202 2. 188
594.3 3.M? .6 ' . 1258 2.2 37
594.3 3 . a 3 .644 .1318 2.292
5 94.3 3. .655 .1381 ? . 3 5 1
594.3 5 . 8 3 .667 . 1447 2.415
594.3 3.86 .670 . ! 5 1 2 . 4 8 5
594.3 3 . 8 7 .690 . 15-3 2 . 3 7.
3
594.3 3. .70 1 . i 6 7'> 2.656
594.3 3.89 .7 12 . 1 768 2.765
594.3 3.90 . 7 . 18 73 2.902
594.3 3.91 .7 5 .2002 3.084
594.3 3.92 .7 .2250 3.52 1
rLOW CHOKbO IN ROTOR PASS NO. 2
TIME, MINUTE 1 59 SECONDS





. 9 5 9 7
. v 5 1 1
.9 225
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. 6 5 1 7
.6426
.6 532
. 2 5 1
.6125
.6003
.5662
.6^94
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